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5 May 2020

Dear Reader,

In a constantly changing environment, COVID-19 is continuing to present significant challenges to both people and 
organisations around the globe.  Many of you will be facing potentially significant business challenges to which you need 
to respond rapidly.  

To help you navigate through the complexity, PwC’s team of legal specialists have collaborated to create a resource 
covering some of the most relevant legal considerations for businesses. That information has been brought together in 
Volumes 1 and 2 of this Report and includes answers to common questions relating to:

● Labour Law,
● Contract Law,
● Insolvency Law, 
● Cybersecurity & Privacy Laws; and
● Corporate Law.

Reflecting commentary from more than 80 territories across our Global Legal Network, this Report is one of the most 
geographically comprehensive legal resources currently available on these topics.

The hyperlinks in the ‘Territories Index’ will allow you to easily navigate across the two Volumes and access information 
for countries that are of most interest to you in a print-ready format.  

Alternatively, you can navigate this information, together with key insights regarding tax, economic and other government 
measures, using our online navigation tool: https://pwc.to/2QUBeCA   

If you would like further assistance on these issues, please either reach out to your usual PwC contact or the relevant 
Territory Contact listed in the Report.  In the meantime, please take care and stay safe in these unusual times.

Yours faithfully,

Tony O’Malley
Global Legal Leader

Introduction
COVID-19: Global Legal Report

#
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Territories Index
Navigate to specific territories via the hyperlinks on this page:

Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Ukraine
United Kingdom
Uzbekistan

Europe & CEE

Algeria
Angola
Egypt
Ghana
Kenya
Lesotho
Mauritius
Morocco
Mozambique
Namibia

Nigeria
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
South Africa
Tunisia
Uganda
United Arab Emirates
Zambia
Zimbabwe

Middle East & Africa

Australia
China
Hong Kong SAR, China
India
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Mongolia
New Zealand
Philippines
Singapore
South Korea
Thailand
Vietnam

Asia-Pacific

Argentina
Bermuda
Bolivia
Brazil
British Virgin Islands
Canada
Colombia
Costa Rica
Dominican Republic
Mexico
Paraguay
Peru
Uruguay
USA

Americas

Please note that this document is made available for general information purposes only and no PwC Member Firm accepts any liability or 
responsibility whatsoever for the accuracy or completeness of this information or any use you may make of it. In some instances, content 
for a territory has been sourced through business relationships with third party law firms. This includes in relation to: British Virgin 
Islands, Egypt, Lesotho, South Korea, Zambia, Zimbabwe and the USA.  Neither PwC LLP nor ILC Legal, LLP provides US legal advice. 
While best efforts from PwC Member Firms across the PwC Network have been used to compile this information, from reliable sources, 
matters are moving and evolving at a fast pace as governments respond. Accordingly, you are on notice that any use you make of this 
information, or any reliance you place on it, is solely your responsibility.

Volume 1

Volume 2 - Click here to access

Albania
Armenia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany

Greece
Guernsey
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Jersey
Kazakhstan
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Moldova
Montenegro
Netherlands
North Macedonia

#
http://www.pwc.com/legal-covid-19-navigation
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Americas

#
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Argentina
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Possibly.

Current regulations prohibit dismissals and suspensions where the cause does not relate to 
employee fault, force majeure, absence or a decline in labour tasks for a period of 60 days.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

Currently Argentina is under a compulsory and general isolation (except in relation to 
businesses that provide essential services) up to 13 April 2020. During this period, it is not 
possible to take paid annual leave.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes.

In cases where the dismissal is initiated by the employer, and without reasonable cause 
related to an employee fault, the employer must pay the employee:

● a severance payment equivalent to 1 month´s salary for every year of service, or 
fraction of 3 months or more, using the best regular monthly remuneration accrued 
during the last year (or time of service where shorter that one year) as a base for 
the calculation;

● additional severance where the labor contract is terminated without advanced 
notice, equivalent to salaries involved in the below periods:

(i) by the employee, 15 days prior notice;
(ii) by the employer, 15 days prior notice when the employee is on trial period
(iii) by the employer, 1 month notice if the employee´s seniority does not exceed 5 
years and 2 months when the seniority is superior;

● an additional amount comprising the remuneration for the remaining days of the 
month in which the dismissal took place, where the contract termination is carried 
out without the corresponding advanced notice and on a date which doesn´t match 
the last day of the month;

● unused proportional vacations;

● proportional thirteenth salary.

Relief is only considered in cases of force majeure, absence or a decline in labor tasks not 
attributable to employer. In such cases, the employer is entitled to an amount of half of a 
seniority payment, after accomplishing a special process before Labor Ministry.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

Credits relating to six months of salaries, labor accidents, severance for seniority, severance 
payment in lieu of advanced notice and unemployment fund have a special privilege over 
products, raw material, and machinery of the labor establishment.

Credits relating to six months of salaries, labor accidents, severance for seniority, severance 
payment in lieu of advanced notice, unemployment fund, vacations and thirteenth salary 
payment have a general privilege, and have a preference of payment in relation to any other 
credit (except alimentary credits).

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

No.

In the case of an insolvency scenario, the employee must submit the credit in the insolvency 
judicial process, and this will be count with the payment privileges previously mentioned.

Contact for Argentina

Marcelo Brandariz
Partner
PwC Legal S.R.L

T: +54 11 4850 6728

@: marcelo.brandariz@pwc.com

Argentina content as at 9 April 2020 

Contact for Argentina

Eduardo Gil Roca
Partner
Price Waterhouse & Co. Asesores
de Empresas S.R.L

T: +54 11 4850 6728

@: eduardo.gil.roca@pwc.com

#
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Argentina
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your jurisdiction 
to rely upon legislative provisions or 
general law for relief from 
contractual obligations in the event 
of pandemic or similar?

Yes.

There is a statutory definition of force majeure set forth by Section 1730 of the Argentine Civil and 
Commercial Code (ACCC): “Act of God and force majeure shall be deemed those events that 
could not have been foreseen or that, having been foreseen, could not be avoided. Under 
Argentine law, an act must meet certain standards in order to be regarded as an “force majeure:

● must be objectively unpredictable, or irresistible when predictable;

●  must be unrelated to the debtor;

● the act must be a present fact;

● must occur after the creation of the obligation; and

● the impediment in the fulfillment of the obligation must be physically or legally 
impossible to be overcome by the debtor.

This last standard is crucial as the fact that performance may become more difficult or costly due 
to the COVID-19’s emergency regulations does not allow such party to invoke force majeure.

According to the authors’ opinion and relevant case law, sovereign acts or acts performed by 
public officers may constitute an event of force majeure when creating difficulties impossible to 
surmount in order to comply with contractual obligations; these acts do not necessarily imply a 
regular exercise of power; even abusive acts constitute an event of force majeure if they prevent 
compliance with obligations, which is all too natural, since, from the point of view of the debtor, 
who sees his intent to fulfil thwarted, it does not make any difference whether the event so 
thwarting such intent is legitimate or arbitrary.

Commercial and civil contracts governed by Argentine law may contain sophisticated force 
majeure clauses specifically drafted and agreed upon by the parties. These clauses may have 
different effects on the parties’ failure to comply with their contractual obligations depending on 
whether the force majeure event results in a definitive or a temporary impediment. Additionally, 
please note that according to Argentine law, in principle, the debtor will not be liable for the lack of 
performance of its contractual obligations due to a force majeure event. However, there are a 
number of exceptions to this principle, such as:

● the debtor’s commitment to perform regardless of force majeure events;

● the existence of a legal provision by means of which liability for non-compliance is not 
waived in a case of a force majeure event;

● the force majeure event occurred when the debtor was already in default;

● the force majeure event occurred due to the debtor’s fault;

● the force majeure event was a self-contingency of the debtor’s goods or activity; or

● cases in which the debtor is obliged to restore as a consequence of a wrongful act.

With regards to the burden of proof, the same lies on the defaulting party and thus, such 
defaulting party will need to demonstrate how the Argentine government measures and 
restrictions due to the COVID-19 outbreak constituted an impediment to the fulfillment of its 
contractual obligations that could not be overcome.

In addition, the doctrine of frustration of purpose is also an available legal defence when 
contractual performance remains still possible, but there had been an extraordinary alteration (not 
attributable to the parties and which does not constitute an assumed risk by them) of the existing 
circumstances taken into account by the parties at the time of entering into the contract. The 
termination of the contract is the effect provided by Section 1090 of the ACCC. If the frustration of 
the purpose is only of a temporary nature, then the party seeking the contract’s termination must 
then demonstrate that the agreed performance period was essential.

Other legal alternatives contemplated in the ACCC would be given by "Suspension of the 
Contracts' effects" as a preventive measure (Section 1032 of the ACCC) that allows a party to 
withhold its own performance if a material threat of damage arises because "...the other party has 
suffered a significant impairment in its ability to comply ...". But if the affected party finally 
discharges her obligations or gives sufficient assurances of compliance, the withholding must 
cease.

#
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Argentina
Contract Law (continued)
Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Generally, this is not required.

Generally speaking, a party who resorts to either force majeure, frustration of purpose and / 
or theory of unforeseeable events does not have to apply to court, except in case of dispute 
and challenge from its counterparty. The "suspension of the contracts' effects" as a 
preventive measure has not been judicially tested in Argentina, but we understand should 
follow the same path.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

Yes.

The National Executive Branch has recently enacted emergency regulations (Decree 
320/2020), by means of which the following measures apply to certain commercial leases 
(i.e. leases in which professionals, physical businessmen and small and medium enterprises 
are tenants):

● evictions are suspended up to September 30th, 2020;

● any lease agreement terminating on March 20th, 2020 or later, may be extended 
(at the sole discretion of the tenant) up to September 30th, 2020;

● lease payment amounts (as of March 2020) are frozen until September 30th, 2020;

● any difference that results between the contractually agreed amount and that 
corresponding to pay for the application of this emergency regulations, must be 
paid by the tenant in at least three instalments and at most six instalments, 
monthly, equal and consecutive, with the first of them expiring, on the same date of 
the expiration of the rental fee that contractually corresponds to the month of 
October 2020. No moratorium, compensatory or punitive interest may be applied, 
nor any other penalty provided in the contract, and the obligations of the guarantor 
will remain in force until its total cancellation; and

● the debts that may arise from the date of entry into force of these emergency 
regulations and until September 30th, 2020, originated in the non-payment, in 
payments made outside the agreed contractual terms or partial payments, must be 
paid in at least three instalments and at most six instalments, monthly, equal and 
consecutive, with maturity, the first of them, on the same date of the lease 
payment's due date corresponding to the month of October 2020. Compensatory 
interest may be applied, which may not exceed the interest rate for 30-day 
deposits in pesos at Banco de la Nación Argentina. No punitive or moratorium 
interest can be applied, nor any other penalty, and the obligations of the guarantor 
will remain in force until the total cancellation.

#
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Argentina
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

The members of the board of directors owe the company and the shareholders the duties of 
loyalty and diligence. Therefore, directors shall discharge their duties, as follows:

With loyalty

It is the responsibility of each director to act in good faith and in the best interests of the 
company and to refrain from any conduct that would be, or may appear to be, adverse or 
contrary to the company’s interest. Directors must always place the company’s corporate 
interest and the common interest of all shareholders (i.e. to maximise the company’s profits) 
ahead of any other interest, including their own interest and that of the controlling shareholders. 
Particularly, each director shall avoid obtaining personal benefits at the expense of the 
company. The duty of loyalty includes the obligation to act with the correctness of an honest 
person and in defence of the interests of the debtor.

With the diligence of a good businessman

The “good businessman” standard implies acting with the care of a prudent person in a similar 
position. The standard of Section 59 of the Argentine Business Entities Law 19,550 requires 
special and professional characteristics. The good businessman is not a good ordinary citizen, 
but an individual with a professional and specific aptitude for the kind of business that he is in 
charge of. The good businessman standard is applied to the circumstances of each activity 
undertaken by a director and is an objective standard. This standard requires, among other 
things, that directors possess certain qualifications (that is, technical knowledge, expertise and 
so on) and that they perform their responsibilities in accordance with these qualifications, which 
includes the investigation and due diligence required to adopt any decision. Therefore, the 
members of the Board of Directors must:

● not perform any actions in fraud of the company's creditors' rights;

● not engage in any deceit or negligent action affecting the company's creditors' rights;

● verify that all taxes, social security and labour obligations are paid. These duties to 
the creditors are increased in respect to companies that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency. In addition, any decision adopted by the Board of Directors that allows an 
insolvent company to continue business operations without adopting the necessary 
measures required to address its insolvency situation (e.g. filing a petition for 
commencing an insolvency proceeding) can result in liability under the provisions of 
the Argentine Business Entities Law 19,550 and the Bankruptcy Laws 24,522.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Directors have unlimited personal liability to the company, the shareholders and third parties for 
the damages and losses resulting from:

● mismanagement;

● violation of the law or the company's by-laws; and

● the director's fraud, gross negligence or abuse of authority.

Affected parties can bring a direct action against the directors.

In addition, from the bankruptcy adjudication, the receiver can bring actions against the 
managers, directors and other third parties to recover damages for wrongful conduct. The 
period of liability for these claims extends back to one year before the actual payment’s 
cessation. The members of the Board of Directors who have wilfully produced, facilitated, 
allowed or aggravated the debtor's economic and financial situation or its insolvency will be 
liable for the damages arising from their actions.

Directors might also be subject to criminal prosecution for several offences (e.g. fraud, evasion 
of taxes and social security contributions, infringement of foreign exchange regulations, if 
proceeds of the liquidation of the estate are not sufficient to cover the court expenses, amongst 
others). The term of imprisonment varies from one month to ten years depending on the crime. 
Directors will also be subject to civil restitution and / or damages in civil actions for any criminal 
offence they are found guilty of.

#
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Argentina
Insolvency (continued)
What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

Directors must observe duties of loyalty and diligence at all times. Directors should be 
particularly involved in the company's finances, in order to detect any indication of insolvency. If 
detected, they must take the necessary measures to address the insolvency situation (such as 
filing a petition for commencement of insolvency / reorganisation proceedings).

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

In an effort to reduce the outbreak of COVID-19, the Argentine Government has been issuing 
emergency regulations. The regulations have had a direct impact on many types of business, 
especially on those not initially considered as performing essential activities. The Argentine 
Government has adopted a number of emergency measures, including postponing payment of 
taxes and employers' contributions, postponing payment of leases and utilities, and granting 
state assistance for paying salaries.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

Insolvency and bankruptcy proceedings are regulated in Argentina by Law 24,522 as amended 
and supplemented. This law establishes the legal system to designate the set of substantive 
and procedural rules that regulate the insolvency proceedings of all kinds of debtors. No 
alternative regime nor specific measures have been enacted by the Argentine Government yet.

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of 
in the current pandemic?

On 11 March 2020, the Argentine Personal Data Protection Agency (the “APDPA”) emphasized 
that during the COVID 19 outbreak, the fundamental principles of the Argentine personal data 
protection regulation must be complied with by both controllers and processors.

Health-related Data

In particular, the APDPA stressed that all treatment of information related to health must be 
exercised with special care, respecting the privacy of all data subjects, and in compliance with 
the following principles:

Health-related data is considered “sensitive data” and is subject to particular strict rules under 
the current regulations. Please note that under current regulations, it is prohibited to force any 
individual to provide his or her sensitive data as well as to create databases with the specific 
purpose of processing sensitive data or directly or indirectly revealing sensitive data to others. 
However, processing of sensitive data is permitted with the free, express and informed consent 
of the data owner.

The disclosure of the name of a patient suffering from COVID-19 requires his/her consent. The 
current regulations require that such consent to be validly given, must be voluntary, unequivocal 
and informed.

Healthcare establishments and medical science professionals can process and transfer patient 
data to each other, only if they comply with professional secrecy. Such principle is set forth by 
Section 8 of the Argentine Personal Data Protection Law 25,326, which establishes that 
State-owned or private health institutions, as well as medical science professionals are entitled 
to collect and treat such personal data as the same relates to the physical or mental condition 
of patients who make use of their services or who are or may have been in their care, 
respecting the principles of professional secrecy.

The obligation of professional secrecy will continue even after the end of the relationship with 
the patient. Specifically, Section 10 of the Argentine Personal Data Protection Law establishes 
that the responsible person (e.g., data controller) and all other persons taking part in any stage 
of the treatment of personal data have a professional secret duty in respect to said data. Such 
duty shall continue even after the end of the relationship with the database owner. However, we 
make note that under existing regulations, the obliged party may be released from such 
confidentiality obligation by judicial resolution, and in case there exist substantial reasons 
relating to public safety, national defense or public health.

(Continued on following page)

#
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Argentina
Cyber & Privacy (continued)

In order to use the patient’s information for purposes incompatible with his/her medical 
treatment requires his/her prior express, free and informed consent. Pursuant to Argentine 
law, an “informed consent” means consent given by the data owner based upon accurate and 
full information of all relevant issues. The data owner must have a clear understanding of the 
nature of the data being collected, purposes of the processing of said data, the recipients of 
possible transfers, and the legal rights of the data owner. This includes also an awareness of 
the consequences of not consenting to the processing in question.

The National Health Ministry and the provincial ministries have full authority to request, 
collect, transfer among themselves or to process in any manner health-related data without 
the consent of patients, in accordance with the explicit and implicit powers conferred on them 
by law. Accordingly, Argentine Personal Data Protection Law establishes that the data 
owner’s consent is not required, amongst other circumstances, when such personal data is 
collected or treated by a governmental authority in relation with its duties inherent to the 
powers of the State or as required by law.

Implementing Flexible Work

As a preliminary comment, we strongly recommend double checking that your companies do 
not violate any contractual obligations with third parties when allowing their employees to 
perform flexible work (such as, homeworking).

In addition, in view of the communication released by the APDPA, when implementing flexible 
work, employers must be mindful of obligations set forth by the Argentine Personal Data 
Protection Law and regulations. As practical measures, we suggest confirming at the very 
least that:

Data owners have granted their prior voluntary, unequivocal and informed consent for the 
collection and further treatment of their personal data, when required, and that the 
implementation of your company’s flexible work scheme does not violate such consent;

The flexible work scheme carried out by your company is aligned with the information 
security measures required by APDPA’s Regulation 47/2018; and

Employees are effectively complying with your company’s internal technical and 
organizational measures, including but not limited to security measures and confidentiality 
duties, when processing personal data from their homes.

#
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Argentina
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

The Public Registrar / Office of Corporations of the City of Buenos Aires and other provincial 
jurisdictions are closed for on-site visits. For public companies' filings, the National Securities 
Exchange Commission (CNV) is also closed to public, but certain documents can be 
submitted electronically. There are delays in the processing times, but the authorities have 
passed regulation suspending / postponing administrative deadlines.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

No.

National and provincial courts are closed due to the mandatory lockdown nationwide. Court 
proceedings' deadlines have been suspended / postponed by the competent authorities.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Notary Public Association remains closed to public due to the mandatory lockdown. Some 
public notaries are still operative (at their personal domicile); however, neither legalizations or 
apostilles can be obtained from the Notary Public Association until it reopens its offices to 
public (i.e., expected next April 13th, 2020). As there are no other means to legalize and/or 
apostille a document (i.e., Foreign Ministry is also closed to public as a consequence of the 
mandatory lockdown), the contingency plan is limited to explaining the counterparty the 
difficulties to obtain a legalized/apostilled document in Argentina.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Argentine Digital Signature Law 25,506 provides for two different signatures: (i) digital 
signatures and (ii) electronic signatures.

A digital signature is the result of applying mathematic procedures to a digital document with 
information known to the signatory only, information which will later be verified by a third party 
(i.e., a licensed certifier authorized by the Argentine authorities) licensed to verify digital 
signatures.

An electronic signature is any electronic data associated to other electronic data produced by 
a signatory in order to identify itself that does not meet all legal requirements established for 
a digital signature.

Pursuant to Section 288 of the Argentine Civil and Commercial Code, only electronic 
documents signed with a digital signature are presumed to have been signed by the 
signatory. The enforceability of electronic documents signed with electronic signatures is 
weaker, as the enforcing party will be required to prove the authorship of the signature and 
the integrity of the document.

Consequently, please be informed that DocuSign is not recognized as a Licensed Certifier 
and thus, in the event of moving forward and executing agreements through DocuSign, the 
client might experience -if the document is challenged- some burdensome in evidencing the 
identity and authenticity of the signatories. The client will have to demonstrate such 
authorship and integrity through other means of evidence (such as, for example, computer 
experts deposition explaining the DocuSign process, e-mail communications exchanged 
between the parties, PDF scan copies exchanged between the parties, video recording at the 
time of executing each party the agreement, telephone recordings when discussing how the 
agreement will be executed, etc.).

#
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Argentina
Corporate
Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Certain jurisdictions (e.g., Office of Corporations of the City of Buenos Aires; the National 
Securities Exchange Commission; etc.) have flexibilized the statutory requirements for 
conducting Board and Partners' remote meetings provided that certain requirements be 
complied with (e.g., a digital recording of the meeting must be kept for five years; and the 
meeting shall be transcribed to the corresponding book, indicating the participants, and shall 
be signed by the legal representative)

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Certain jurisdictions (e.g., Office of Corporations of the City of Buenos Aires; the National 
Securities Exchange Commission; etc.) have flexibilized the statutory requirements for 
conducting Board and Partners' remote meetings provided that certain requirements be 
complied with (e.g., a digital recording of the meeting must be kept for five years; and the 
meeting shall be transcribed to the corresponding book, indicating the participants, and shall 
be signed by the legal representative)

#
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Bermuda
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Yes.

Public registries are open but are limiting the employees physical access to the office.

There has been delays and any filings made prior to 18th March 2020 had to be re-submitted 
electronically as most of the filings in Bermuda are manual/physical submissions.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Courts are not currently open and all filings have to submitted electronically.

There will be delays incurred as electronic filings are not common.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

In Bermuda only Attorneys are appointed as Notaries, therefore while Bermuda is not under a 
strict “lock-down” at present, residents are encouraged to social distance, which makes 
physical meetings inadvisable.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Yes.

Electronic signatures are permitted for documents unless a request is otherwise noted for 
wet ink signatures.

One area where electronic signatures will not be permissible is if a requirement for a Notary 
or other original certification is being requested.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes, noting:

Board Meetings can be held telephonically, but there may be some concerns if a physical 
meeting is not held. For example, if the entity was originally going to hold a board meeting 
and now could not hold the physical meeting resulting from travel bans and the strict social 
distancing protocols in place, it is unclear whether the regulators will accept that a telephonic 
meeting was held.

We are waiting for further guidelines on this from the regulators.

Meeting minutes are required for all meetings held and electronic signatures are permitted on 
the minutes.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes, same as my previous answer noting:

The Chairman is required to sign the meeting minutes of which an electronic signature is 
required.

If a company has a specific request for the Chairman and the Secretary (or any other officer 
of the company) to sign the minutes, then we can also accommodate this specification.

Bermuda content as at 9 April 2020 

Contact for Bermuda

Ronaele Dathorne-Bayrd
Partner
PricewaterCoopers Services Inc

T: +1 246 626 6652

@: ronaele.dathorne-bayrd@pwc.com
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Bolivia
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

No

The "Disposición Adicional Tercera" of the "Decreto Supremo 4199" states that all workers 
have the right to receive their wages during this period of quarantine.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

This is unlikely.

There is no express regulation in this regard. However, an employer can reach an agreement 
with an employee in relation to the holiday period. An employer is still required to pay an 
employee their salary during the employee's holiday period.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Certain amounts are payable.

Dismissals can only be made on grounds justified and provided in Article 16 of the "Ley 
General del Trabajo" and Article 8 of its Regulatory Decree. In the case of a dismissal, social 
benefits and compensation are to be paid in accordance with current legislation.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

The payment of wages and social benefits are mandatory and preferential.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

No.

There is no special regulation in this regard.

Contact for Bolivia

Eduardo Aramayo
Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers S.R.L.

T: +591 3 3444 311

@: eduardo.aramayo@pwc.com

Bolivia content as at 9 April 2020 

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

There are no regulations about data privacy or security during the pandemic, nonetheless, 
businesses need to continue with regular compliance of data security and privacy issues.
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Bolivia
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

No, there is no express legislation about the exemption of contractual obligations in the event 
of a pandemic or similar cases of force majeure. It leaves the same to the agreement and will 
of the parties. Nonetheless, force majeure can be invoked by any party before a judge even if 
an agreement does not have any provisions regarding force majeure.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

In Bolivia a Sanitary Emergency has been declared since March 22, 2020, including 
mandatory stay home, which includes the closing of the Judicial Branch, with the exemption 
of Criminal Courts. Therefore, it would not be possible to file a claim before a judge to be 
relieved of contractual obligations, until this mandatory quarantine is lifted. Once all courts 
are working normally, it depends whether the parties within the terms and conditions of the 
contract provided for the inclusion of a Force Majeure clause, which is how the parties will 
respond if such events occur, including responsibility for the consequences of the event and 
how they will be distributed between the parties.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

Commercial property and other leasing arrangements are still subject to regular law (Article 
701 of the Civil Code states that the lessee must pay the lease fee within the agreed time 
limits or in which they establish the uses), there is no special regulation at this time. A new bill 
has been presented in Congress, which would regulate the payment of leases and 
commercial property, but it has not been passed by Congress yet.

Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

Art 164 of the Commerce Code establishes the responsibility of companies administrators and 
representatives who must act with diligence, prudence, and loyalty, under penalty of joint and 
several liability for damages that result from their action or omission.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

The company’s legal representative or President of the Board can be held personally liable, for 
unpaid taxes and, unpaid social security contributions, and/or unpaid labour benefits.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

At a practical level, Directors can always establish priorities regarding payment of labour 
benefits, taxes and social security contributions, and to seek advice of other professionals and 
to continuously inform the board.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

There is no legal regulation which allows a company to cease its activities temporarily. Also, 
Bolivian Congress recently passed Law 1294 dated April 1st, 2020 which provides that 
Financial Intermediation Institutions (Banks) must automatically defer payments of capital and 
interest credit repayments and other levies during quarantine and grant a maximum period of up 
to 6 months after its lifting. This measure does not imply an increase on interest rate or the 
enforcement of penalties.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

It is important to mention that a company in insolvency can always judicially file a Creditors 
Concourse, in order for a Judge to administer and determine creditors preferences in the 
payment of debts with the company's assets.
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Bolivia
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

No, Supreme Decree 4203 and Ministerial Resolution 70/2020 suspended commercial and 
registration duties and obligations. There is no contingency plan for these filing and/or 
registrations, the cited Ministerial Resolution, suspends all deadlines until May 31st, 2020.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

No, pursuant to Supreme Decree 4199 of 21 March 2020, the "Consejo de la Magistratura", 
by Circular No. 010/2020 of 21 March, has instructed Total Quarantine in all Courts. At the 
same time, the "Tribunal Supremo de Justicia", by Circular No. 04/2020 of 21 March 2020, 
ordered the suspension of work activities in the "Tribunal Supremo de Justicia", "Tribunal 
Departamental de Justicia" and "Asientos Judiciales de Provincias", however it determined 
that the "Tribunales Departamentales de Justicia" through their "Salas Plenas" must establish 
the turns to be held by Chambers and Courts in criminal matters including Saturdays, 
Sundays and Holidays. 

In compliance with this Circular, the "Tribunales Departamentales de Justicia" issued their 
respective circular establishing the suspension of the procedural deadlines and the 
scheduled hearings from the 0:00 hours of Sunday, March 22, 2020, in addition to noting that 
the Courts and "Juzgados de turno" in actions of liberty and with apprehended matters in 
criminal matters, violence and children and adolescents will attend according to established 
role [Tribunal Departamental (TD) of La Paz Instructive No. 17/2020 of 21 March 2020, TD of 
Santa Cruz Circular No. 40/2020 of 18 March 2020, TD of Chuquisaca Circular S.P. No. 
11/2020 of 21 March 2020, TD of Cochabamba Comunicado No. 14/2020 21 March 2020].

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

No, the "Comunicado 05/2020" of the "Dirección del Notariado Plurinacional" suspends all 
activities. There is no plan of contingency.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Article 5.III of the Supreme Decree 4199, states the validity of electronic signature in 
unrestricted financial transactions only for the conclusion of financial and remote 
procurement contracts.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Board meetings can be held telephonically and/or through videoconference, provided that the 
companies bylaws allow this type of Board Meetings. Partner Meetings and Stockholder 
meetings, on the other hand cannot be held through these methods, and necessarily need to 
be physically present.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Board meetings can be held telephonically or through videoconference if and only if the 
company bylaws allow this type of Board Meeting.
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Brazil
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Yes.

In response to the COVID-19 crisis, the Federal Government enacted the Provisional 
Measure no. 936/2020, establishing exceptional provisions regarding labor relations and 
allowing the possibility to put on hold employment contracts for the maximum period of 60 
days (consecutive or alternate), which must be formalized by means of a specific agreement 
to be executed by and between the employee and the employer, observing the following

● The agreement must be addressed to the employee beforehand (two days 
minimum);

● Benefits like health insurance and meal allowance shall be maintained during the 
suspension period;

● The employer must inform the Ministry of Economy regarding the agreement within 
10 days as of the execution of the agreement, once the notice of employment 
contract suspension will trigger a government allowance to the employee. Eventual 
absence of communication will hold the employer responsible to pay the 
employee's whole remuneration.

● Companies which annual income exceeds BRL$ 4,800,000.00 shall be held 
responsible to pay 30% of the employee's salary even when they remain 
suspended.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

Yes.

In response to COVID-19 crisis, the Federal Government enacted the Provisional Measure 
no. 927/2020, establishing exceptional rules to individual and collective vacation leaves, as 
discriminated below:

● The employer is exceptionally entitled to anticipate the employee's vacation leave, 
even if the ""earning period"" (annual cycle) was not yet met. The minimum period 
of vacation in this rule cannot be less than 5 days straight;

● By means of an individual agreement, employer and employee are exceptionally 
entitled to anticipate one future period of vacation leave;

● In order to preserve the employers cash flow, the rules of vacation leaves was 
amended to allow the payment until the 5th day of the subsequent month and to 
postpone the payment of the vacation bonus to December 20th, 2020;

● Collective vacation leave was changed to try to minimize the impacts during this 
period by allowing the employer to notify a group of employees without the 
mandatorial communications to the competent unions or to the Ministry of 
Economy. The notice can be done in any format, at the employer's sole discretion;

● The employer is exceptionally entitled to anticipate the enjoyment of holidays 
(local, state and federal, except the religious holidays) to the period of quarantine, 
compensating the hours through the bank of hours.

Contact for Brazil

Richard Blanchet
Partner
Loeser, Blanchet e Hadad Advogados

T: +55 11 3879 2849

@: richard.blanchet@lbhlaw.com.br

Brazil content as at 10 October 2020 
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Brazil
Labour Law (continued)
Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

The Brazilian Labor Code (Consolidated Labor Laws) establishes a mandatory severance 
payment in case of eventual dismissal, which comprehends:

● payment of previous notice: one month salary, increased by the amount of three 
work days to every year of employment contract;

● 40% fine calculated upon the amount deposited on the FGTS (Guaranteed Fund);

● month salary;

● extra hours (if not paid);

● accrued vacation plus 30% vacation bonus;

● proportional vacation leave plus 30% vacation bonus;

● proportional Christmas Bonus.

The measures undertaken by the Federal Government were based on the intent to preserve 
the company's financial health and the employment. Therefore, there were no further 
provisions to ease the burden related to dismissals.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

Employees are considered as priority unsecured creditors.

The benefits that are subject to priority creditor status are all related to the employment 
agreement and its eventual amendments

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

No.

In Brazil, there are no governmental fund or financial arrangement to eventually support the 
employee in an insolvency scenario.
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Brazil
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

As a general rule, the COVID-19 pandemic can be considered as an act of God or force 
majeure, under the terms of Brazilian Law.

Although Section 421 of the Brazilian Civil Code establishes that in private relationships will 
prevail the principle of minimum intervention and review of the contract only in exceptional 
cases, it is understood that COVID-19 can be considered as an exceptional case and 
therefore, contracts can be reviewed.

Of course this review will depend on each contract and the situation of each party. For 
instance, a party that is not having any losses or is not being affected by the pandemic, is 
likely that it is not entitled to any review. That being said, following are the main legal 
provisions ruling contractual obligations:

● pursuant to Section 393 of the Brazilian Civil Code, the debtor does not respond 
for the losses caused by act of God or force majeure, unless if it/he/she expressly 
undertook to be responsible for;

● the Brazilian Civil Code also sets forth in its Section 317 the possibility of the judge 
reviews the amount due because of an unpredictable fact that culminated in an 
excessively onerous amount, meaning that the judge can reduce the amount, but 
always trying to guarantee the real value of the obligation; and

● Section 478 of the referred law establishes that if the contract became extremely 
onerous to one party due to unpredictable facts, the debtor can request the 
termination of the agreement.

Lastly, as mentioned before, it is necessary to evaluate each contract separately in order to 
provide the best legal alternative, specially because there may be a clause ruling events of 
act of God or force majeure.

Notwithstanding the above, it is worth mentioning that there is a legislative bill specifically 
drafted because of COVID-19 that will be voted soon and it establishes, among other 
matters, that in contracts:

● the consequences due to COVID-19 shall not retroact; and

● it cannot be considered as an unpredictable fact the increase of inflation, exchange 
gain variation, depreciation or replacement of the monetary standard.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Brazilian Civil Code sets forth exceptions on the regular accomplishment of contractual 
obligations in extraordinary situations arisen from act of God or force majeure (unforeseeable 
and inevitable circumstances).

These situations may be invoked by the debtor to release or mitigate the impacts of the 
default, subject to the analysis of the terms and conditions of each contract.

In addition, it is in course a legislative bill to establish parameters of negotiation and/or 
release of obligations by the private contracts’ parties on an emergency and temporary basis, 
as long as the pandemic endures. This bill is awaiting analysis by the Chamber of Deputies.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

Most of the States in Brazil have decreed the quarantine and the suspension of activities 
considered as non-essential.

In this sense, many commercial establishments are forced to remain closed, which result in 
several losses.

Although there is no provision in the Law no. 8245/1991 (law that rules lease agreements) 
allowing the review of lease agreements due to unpredictable facts, there are already some 
court cases in which the judge decided that the lessee can pay a reduced amount of lease 
while this pandemic lasts.
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Brazil
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

Directors must comply with their duties established in the law, which are: duty of diligent, loyalty, 
act within powers, conflict of interest and disclosure of information.

Above all, directors should act carefully, not benefit a creditor instead of other, analyse the 
debts and prioritize those that must be paid, such as salaries of employees and taxes, and 
report to the shareholders any and all situation that he/she is not comfortable with.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Directors are not personally liable for the obligations they contracted on behalf of the company 
due to regular acts of management – business judgment rule. The liability of directors cannot be 
measured by the outcomes, but rather by the procedures adopted for the decision-making 
and/or for the supervision of the acts.

As a general rule, directors are not liable for losses and damages of the company, except for:

● Gross negligence or fraud during the exercise of their functions; or

● Breach of legal or statutory provision; specially if it is evidenced that they did not 
comply with their fiduciary duties of diligent, loyalty, act within powers, conflict of 
interest and disclosure of information.

It is important to note, however, that for labour, consumer and environmental, it is possible that 
a director be exposed to liabilities in the event the company, whether insolvent or not, does not 
pay its obligations related to its employees or repair the damages to the environment and/or to 
its consumers.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

As mentioned before, directors should comply with their duties and the company's corporate 
governance, following its internal policies.

Moreover, directors should engage professionals to assist them during this crisis, such as 
lawyers, auditors, consultants, etc. so that they can take the best decision based in string 
advices.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

There is a legislative bill to change the current Federal Law that governs judicial recovery and 
bankruptcy proceedings in order to include a new regime entitled “preventive restructuring”. 
There is no estimated date for voting by the senate.

This new regime will make possible to companies to continue their activities, by demonstrating 
a decrease of 30% on their regular income compared to the previous three-months average, 
due to the pandemic.

This system can be used by micro and small companies and self-employed professionals which 
were not in a judicial recovery or bankruptcy proceeding.

According to this legislative bill, the company shall file in Court a “Request for Collective 
Negotiation” appointing a third person to negotiate their debts. The judge can:

● determine the temporary suspension of lawsuits and enforcement procedures for 90 
days as of the judge's decision; and

● as a general rule, establish that agreements shall not be terminated during the period 
of pandemic. This proceeding will endure for a maximum period of 90 days as of the 
judge's decision.
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Brazil
Insolvency (continued)
What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

Brazilian current law sets forth two regimes that might be relevant to be considered in this 
pandemic: judicial and extrajudicial recovery proceedings.

The judicial recovery proceeding is commonly used by companies which are facing temporary 
difficulties, by submitting a payment plan to be approved by most creditors and validated by the 
judge. There is a statutory moratorium of 90 days during which the lawsuits and enforcement 
proceedings will be suspended, while its productive source is maintained. Such regime lasts for 
two years.

The extrajudicial recovery procedure allows the company to negotiate and agree directly with 
specific creditors a plan for its financial recovery. Such procedure is not applied to negotiate tax 
and labour debts or accidents in the workplace, or fiduciary credits of movable and immovable 
assets and can be validated or not in Courts.

These are the available alternatives to companies overcome this critical situation arising from 
COVID-19.

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

There are no instructions regarding data privacy issued from any relevant authority in Brazil 
since the creation of the Brazilian Data Protection Authority has not been concluded yet.

The Brazilian Data Protection law became into force in September 2020.

The administrative sanctions to the Brazilian Privacy law will become into force only in 
August 2021. However, federal prosecutors, consumers associations, and other consumer 
protection entities are suing companies because of a lack of compliance with the data 
protection law. There are already some lawsuits in court, most of them regarding the 
lawfulness of the use of personal data.

Companies now are dealing with putting in practice their data protection compliance 
programs and the data subject rights request forms.
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Brazil
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Commercial Registries are opened, but working in a restricted way.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Yes. Courts are opened and accepting files.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

It was announced by the governmental body responsible for the notaries in Brazil, that each 
notary should decide whether it would reduce the operating hours or suspend the works.

Most of the notaries in Brazil are operating, but with some restrictions, for example, limited 
opening hours.

There are delays, with works not being delivered on time.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Yes.

According to the Provisional Measure 2.200-2/2001, electronic signatures are considered 
valid for all legal purposes.

It is possible to sign electronically, but there are certain types of documents that this 
procedure is not allowed, such as testamentary documents.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Minutes of the Board meetings in São Paulo must be signed by the Chairman and secretary, 
in case of corporations, and by all the parties in case of limited liability companies.

However, it is possible to have the meeting via video or conference call, if the bylaws permit 
it.

On 30 March 2020, a provisional measure, Provisional Measure 931, was established noting 
the possibility of shareholders to participate in shareholders' meeting without the need to be 
physically present.

The procedures to be adopted in this case will shortly be explained by the competent 
authorities by means of a normative rule.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes.

As described in the answer above.
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British Virgin Islands
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

There is an electronic system for filings and registrations with the BVI’s Registry of Corporate 
Affairs and for conducting corporate searches.

This is operating as usual without delays in processing times.

The Registry also continues to issue certificates of good standing electronically with hard 
copies available for pick-up at least once per week.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

All filings can be made electronically through the E-Litigation Portal in the usual manner, for 
matters that have been issued since electronic filing was introduced.

With respect to all other matters, documents may be filed by attendance at the High Court 
Registry. However, restrictions on access to the Registry have been applied, so that the 
process may now take longer. Documents relating to matters that are not subject to the 
e-filing regime may be filed electronically by email if accompanied by an undertaking from a 
legal practitioner to pay the applicable fees.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Notaries in the BVI are still operating. There should be no delay in arranging for documents 
to be notarised.

As for documents that need to be apostilled, they can be processed in the usual manner.

The Deputy Governor’s Office hours of operation for apostille-related services are reduced, 
with delays of one to two days in processing time expected.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

In general, subject to any restrictions in the company’s articles of association, a scanned 
copy of a document bearing a “wet ink” signature that is transmitted by email is acceptable. It 
is also possible to use an electronic signature if conditions for an electronic signature as set 
out in the Electronic Transactions Act, 2001 are satisfied.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Subject to the articles of association, board meetings may be held telephonically, without a 
physical presence, as long as all the directors attending the meeting by telephone can hear 
each other.

The signature of the chairman of a meeting of its board of directors (or anyone else) is not 
strictly required on any minutes of that meeting.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Typically, written consent resolutions can be used instead of holding an actual board meeting 
and not the other way around. If written consent resolutions are used in lieu of an actual 
board meeting, all directors are required to sign those resolutions.

British Virgin Islands content as at 11 May 2020 
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Canada
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Yes.

Each province's employment standards legislation permits employers to place employees on 
a temporary layoff due to a shortage of work.

The length of layoff varies between provinces and at a certain point, the temporary layoff 
becomes a deemed termination of employment.

Temporary lay-off cannot be indefinite.

The lay-off notice must be in writing and specify whether there is a recall date or if any 
benefits will be continued. Some provinces require advance notice of the lay-off.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

Generally, yes.

An employer can direct when vacation time will be taken. However, the employer may offer to 
the employee the choice to take paid vacation before a lay-off.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes.

Each province has a minimum statutory notice (and in Ontario, severance pay) that must be 
provided for a termination without cause.

In addition to statutory termination requirements, there may also be obligations owing under 
common law to provide reasonable notice.

There is no relief from these obligations due to financial hardship.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

An employee is entitled to a priority claim for unpaid wages and vacation pay which remain 
outstanding six months prior to the initial bankruptcy event or the date of receivership.

The amount of the priority is limited to $2,000 per employee with an additional $1,000 for 
disbursements made by a travelling salesperson. The priority claim for unpaid wages does 
not include termination and severance pay.

The priority amount is paid out of the proceeds from the realization of assets after taking into 
account deemed trusts, statutory liens, and the rights of unpaid suppliers under section 81.1 
of the BIA. The priority claim for employees will rank ahead of secured creditors only to the 
extent of realization from current assets (cash, inventory and accounts receivables).

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

Yes.

The Wage Earner Protection Act is a government program which reimburses eligible 
employees for unpaid wages, vacation pay, severance and termination pay that are owed 
after an employer becomes bankrupt or is subject to a receivership under the Bankruptcy and 
Insolvency Act. The maximum amount payable is equal to seven times the maximum weekly 
insurable earnings under the Employment Insurance Act, less any amount prescribed by 
regulation.

In the normal course, employees who are temporarily laid off or terminated from employment 
without cause for any reason are generally entitled to receive government paid Employment 
Insurance benefits for the length of the lay-off or up to 45 weeks following termination.

In October 2020 the Federal Government updated COVID-19 relief measures by extending 
Employment Insurance (EI) benefits and replaced the Canadian Emergency Response 
Benefit with 3 measures: Canada Recovery Sickness Benefit (CRSB), Canada Recovery 
Caregiving Benefit (CRCB), Canada Recovery Benefit (CRB), for those who do not qualify for 
Employment Insurance.  

Contact for Canada

Patrick Lindsay
Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

T: +403 509 6386

@: patrick.lindsay@pwc.com

Canada content (all topics except 
Corporate) as at 2 November 2020 
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Canada
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Yes.

In Canada, Parties may obtain relief by way of a contractual force majeure provision or 
possibly through the common law doctrine of frustration.

Most commercial agreements will include force majeure contractual provisions which serve to 
allow relief from contractual agreements when circumstances arise that are outside the 
parties' control. Whether a pandemic qualifies under a force majeure provision will depend 
upon the specific language used when drafting the agreement. The party seeking to rely on a 
force majeure provision must then show two things: that the unforeseen event has made the 
performance of their obligations impossible; and that the event's consequences were beyond 
the reasonable foresight and skill of the parties at the time they entered into the contract. In 
other words, the party claiming the benefit of the clause must show that they cannot perform 
their contractual obligations due to unforeseeable, extraordinary circumstance beyond their 
control. A court typically will not accept that an event is a force majeure unless no part of it 
was within the control of the party claiming its benefit. In other words, a party cannot rely on 
its own actions or inaction, which led to a certain consequence, as an event of force majeure; 
the circumstance must be unforeseeable and completely outside the control of the parties.

Force majeure is a contractual tool; it does not exist at common law in Canada independently 
of being written into a contract. Courts are typically unwilling to imply a force majeure 
provision into the contract where no express language exists. In such circumstances, parties 
may rely on the common law doctrine of frustration instead.

Frustration occurs where a situation has arisen for which the parties made no provision in the 
contract and performance of the contract becomes "a thing radically different from that which 
was undertaken by the contract.” Much like in the force majeure context, performance of the 
contract must become impossible; it is not enough that the contract become more onerous, 
or even significantly more difficult, but still possible to perform. Rather, a party must show that 
the original purpose of the contract has been frustrated, and it would be unjust for them to be 
bound to the contract under the existing circumstances.

Like force majeure, the situation or event that has allegedly frustrated the contract must:

● be unforeseeable at the time the contract was entered into; and

● not be the fault of either party.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Yes.

A party in Canada may apply to a court to either:

● enforce a force majeure provision in a contract; or

● attempt to vitiate a contract through the common law doctrine of frustration.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

No.

Leases and commercial property arrangements are governed by the contracts negotiated to 
and agreed upon by the parties. At the time of writing (April 6, 2020) there are no special 
arrangements available for commercial property or leasing arrangements beyond what is 
prescribed in the contract.

In October 2020 the Federal Government updated financial support for businesses affected 
by COVID-19 with the Canada Emergency Rent Subsidy (CERS).

#
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Canada
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

Directors have a statutory duty to act honestly and in good faith and to exercise their duties with 
a reasonable degree of care, diligence and skill. An honest and good faith but an unsuccessful 
attempt to address a corporation’s financial problems does not constitute a breach of these 
duties. Protection is offered to those who make prudent, reasonable decisions on an informed 
basis in light of all relevant circumstances and on an objective standard. The duty of a director 
is one that is continuously owed is to the corporation (as opposed to shareholders or creditors). 

The interests of shareholders and creditors are generally aligned when a corporation is solvent 
and operating as a going-concern entity. If the corporation approaches the “vicinity of 
insolvency” or becomes insolvent the duty remains to the corporation but the desires of 
creditors and shareholders will reach a point of divergence, with the former desiring actions that 
allow repayment of their debts and the latter likely focused on pursuing economic upside 
irrespective of risk. In such circumstances the obligation to act in the best interests of the 
corporation will require an assessment of the impact that a particular action or decision will have 
on a corporation’s creditors, including whether it could reasonably be expected to enhance or 
jeopardize the ability of the corporation to satisfy its obligations.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Canadian directors face one of the broadest, most comprehensive and most open-ended 
shareholder remedies in the common law world, namely the oppression remedy. The remedy is 
not limited to claims by shareholders; creditors may seek relief either directly or through the 
Canadian courts exercising its discretion to grant them standing as an affected party under the 
relevant legislation. This provides a nearly unlimited opportunity for disaffected stakeholders, 
regardless of whether they are holders of debt or equity interests, to review and challenge the 
decisions of directors in respect of real or perceived prejudicial, unfair and oppressive conduct.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

The risk of personal liability to directors in instances where the corporation is either insolvent or 
in financial distress can be mitigated in several ways, most notably by the implementation of 
and adherence to appropriate corporate governance policies and procedures before fiscal 
issues present themselves. When issues of insolvency arise best practices generally include 
the following:

Ensuring that critical decisions are made by disinterested directors and that conflicts of interest 
are identified, documented and properly managed. Depending on the particular circumstances 
this may involve the formation of an independent committee of directors to pursue strategic 
alternatives or make recommendations on particular issues to the board as a whole.

Retaining financial, legal and other professional advisors to provide informed advice on relevant 
issues. This not only assists with corporate decision making also serves as evidence of an 
intention to by the board to make informed choices which, for the reasons previously discussed, 
is fundamentally important in defending potential litigation regarding an alleged failure to 
discharge fiduciary duties.

Obtaining and/or reviewing director and officer insurance liability policies to ensure a broad 
scope of coverage and policy limits that are appropriate in light of the size of the company and 
the anticipated liabilities that might arise against directors.

Planning for contingencies, including the potential need to obtain protection from creditors 
under either the Companies’ Creditors Arrangement Act (Canada) or the Bankruptcy and 
Insolvency Act (Canada) if developments warrant.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

Companies can obtain certain protections under the Companies’ Creditors Arrangement Act 
(Canada), which allows the directors to maintain control of the company, but the company must 
proceed subject to an arrangement or plan made with the company's creditors and other 
stakeholders. This legislation offers companies a more flexible approach to insolvency than the 
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (Canada).

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

Directors may consider obtaining protection from creditors under either the Companies’ 
Creditors Arrangement Act (Canada) or the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (Canada) if 
developments warrant.
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Canada
Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

Employees working from home

Work-from-home arrangements are increasingly being relied on to help contain the spread of 
COVID-19, but there are special considerations that need to be addressed where employees 
require the use of personal information to perform their jobs (for example employees 
performing payroll or other HR functions). Privacy laws require that personal information is at 
all times protected by appropriate security safeguards, and this requirement will continue to 
apply in connection with COVID-19 work-from-home arrangements. For employees working 
with personal information from home, it is important to ensure that:

● remote connections are secure;

● digital storage media and laptops are password protected and encrypted; and

● paper copies are physically protected and securely disposed of.

More generally, organizations should remain particularly vigilant about their cyber security 
practices. Unfortunately, there are already reports of cyber criminals attempting to exploit this 
crisis. Expect them to go after all vulnerabilities and weaknesses that develop during this 
period and be prepared for an increased threat level. This will be particularly challenging for 
businesses due to competing priorities, reduced resources caused by quarantines, increased 
reliance on remote working technologies and the rapidly changing environment. In addition, 
IT resources are likely to be stretched thin as they deal with higher demands on IT systems 
and support requests from remote workers.

Finally, employees are likely to be more susceptible to phishing attempts during this time due 
to higher anxiety levels, a flurry of non-standard notices and communications, increased use 
of social media and the adoption of new remote working practices. Expect to see an increase 
in phishing attempts as cyber criminals attempt to leverage these weaknesses, and consider 
reminding employees about cyber security best practices.

Collecting personal information

Some employers may wish to collect personal information during the pandemic. As an 
example:

●  requiring site visitors to disclose all travel, symptoms and known exposure to 
COVID-19 before being allowed on premise; or

● - implementing infrared temperature scanning of all visitors as they enter a 
building.

Canadian privacy legislation only applies to personal information that an organization 
collects, uses or discloses in the course of commercial activities. Information collected and 
used to mitigate the risks of COVID-19 that is not done in the course of commercial activities 
may fall outside the scope of certain Canadian legislation. In addition, certain Canadian 
privacy legislation does not apply to the personal information of employees, other than for 
federally regulated businesses (e.g. banks, airlines and telecommunications companies).

If certain privacy legislation applies, consent may be required prior to the collection of 
information. In addition, even with consent, organizations are limited to “collect, use or 
disclose personal information only for purposes that a reasonable person would consider are 
appropriate in the circumstances.” The question then becomes whether there is a legitimate 
purpose for collecting the information, and whether the individual’s consent can be validly 
obtained. The answer to this question is very context dependent and will change both based 
on the nature of the collection, as well as severity of the pandemic at the particular place and 
time. For example, the collection of information from customers of a hardware store in a city 
with no known COVID-19 cases must be evaluated differently from visitors to a nursing home 
located in a community with sky-rocketing infection rates. Lastly, Canadian privacy legislation 
requires that “[t]he collection of personal information shall be limited to that which is 
necessary for the purposes identified by the organization”. This creates challenges where 
organizations can achieve their health and safety objectives without collecting personal 
information.

The applicability of privacy legislation is a nuanced topic and further legal advice should be 
considered before relying on any of the above information.

(Continued on next page)
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Canada
Cyber & Privacy (continued)

Disclosing employee illnesses to others

The fact that an individual is displaying symptoms of COVID-19 (or has tested positive for 
COVID-19) is personal information that is subject to the protections of privacy laws. With that 
said, curbing transmission to other individuals is also a legitimate objective and it is in the 
public interest to have individuals notified if they have come in contact with COVID-19. These 
competing objectives need to be balanced. All notifications should include sufficient 
information about the exposure (e.g. date, time, location and surrounding circumstances) so 
that other individuals can act accordingly but, if at all possible, notifications should not include 
information that identifies the particular individual (either expressly, implicitly or in 
combination with other information). In some cases, it may not be possible to provide a useful 
notification without identifying the particular individual (e.g. if there were only two people in 
the office on the day in question). In such a case, consent of the individual should be 
obtained if possible. If consent is not possible, there is a limited exception that may allow 
disclosure of personal information without consent.

Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Alberta corporate registry: automatically dissolving corporations and cancelling registrations 
are suspended indefinitely beginning 2 April 2020.

Ontario corporate registry is open and there are no delays in document processing time.

Nova Scotia corporate registries: Delays relating to the processing of forms. Electronically 
signed documents are accepted and the annual return deadline has been extended to 30 
June 2020.

Quebec corporate registry: delays expected.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

All courts are closed.

No contingencies currently in place

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

In Alberta, British Colombia, Ontario, Quebec and Nova Scotia commissioning via video 
conferencing is permitted.

Lawyers must follow best practice guidance as issued by the Law Society of that respective 
province/territory.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Yes.

Electronic signatures are permitted.
Certain types of Nova Scotia documents must be originally signed and then scanned as a 
pdf.

Canada content (Corporate) as at 1 May 2020 
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Canada
Corporate (continued)
Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes.

Legislation permits meetings by way of conference call. Please note that the Articles must be 
consulted to confirm if meetings by way of conference call are permitted.

If a meeting is held, the Chair can sign the meeting minutes by electronic signature.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes.

Most transactions are approved through written resolutions.
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Colombia
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Under Colombian labor laws:

Employers can suspend employment agreements due to force majeure or fortuitous events. 
The effect of this suspension is that the employee is exempt from rendering services to the 
employer, and the employer is exempt from paying wages to the employee.

However, the employer remains responsible for contributing to the Social Security System in 
Health and Pension. Importantly, the employer is required to notify the Ministry of Labor of 
any decision to suspend an employment agreement.

Due to the COVID-19 emergency, the Ministry of Labor has issued a statement declaring that 
the labor authorities will be performing strict control on the measures employers will be taking 
regarding suspension of agreements.

An employee can request to be granted furlough (leave without pay), which an employer can 
agree to. The Colombian Government has emphasized that it is not possible for an employer 
to unilaterally impose a furlough.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

Yes.

An employer can unilaterally direct an employee to take his or her paid annual leave. 
Employees must be provided 1 day notice, informing them that their leave must be taken.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes.

In such cases, an employer is required to pay a legal indemnification to the employee. The 
amount payable will depend on the nature of the contract between the employer and worker:

● Fixed term contracts: legal indemnification for dismissal is equal to the amount of 
the salary the employee would have received from the date of dismissal, through to 
the date on which the contract would have otherwise expired.

● Specific job contracts: the legal indemnification for dismissal is equal to the time 
that was left to terminate the job or task; and in this case the legal indemnification 
may not be less than fifteen (15) worth days of pay.

● Indefinite term contracts: the legal indemnification must be calculated based on 
the salary of the employee and time of service for the employer.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

Employees are top priority creditors for all outstanding liabilities related to the labor 
agreement.

Contact for Colombia

Eliana Bernal
Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers Servicios 
Legales y Tributarios Ltda.

T: +57 1 6340 527

@: eliana.bernal@pwc.com

Colombia content (Labour Law) as at 11 June 2020 
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Colombia
Labour Law (continued)
Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

In Colombia there are no government funding arrangements for unpaid employment benefits 
in  insolvency scenarios. 

However, during the state of emergency declared due to the COVID-19 pandemic the 
colombian government has established two main programs that will fund some of the 
mandatory payments to employees: 

1. Programa de Apoyo al Empleo Formal: The Program to Support Formal Employment 
(PAEF for its acronym in spanish) will fund for up to four months the payroll of employers who 
demonstrate the need for this contribution given that their income has been reduced in over 
20% during the past months. 

 2. Programa de Apoyo para el Pago de la Prima de Servicios : The purpose of this program 
is to fund the payment of the statutory bonus for the first semester of 2020. The requirements 
to apply to this program are the same as the ones for PAEF, so the employer will have to 
demonstrate a decrease on its income.

Contact for Colombia

Eliana Bernal
Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers Servicios 
Legales y Tributarios Ltda.

T: +57 1 6340 527

@: eliana.bernal@pwc.com

Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

No.

The only provision that might be taken into account in this scenario is the possibility to apply 
the noncompliance due to force majeure or fortuitous event, however generally the 
occurrence of those situations must be validated by a court which are currently closed due to 
the pandemic.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Yes.

However, this will depend on the terms in which the contract were agreed and executed.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

Yes.

The eviction of people that cannot pay the rent up to June 30,2020 is forbidden, none the 
less the payment of rent correspondent to the term in which the eviction is forbidden shall be 
done in the way that the parties agree or in case that they cannot reach an agreement in the 
way it is stated on the decree. Also, the readjustment of rent prices is suspended.

The lessee of a property that is destined to render services that correspond to activities that 
cannot be reactivated due the higher risk of spreading the COVID-19 can finalize in advance 
the lease agreement up to August 31 if they are up to date with their obligations, only paying 
one third of the amount of the penalty clause (in case a penalty clause is not agreed the 
lessee shall pay the correspondent to a month of rent).

Colombia content (Contract Law) as at 9 June 2020 
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Colombia
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies that 
are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

The directors shall notify the associates about the insolvency situation of the company for 
them to make decisions to help the company out of that financial situation.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

In principle to none, unless they have acted by fraud or fault to the company, partners or third 
parties, case in which they will be liable jointly and unlimitedly for the damages caused.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a company 
nears insolvency?  Is there any 
safe harbour legislation?

Comply with the duties established by law, including making the correspondent call to the 
shareholders in case the company's financial situation requires of taking determinations in 
order to find solutions to a critical situation. In some particular causes, it’s possible to sign an 
indemnity letter among the company and the director, however this indemnity will not cover 
activities executed by fraud.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case activity 
for a period of time?

There have been some measures that will help the companies to go through the current 
situation, as there is the subsidy to part of the worker’s salary, the offer of credits with banks 
with special conditions, among others tax benefits.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant to 
a company in the current 
pandemic?

The law 1116 of 2006 has been modified by the decree 560 of 2020 that includes four main 
points in order to give options to the companies affected by the pandemic.

Within these measures it is possible to find:
 i) the flexibilization of the insolvency procedures.
 ii) creation of non-judicial tools that allow the companies to negotiate the compliance of 
obligations
 iii) Tax benefits
 iv) suspension of the applicability of the legal ground for dissolution due to losses.

In addition, decree 772 of 2020, stated additional measures regarding the insolvency 
processes that will be performed due to the economic consequences of the pandemic and 
will be valid up to June 2022.

Among this measures the decree specifies how to proceed with the process as well as in 
case of adjudication of goods that this adjudication will be made in a form that guarantee the 
productive unit.

Also, this decree rules a specific kind of express insolvency procedure for companies which 
assets are not valued in more than 5000 minimum wages (approx. USD$ 1.254.005), which 
have some differences from the normal procedure. Also, there is stated a new procedure of 
judicial liquidation for this kind of companies.

The term for the suspension of the applicability of the legal ground for dissolution due to 
loses, and the legal term to take measures to remedy it until April. 2022.

Colombia content (Insolvency) as at 9 June 2020 
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Colombia
Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

Data Protection

Data Protection Authority during emergency COVID-19, has issued the following mandatory 
Externals Circulars:

● 01 of March 23, 2020: Provision of information to the National Planning 
Department (DNP) and other state entities that require it to attend, prevent, treat or 
control the spread of COVID-19 and mitigate its effects.

● March 27, 02: No use of massive physical or electronic footprints to collect 
biometric information (sensitive data) with the aim of preventing the spread of 
COVID-19 through indirect contact.

● 03 of March 30, 2020: Extension of the term to update the information contained in 
the National Registry of Database (RNBD) until July 3, 2020.

Data Protection Authority has issued Awareness of law enforcement Personal Data and 
Coronavirus COVID 19: Collection and use of data in cases of medical or health emergency 
and Awareness of compliance with the law, cybersecurity measures to mitigate cybersecurity 
risks related to personal data protection.

Cybersecurity

Due to the COVID-19 emergency, there has been an increase in phishing and cybercrime, to 
reinforce the measures, The National Police and the COLCERT permanently issue 
cybersecurity awareness messages to citizens.

Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

No.

Courts are closed initially up to June 8. The arbitration courts will work online depending on 
their rulings. Most of the administrative entities with jurisdictional functions, have reinitiate 
with their services and terms.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

The Colombian government has issued decree 806 of 2020 in order to implement the use of 
the Information Technology and Communications (ICT) in the judicial procedures between 
courts and administrative entities with judicial functions, in order to re-open the provision of 
the administration of justice service.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Yes, however delays might occur as the notaries will work by specific and limited turns. The 
apostilles might be processed without inconvenience as this process is done online.

Colombia content (Cyber & Privacy) as at 9 April 2020, 
Colombia content (Corporate) as at 9 June 2020
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Colombia
Corporate (continued)
Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Depending on the document. Even when law does does not restrict the use of electronic 
signs it would be necessary to verify the kind of document that shall be signed in order to 
define if they might be signed with those kind of electronic signatures or if they will require a 
digital signature issued by one of the certificated entities in Colombia.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes. Even when generally the Colombian law states some requirements for the executions of 
meetings by phone, during the time the health emergency estate is in course, those 
requirements has been modified.

For example, in normal conditions our law states that in order to hold this kind of meetings it 
is necessary the attendance of all the shareholders, however during the current health 
emergency estate the quorum that will be required is the same required for a physical 
meeting.

Nonetheless, it is necessary to bear in mind that for this kind of meetings the legal 
representative shall be appointed as chairman of the meeting and a secretary of the 
company for the meeting purposes shall be appointed.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes, The meeting minutes shall be signed by the legal representative in his position as 
chairman of the meeting and a secretary of the company for the meeting purposes.
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Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Yes, in certain circumstances.

Employers can suspend employment agreements due to force majeure or fortuitous events. 
The main effect of this suspension is that the employee is exempted from rendering services 
and the employer is exempted from paying wages. This employer suspension of the labor 
contract requires the approval of our Ministry of Labor.

Due to the COVID-19 emergency, the Congress enacted the Public Law 8832, by which the 
employer can reduce the labor relationship by up to 50% (including the salary) if its gross 
sales in comparison of the same month of the last year has decreased by at least 20%. If 
gross sales have decreased at least 60%, the labor relationship can be reduced up to 75%. 
This action requires approval of the Ministry of Labor as well as agreement with the Labor 
Union or the workers representatives elected ad hoc. These measure are for 3 months but 
can be extended by the Government for a further 2 terms if the condition continues.

Aside from the above two alternatives, Furlough (Leave Without Pay) is not possible without 
entering into an agreement with the employee, which establishes the way the worker will 
return to his or her normal duties. Where there is a suspension of the labour contract, 
contributions to the Social Security System in Health and Pension can also be suspended. If 
there is a reduction of the contract, the contribution can be reduced (to as low as US$120 
approx per month) due to a recent resolution enacted by the Social Security Entity.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

This may be possible subject to meeting some requirements.

Article 155 provides that an employer will point out the time when the worker will enjoy his 
holiday, but must do so within fifteen weeks of the day when the fifty of continuous service is 
met, trying not to alter the good running of his company, industry or business, or the 
effectiveness of the rest.

It has been accepted the Labor Ministry that under the current scenario, companies can grant 
vacations to everyone even if there are some workers who have not completed the effective 
fifty weeks, in which case it would be a holiday advancement that would require acceptance 
by workers.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes.

Our Labor Code regulates pre notice and the severance in articles 28 and 29 respectively. 
They establish the following:

Article 28

In the contract for indefinite time each party may terminate, without just cause, giving prior 
notice to the other, in accordance with the following rules:

● After continuous work not less than three months or more than six months, at least 
one week in advance.

● After continuous work that exceeds six months and is not more than one year, at 
least fifteen days in advance; and

● After one year of continuous work at least one month in advance.

(Continued on next page)

Costa Rica
Labour Law

Costa Rica content as at 9 April 2020 

Contacts for Costa Rica

Carlos Barrantes
Partner
PwC Interamericas TAX S.R.L

T: +502 5802 1218 

@: carlos.barrantes@pwc.com
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Costa Rica
Labour Law (continued)

Article 29

If the employment contract for an indefinite period concludes by unjustified dismissal, the 
employer shall pay him a cessation assistance in accordance with the following rules.

● After continuous work not less than three months or more than six, an amount 
equal to seven days' salary.

● After continuous work longer than six months but less than one year, an amount 
equal to fourteen days' salary.

● After continuous work of more than one year, with the amount of days of salary 
indicated in a table with a minimum of: 19, 5 days per year worked. The 
compensation should not exceed 8 years worked.

There is no capacity for relief from liability for termination benefits due to financial difficulty.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

Article 33 provides that the compensation provided for in Articles 28, 29 and 31 shall also be 
enforceable against the employer where the employer settles or ceases his business, 
voluntarily or not. In the event of insolvency, competition, bankruptcy, fore embargo, 
succession or similar, the claims that correspond to workers shall have a very special 
privilege over all other creditors of the mass shall enjoy.

The Commercial Code in article 886 indicates the final order of payment and where 
payments to the workers are located. For recognition and payment, credits are classified as 
follows: privileged credits on certain good, workers' credits, landlord and tenant credits, mass 
credits, and common credits.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

--

Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Yes.

There are several provisions in the Civil Code and the Commercial Code that bring guidance 
as to terminate the contract without liability to the party that breaches the contract if he/she is 
able to prove the existence of Act of God or force majeure.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Yes.

General speaking the judicial system grants access to free justice to the parties. This is valid 
for the regular Courts and within the judicial system, the access to mediation.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

Yes.

Different from the general system, where the only remedy seems to be the breach of contract 
without penalty, for house and commercial leasing regulated for the Law of urban and 
suburban renting, the lessee can stop the payment of the rent during the time he/she is 
unable to use the local / house due to the situation that creates the force majeure.
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Costa Rica
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

Directors and other administrators must perform their duties under law and statutes with the 
diligence of the representative and are jointly and severally liable to society for damages arising 
from non-compliance with such duties.

Directors and other directors are obliged to fulfil the duty of diligence and loyalty, acting in the 
best interest of the company, taking into account the interest of the company and the 
shareholders, and are jointly and severally liable to the company for the damages arising from 
the failure of such duties.

Directors owe fiduciary duties to the Company. This has been interpreted to mean that they 
must have regard to the interests of all shareholders. When the Company is insolvent or 
nearing insolvency the directors must also have regard to the interests of creditors as well. 
Directors should not enter into transactions which are not at arms’ length if it would prejudice 
creditors rights.

However, there shall be no liability where the director or administrator has proceeded to 
implement shareholders' meeting agreements, provided that they were not notoriously illegal or 
contrary to the company's statutory or regulatory rules.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Directors or administrators are jointly and severally liable if they have not monitored the general 
progress of management or if being aware of harmful acts they have not done their best to 
prevent their realization or to eliminate or mitigate their consequences.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

As mentioned before, to take all necessary steps to manage the Company with the most 
reasonable standards. Responsibility for the acts or actions of the directors or administrators 
does not extend to the person who has made a dissent noted in writing without delay and gives 
immediate notice of this, also in writing, to the comptroller.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

No, except those mentioned in the other insolvency regimes section below.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

The company can call for a Preventive Agreement or for an Administration with Judicial 
Participation, depending of the situation and type of Company which are a previous stage of 
calling for a bankruptcy procedure where all the assets are liquidated and the Company 
terminated

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of 
in the current pandemic?

In Costa Rica we have the Data Protection Agency of Inhabitants PRODHAB, which deals with 
this sort of matters. There are no specific provisions to the current situation.
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Costa Rica
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

They are open and accepting documents. Insisting to make electronic filings.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

They are open and accepting documents. Insisting to make electronic filings. Some Trials are 
deleted.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Yes, however delays might occur as the notaries will work under their personal schedules. 
The apostilles might be processed without inconvenience as this process is done online.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Yes, in pdf format, but using the local authorized electronic signature that requires some 
government approvals and a specific hardware.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

The meetings may be held my electronic means if they are authorized by the articles of 
incorporation. Signatures of the minutes are required.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

The meetings may be held my electronic means if they are authorized by the articles of 
incorporation. Signatures of the minutes are required.
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Dominican Republic
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down 
or furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Yes, there are general statutory provisions that allow the stand-down or the furlough of 
employees.

These processes are done by a suspension of the effects of the labor contract. This suspension 
will not imply the termination of contract or compromise the responsibility of the parts.

The suspension can be done, among others,where:

● mutual consent is provided by the parties;

● a fortuitous event or force majeure causes a temporary interruption of the employees 
tasks; and

● a contagious disease or any other type of disease that makes it temporarily impossible 
for the employee to perform labors.

The suspension can last up to 90 days in a 12-month period.

The suspension must be in writing and provided to the employee and the Ministry of Labor within 
3 days of the event occurring (in this case, the declaration of the state of emergency). It must 
indicate the cause and duration of the suspension, and be accompanied by the required 
documents that the justify the suspension.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

In principle, yes.

An employer has an obligation to distribute the vacation periods of its employees. Since the Labor 
Code does not have specified dispositions in respect of paid annual, holiday or similar leaves 
during a State of Emergency period, the Ministry of Labor issued a Resolution with the following 
recommendations:

● in respect of the establishments that qualify to remain open to the public (including 
supermarkets, pharmacies, gas stations, Banks) essential workers can have more 
flexible work schedules and, to the extent possible, work under a remote working 
arrangement; and

● in respect of the establishments that must remain closed, employers may grant 
vacations to all workers who qualify for them, or a week of paid vacation in advance, as 
well as payment of a week of salary at the expense of the company for workers who 
have not acquired the right to vacation leave.

Where employees are 
terminated due to job elimination 
or redundancy, is there 
minimum statutory redundancy 
or severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial 
difficulty?

Yes.

The minimum statutory severance pay will depend on the type of contract held between the 
employer and the employee. These benefits consist of dismissal notice and unemployment 
assistance (and vacations, Christmas salary percentage and profit sharing, where applicable).

Unemployment assistance will be calculated on the basis of the length of the employment 
relationship:

● after continuous work of not less than 3 months or more than 6, a sum equal to 6 days 
of ordinary salary;

● after continuous work of not less than 6 months or more than 1 year, a sum equal to 13 
days of ordinary salary;

● after continuous work not less than 1 year or more than 5, a sum equal 21 days of 
ordinary salary, for each year of service rendered; and

● after continuous work of not less than 5 years, a sum equal to 23 days of ordinary 
salary, for each year of service rendered.

There is relief from liability for termination benefits due to financial difficulty.

Contact for Dominican Republic

Andrea Paniagua
Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers Interamerica, S.A.

T: +809 480 2548

@: andrea.paniagua@pwc.com

Dominican Republic content as at 9 April 2020 
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Dominican Republic
Labour Law (continued)
Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

Employees are treated as priority creditors but only in respect of wages owed to them for 
services rendered during a period prior to bankruptcy or judicial liquidation.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

No.

There are no government funding arrangements for unpaid employment benefits in 
insolvency scenarios.

Dominican Republic content as at 9 April 2020 

Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

In principle, yes, there is a general legal provision which relief from contractual obligations 
without the payment of damages when, as a result of force majeure or fortuitous event (such 
as a pandemic), one if the parties was unable to give or do what its obliged to do, or has 
done what he was prohibited from doing.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Yes, the party can apply to a court action in case there is of dispute and challenge from its 
counterparty in regards with the force majeure terms of the contracts.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

Yes, the leasing arrangements can only be relieved in the following cases:

● the rescission of the rental contract has been ordered due to non-payment of the 
rental price;

● for using the rented property for a different purpose for which it was rented, 
provided that it is detrimental to the owner or contrary to public order or good 
customs;

● by the tenant subletting all or part of the rented property, despite having been 
prohibited in writing;

● for changing the form of the rented property. When the property goes to to be 
repaired, rebuilt or newly constructed,

● when it is to be occupied personally by the owner or his spouse, or by relatives of 
one of they, ascendants, descendants or collaterals up to and including the second 
degree, for at least two years.
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Dominican Republic
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

There is no specific legal disposition in regards the duties of the directors for companies under 
insolvency or near insolvency, nonetheless, there is a commercial general disposition where the 
directors have the legal duty to send the shareholders the annual management report that 
shows the detailed evolution of the business financial health.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

The Law for the Restructuring and Liquidation of Companies defines the as one of the reasons 
for insolvency are the debts of taxes, in this sense, the directors could be jointly and severally 
liable for any tax liabilities.

Furthermore, they shall be liable in accordance with Dominican Civil Code, individually with jail 
or jointly and severally, as the case may be, to the company or third parties, either for breaches 
of Commercial Law, or for faults they have committed in their management, or for damages 
resulting from their personal action or omission towards partners or third parties.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

The responsibilities and powers of the directors are established in the Commercial Law, and 
these can be further regulated or restricted through the company's by-laws by imposing rules 
such as requiring several signatures to make or receive loans, to make assets purchases or 
sales and other operations.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

Due to the difficulties related to the COVID-19 the Dominican Government, has introduced 
various incentives for companies. In particular, some of the main measures refer to moratoria 
process regarding loans, credit facilities.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

There are no other insolvency regimen that might be relevant for the pandemic.

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of 
in the current pandemic?

One particular issue that businesses need to be particularly aware are cyber criminals that 
could take advantage of the COVID-19 pandemic to create digital content and email campaigns 
with phishing links and malicious code distribution to steal data and infect devices.

In this context the National Center of Cyber Security (CNNS, for its acronyms in Spanish) 
issued a bulletin where it recommends entities and individuals to enforce the following 
recommendations:

● Do not open email with dubious provenance and to forward the mail to: 
phishing@csirt.gob.do;

● Do not download or run unknown files;

● Keep the antivirus updated;

● Visit only official sites as source of information.

#
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Dominican Republic
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Most of the public registries are closed to the public, or their schedules have changed. The 
Chamber of Commerce and Production is currently closed to the public, and the online 
platform can only be used for specific procedures such as: Renewal of the Commercial 
Registry, Updating of general data, duplicates of the Commercial Registry due to loss, 
certifications or certified copies; for any other service it is expected to cease the state of 
emergency.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Almost all the courts are closed except for the penal permanent courts which hold their virtual 
hearings; the deadlines are suspended until the end of the State of Emergency.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Yes, the notaries and the public institutions in charge of legalizing and apostille the 
documents are operating but not fully, the are only carrying out these procedures 
exceptionally or in cases of emergency.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Yes, Law 126-02 on Electronic Commerce, Document and Digital Signatures of the 
Dominican Republic establishes the electronic signatures of specific type document of in the 
form of a digital or data message, this is not normally used my governmental entities, since in 
order to avoid falsification they only takes physically sign documents.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes, board meetings can be held telephonically as long as the Company bylaws do not 
prohibited. The board members must email their votes and the meeting must staid that it's 
was held telephonically. On the other hand is strictly required that the meeting minute is 
signed by the president and the secretary of the Board.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

No, telephonic board meetings can not be held in lieu of written consents, since the 
Commercial Law established that the board members must email their votes (written 
contents), also the meeting must staid that it's was held telephonically. On the other hand is 
strictly required that the meeting minute is signed by the president and the secretary of the 
Board.
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Mexico
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

No.

Leave without pay is not possible under current Mexican legislation.

The general provision for suspension of a collective labor relationship is under article 427 of 
the Federal Labor Law, which prevents, among other things, the suspension derived from 
cause majeure or acts of god (Section I) and suspension for a sanitary contingency (Section 
VII).

● In the case of a suspension derived from a cause majeure, notice before the Labor 
Authority shall be filed, and a special procedure will apply. The compensation to 
the employees will not exceed the amount of one month's salary.

● In the case of a suspension for a sanitary contingency, the compensation must not 
exceed 30 days of the minimum wage, without requiring any notice or authorization 
before Authorities.

• Please note that, on March 30, 2020 the Mexican health authority declared the SARS-CoV2 
virus (COVID-19) as a “health emergency due to force majeure”.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

Generally no.

It is only feasible to negotiate with the employees to enjoy accrued vacations, or even to 
anticipate them.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes.

The employees(s) will be entitled to severance, that is to say, to be compensated with the 
amount of three months of salary, accrued labor benefits (not enjoyed vacation, vacation 
premium, proportional of Christmas bonus, among others) and seniority premium (12 days 
per year of services capped to two minimum wages).

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

Employees are considered priority creditors under Mexican legislation.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

No.

Up to date there is no government arrangement for unpaid employment benefits in any 
scenario.

Contact for Mexico

Carlos Manuel Martinez
Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers Sociedad Civil

T: +52 81 8010 6102

@: carlos.manuel.martinez@pwc.com
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Mexico
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

In Mexico, under Civil framework and for certain contracts (for example: leasing, 
transportation, etc) there is the feasibility of relief from contractual obligations when force 
majeure is confirmed. Force majeure should comply the following characteristics:

● beyond the control of the party who failed to execute the contractual obligation;

● unable to resist;

● unforeseeable at the moment of acquiring the relevant obligation; and

● impossibility to fulfil the relevant obligation. In addition, according to judicial 
precedents, force majeure can be caused by acts of nature, acts of humans or acts 
of governmental authorities.

Having said the previous statement, it should be analyzed case by case whether the scenario 
provides elements to claim force majeure in order to justify the failure to comply.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

As mentioned in the previous answer, there are judicial precedents related to force majeure; 
however, feasibility should be analyzed case by case.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

Indeed, Federal Civil Code establishes that lease agreements will terminate by total loss or 
destruction of the leased property due to acts of God or force majeure. Also, if acts of God or 
force majeure prevents the lessee of using the leased property, no rent will be applicable; 
and if this situation prevails more than two months, the lessee could request the termination 
of the lease.

Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

Director shall not leave the jurisdiction without appointing a service for process agent. If not 
removed, Directors shall continue to run the business in the best interest of the company and 
shall render all information requested by the receiver or judge and obtain approval to effect 
material transactions and borrow money.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Directors may be liable for damages if they act wrongfully regarding matters leading to the 
insolvency or during the insolvency. Criminal Prosecution may also be asserted to Directors in 
the event of fraudulent behaviour.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

Exercise due diligence during the discharge of their duties and documenting the rationale of 
their decisions and having information available upon which they rely to resolve or take actions. 
Documenting their requests for information to officers of the company. Take out insurance for 
Directors may be helpful. There is no safe harbour legislation as such.
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Mexico
Insolvency (continued)
Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

In most cases, it would be a Court of Law the one to declare valid an excuse for delay of 
performance based on Force Majeure or act of God event or a commercial impracticability 
doctrine whenever applicable. The Mexican government has issued Governmental Agreements 
in connection with the suspension of activities that are not considered essential. A case-by-case 
assessment needs to be performed to determine if a company can continue operating during 
the sanitary emergency.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

Under the Mexican Law, Bankruptcy is federally regulated and applies to merchants such as 
Commercial Corporations. Nevertheless, there is a local insolvency regime for non-merchants 
which is seldomly used, but in rare cases a company may file or be subject for insolvency under 
such provisions.

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

Back in March 2020, INAI published some recommendations for data processing in times of 
COVID-19 intended for public and private data controllers. They included:

● personal data including health data, should have justified and proportional 
processing according to the instructions of the Ministry of Health;

● to protect the confidentiality of any personal data or sensitive personal data related 
to a COVID-19 case;

● the identity of persons affected by COVID-19 should not be disclosed (the data 
transfer to the Health authorities should be documented, clear, and considering the 
necessary security measures to ensure the protection of the information);

● the data controller should only collect minimum personal data to implement 
measures to prevent or contain the COVID-19 spread, likewise, this data should 
not be processed for different aims;

● any communication from companies to inform others regarding the presence of 
COVID-19 in the workplace, should not identify any worker;

● the data controllers should determine the storage period of the personal data 
related to COVID-19 cases, as well as the mechanisms to safely cancel them, 
among others.

On April 12th, 2020, INAI published cybersecurity recommendations to avoid doxing, such 
as:

● to properly set up the security and privacy of the profiles;

● previous to install the applications (App) review the privacy policy and to verify if 
the personal data processed is proportional to the service rendered, to check if the 
GPS is activated and if it is necessary for the use of the App, and;

● to maintain two separate email accounts (personal and professional).
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Mexico
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Yes, in general for those operating electronically such as the Federal Public Registry of 
Commerce and the Registry of Movable Property Liens. Some registries may be shutdown.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

No, there is a stay on all procedures except for urgent and pressing matters and courts are 
closed.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Federal Commercial Notaries are operating. Some State Notaries are closed based on the 
State's Executive Orders and others are open or operate only for urgent and pressing 
matters.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Yes, in most cases, although it is recommended to use wet signatures whenever possible 
since during the discovery phase, perfecting electronic evidence before a court of law (ie. 
signer's identity, electronic control, etc.) may be more burdensome vs. the wet signature.

Mexican Laws recognize in general electronic communications as a valid method to create a 
contract. Documents to be submitted before the Authority or Banking Institutions may require 
wet signatures.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes, in general terms. Meetings may be held remotely or unanimous resolutions may be 
taken in writing in lieu of a meeting, based on each company's bylaws. Signatures of all 
attending directors are required in the relevant minutes.

Signatures of all directors are required when adopting unanimous resolutions in lieu of a 
meeting. Applicable Laws and Bylaws provisions must be analysed.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes, in general terms. Meetings may be held remotely or unanimous resolutions may be 
taken in writing in lieu of a meeting, based on each company's bylaws.

Signatures of all attending directors are required in the relevant minutes. Signatures of all 
directors are required when adopting unanimous resolutions in lieu of a meeting. Applicable 
Laws and Bylaws provisions must be analysed.

Mexico content (Corporate) as at 20 April 2020 
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Paraguay
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Yes, in limited circumstances.

Current regulation prohibits dismissals and suspensions where the reason does not relate to 
employee fault, employee absence or a decline in tasks. However, the Labor Code provides 
that the labor agreement may be suspended in the following circumstances:

● The lack or insufficiency of raw materials or driving force;

● The lack of means of payment and the impossibility of obtaining them for the 
normal continuation of work, duly justified by the employer;

● The fortuitous case or force majeure, where it has a necessary, immediate and 
direct consequence of interrupting tasks;

● Diseases that make it impossible for the worker to carry out his or her tasks 
(section 71 Law 213/93).

If there is a suspension of the labor agreement or labor relationship, the employee is not 
required to perform any tasks for the employer, and the employer is not required to pay the 
employee a salary.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

The Labor authority has enacted the following measures:

● labor relationship suspension;

● taking time as vacation (holiday) period under the pandemic period.

The annual payment is not regulated. However, in the event of the suspension of the labor 
relationship, the Government has regulated the payment of the 50% of the minimum salary to 
employess registered before the social security authority, and the last social security tax paid 
must be February 2020.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes.

Where a dismissal by an employer is without reasonable cause related to an employee fault, 
the employer must pay the employee:

● a severance payment equivalent to 15 salary days for every year of service or 
fraction of 6 months or more, taking as calculation base the monthly remuneration 
accrued during the last 6 months.

● the advanced notice period as follows:

(i) 30 days prior when the employee is completed the trial period up to one year.
(ii) 45 days if the employee´s seniority is from one (1) to five (5) years.
(iii) 60 days if the employee´s seniority is from five (5) to ten (10) years.
(iv) 90 days when the seniority is superior to 10 years.

● When the contract termination is carried out without the corresponding advanced 
notice and on a date which doesn´t match the last day of the month, the employer 
must add an additional amount made up by the remuneration for the remaining 
days of the month in which the dismissal took place.

● Unused proportional vacations

● Proportional thirteenth salary must be paid.

In the event that the labor contract is terminated by the employee without advanced notice, 
the employee has to pay the half amount of the advanced notice period mentioned above.

Contact for Paraguay

Nadia Gorostiaga
Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers

T: +595 21 418 8000

@: nadia.gorostiaga@pwc.com

Paraguay content as at 9 April 2020 
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Paraguay
Labour Law (continued)
Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

Credits related to six months salaries, labor accidents, severance for seniority, severance 
payment in lieu of advanced notice and thirteen salary have a special privilege over products, 
raw material, machinery of the labor establishment and other suppliers, except the taxes and 
alimentary credits.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

No.

However, due to the pandemic situation and in the event of the suspension of the labor 
relationship, the Government has regulated the payment of the 50% of the minimum salary to 
employess registered before the social security authority, and the last social security tax paid 
must be February 2020.

Furthermore, the National Emergency Direction has been prepared for the registration of 
unpaid employees in order to assign alimentary essential kits or an amount equivalent to 
20% of the salary.

#
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Peru
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

No.

The Government made an announcement that its principal labor objective is to guarantee 
workers' payments.

The only way an employer can suspend employee payments is through initiating a labor 
procedure for "force majeure". However, this procedure must be verified by the Labor 
Ministry. Companies must demonstrate that they have a financial or economic deficit that 
makes payment to all workers impossible, and that they have implemented other alternatives 
which are less detrimental for workers (e.g. the use of vacation leave). If the Labor Ministry 
determines that the employer does not have reasonable grounds to rely on this process, it 
will order the employer to pay unpaid salaries and social benefits to the workers.

NB: According to the most recent communication of the Labor Minister, companies should not 
be relying on the above process during this time.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

No.

A period of leave will only be considered annual leave if the employees gives their consent. 
This may be through mutual agreement, or by a request from the employee. The Company 
can not force employees to utilise their annual leave.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes.

Employers can only conclude an employment relationship under the circumstances provided 
by law (such as the capacity or behavior of workers). Terminations due to job elimination/ 
redundancy is not covered by this. Employers will therefore be required to make a severance 
payment, the size of which will depend on the type of contract between the employer and 
worker:

● For long-term contracts, the severance payment will be equivalent to 1.5 
remuneration per year of services.

● Short-term contracts, the severance will be equivalent to 1.5 remuneration for each 
month stopped working until the term of contract.

NB: the government has announced different policies, in order to help employers access low 
interest loans.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

Unpaid salaries and social benefits have preference over other claims under the peruvian 
civil code. In cases of bankruptcy or liquidation, salary and social benefit claims are 
considered first preference and shall be paid prior to any claims.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

Currently and because of the National State of Emergency, our government has announced 
two important policies:

● Subsidy of 35%, for employers whose workers receive a maximum remuneration of 
PEN 1,500.

● The creation of the National Government Guarantee Program for Continuity in the 
Chain of Payments - “REACTIVA PERÚ Program”, which aims to guarantee the 
financing of companies funds that face short-term payments and obligations with 
its workers and suppliers of goods and services.

Contact for Peru

Gino Menchola
Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers S.Civil DE R.L.

T: +51 1 2116500

@: gino.menchola@pwc.com

Peru content as at 9 April 2020 
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Peru
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Yes.

According to Peruvian Civil Code, a situation like the one we are living in Peru generates the 
application of the force majeure rules.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Yes.

In general, these controversies can be presented to court. It is important to review the 
agreement in order to determine which dispute settlement mechanism was approved by the 
parties in the agreement (arbitral or public court).

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

Yes.

According to some regulation dictated few days ago, indicated that there are special 
treatment related to contracts celebrated with financial entities.

Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

They have to support the final decision of declare the insolvency of the company.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

They can be exposed to civil, administrative and criminal liabilities.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

What we recommend is to obtain the best legal and economic support for their decisions.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

During this period, the state of emergency dictated by Peruvian government has limited the 
social interaction until April 12th, 2020. Because of that the local rate of the none main activities 
like health, food production or distribution, among others, are limited.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

They can start an insolvency procedure before the National Institute for the Defense of 
Competition Authority (INDECOPI), or a dissolution and liquidation process according to the 
Corporate Law.
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Peru
Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

Throughout Latin America the COVID-19 outbreak was increasingly noted during the course 
of March. In Peru, the first case was reported on March 6, 2020. However, malicious 
activities seeking to take advantage of the global uncertainty arising from the pandemic were 
noted since February.

Data Privacy

In Peru there is a piece of legislation, Law No 29733 Law for the Protection of Personal Data” 
that governs their treatment and protection and should be complied by both public-sector and 
private entities and organizations, in consistency with the following principles:

● Principle of Legality; that prohibits gathering or collecting personal data by 
fraudulent, disloyal and illegal means.

● Principle of Prior Consent; under which, data holder’s consent is required for data 
treatment.

● Principle of Purpose; There should have an express and legal purpose for data 
treatment.

● Principle of Proportionality; treatment should be adequate, relevant and 
proportional to the purpose for which data was gathered.

● Principle of Security; technical, legal and organizational measures should be taken 
to ensure the security of personal data.

● Principle of level of adequate protection; sufficient adequate level of data 
protection should be ensured for their treatment; at a minimum, the applicable 
regulatory requirements or international standards should be met.

Among other principles, as well as the treatment of personal data, in which its scope must be 
carried out with full knowledge of its owners and the rights that they may have for access, 
rectification, cancellation and opposition when requested (ARCO).

This law was enacted by the National Personal Data Protection Authority (“Autoridad 
Nacional de Protección de Datos Personales”), the administrative, consultative, oversight 
agency that orders the penalties applicable to those who fail to abide by the law.

Within the scope of this regulatory framework are all those entities and institutions inside and 
outside the national territory, which as a result of any activities and in the current juncture 
begin to set a database for the treatment of data in response to the action plans addressing 
the Covid-19 pandemic within the Peruvian territory (PE).

Cyber Security

Peru has a Center of Digital Risk Management (PECERT) which is a designated response 
team to digital security incidents in close coordination with public-sector and private entities.

According to its report dated April 5, a significant increase in malicious attacks have been 
noted since March 27, 2020 involving information about the global pandemic and the 
adequacy efforts the Peruvian Governments reports on a daily basis. Malware has also been 
noted that urges you to download an application on cell devices and is intended to kidnap the 
device and then demand a ransom to be paid for the release of the device

Major recommendations:

● Make sure you are using reliable, trustworthy sources of information such as 
legitimate government websites to update yourselves on new developments and 
facts relating to COVID-19.

● Make sure you are downloading Android applications only from Google Play store. 
There is much higher risk of downloading malware from downloading applications 
from unreliable third parties.

● Pay attention to emails received and verify sponsor.

(Continued on next page)
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Peru
Cyber & Privacy

● Do not click on links, unsolicited emails and do not trust the attached files.

● Do not disclose personal or financial information on emails.

● Keep operating system always up to date.

● Keep an updated virus scanner.

● Do not open or download files from unreliable sources.

● Keep alert all the time to prevent unauthorized access to your personal 
information.

● Keep all technological platforms for threat detection up to date.

● Assess preventive lock-out of engagement indicators

● Check Anti-Spam security controls

● Report incidents to the following email address: pecert@pcm.gob.pe

Known vulnerability attacks have also been reported to remote working equipment; that is, 
CVE-2019-0708” vulnerability that enables an attacker to take full control of the equipment 
via a Remote Desk Protocol (RDP), known as Terminal Server Services.

The following is recommended:

● To secure remote work (Teleworking), ensure all security updates are set up on 
Windows equipment with vulnerabilities.

● Ensure that only strictly required equipment is exposed to internet.

● De-activate RDP and use a VPN (OPENVPN) solution.

● Keep alert of all manufacturer’s security upgrades to integrate those firms that 
detect threats of vulnerability attacks.

Over the last weeks attacks to application used in collaborative work and teleconferencing 
have been reported, including Zoom, which on its IOS version, uses a “API Graph” that 
shares user data with Facebook. In addition, there exists “Zoom-Bombing” that enables 
malicious users to access course sessions and make any kind of comments and/or shared 
forbidden images.

The following is recommended:

● Reducing the number of permits granted and making sure no malicious software 
has been set up and is operating in your device.

● Do not make classes or meetings go public. Zoom has two options to make a 
meeting private; request a password or activate the waiting room function and 
keep control over admission of guests.

● Do not share a teleconference or classroom link in social media publication without 
publicly available restrictions.

● Provide the link directly to the specified individuals.

● Verify that your entity’s teleworking guidelines or policies addresses the 
requirements and needs for physical safety and information security.

On the other hand, service providers are carrying out user awareness-raising activities on an 
ongoing basis regarding the risk of data and telephone network saturation as way to prevent 
service disruption from occurring giving its importance in working remotely.
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Peru
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

No. Every public entity is closed (except for hospitals and banks). In addition there is a new 
regulation that established a suspension of 30 working days for any public procedure started 
before the state of emergency.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

No. Every public entity (except for hospitals and banks) are closed.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

No, they are not.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Yes, but it will have legal validity if you have a certification program installed.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes, but only if it is established in the company's bylaws.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes, but only if it is established in the company's bylaws.
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Uruguay
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Yes.

Social Security provisions foresee a special subsidy (paid by the Social Security Office) for 
monthly and daily journey workers in case of total or partial work stoppage.

● Total work stoppage subsidy: Available when a worker does not receive any 
compensation in the calendar month (except bonuses and paid holidays). The 
subsidy is entered on the first day of the calendar month. Pre-conditions must be 
met to qualify for this benefit:

i) Monthly workers: must have been registered in the Ministry of Labour and 
Social Security Working Sheets for 180 days during the last 12 months prior to the 
work stoppage;
ii) Daily journey workers: 150 journeys and must have been registered in Ministry 
of Labour and Social Security Working Sheets for 180 days during the last 12 
months prior to the work stoppage.

● Partial work stoppage subsidy (General Regime), which is available to daily 
journey workers. For daily journey workers to qualify, there must be a reduction in 
the total number of working days in the month or in the hours worked in the day in 
a 25% or more of legal or usual in normal times. Pre-conditions to qualify for this 
benefit are 150 journeys and the worker must have been registered in Ministry of 
Labour and Social Security Working Sheets for 180 days during the last 12 months 
prior to the work stoppage.

● Partial work stoppage subsidy (Special COVID-19 Regime) which is available 
to monthly and daily workers. For workers to qualify, there must be a reduction in 
the total number of working days in the month by 6 journeys and a maximum of 19 
journeys or in the hours worked in the day in a 50% or more of legal or usual in 
normal times. Pre-conditions to qualify for this benefit are that the worker must 
have been registered in Ministry of Labour and Social Security Working Sheets for 
180 days during the last 12 months prior to the work stoppage. This special regime 
will protect workers who have exhausted coverage by the general unemployment 
benefit regime as of 03/18/2020, workers who are covered by the general regime 
and those who have unemployment benefit coverage. This regime is in force until 
12/31/2020.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

No.

Annual leave holiday or similar leave must be agreed between employer and employee.

Where an employer decides that the worker is not to render services, the company must 
comply with paying salary items, unless it has decided to use social security subsidies.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes.

On occasion of dismissal, even in the case of job elimination/redundancy, the employer shall 
pay (in addition to the outstanding benefits such as holiday pay, vacation leave and an extra 
salary set by law) a redundancy payment that should be calculated on the basis of the length 
of the service of the employee, considering the last wage received by the employee.

The employer must pay the equivalent of a month’s salary for every civil or fraction year 
worked (i.e. January 1st – December 31st; considering even the shortest fraction), with a 
ceiling of six years. Incidences and any existing fringe benefits shall be included as well.

There is no capacity for relief from liability for termination benefits due to financial difficulty.

Contact for Uruguay

Patricia Marques
Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers SC

T: +598 2 916 0463

@: patricia.marques@pwc.com

Uruguay content as at 7 October 2020 
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Uruguay
Labour Law (continued)
Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

Labour credits are considered as privileged. This means that they are first paid among others 
of a different nature. Bankruptcy Process (Law 18.387) states that if sufficient liquid 
resources or easily achievable assets exist in the active mass, and as long as the disposition 
of the same does not affect the viability of the continuation of the turn of the debtor, the 
trustee or the financial controller - prior judicial authorization - will provide for the advance 
payment of labour credits of any nature that have accrued and were not prescribed.

The request for advance payment may be denied, totally or partially, only in cases where 
labour credits do not arise from the documentation from the employer or when there are 
reasonable doubts about the origin or legitimacy of the same.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

Yes.

Law 19.690 and its Decree 77/019 regulate the Labour Credit Guarantee Fund against 
employer´s insolvency.

The Fund will be financed with a special contribution by employers of private activity, of 
0.025% on the salary items that constitute taxable matter.

Labour credits guaranteed by the Fund:

● wages or wages generated in the 6 months immediately following the date of 
cessation of payment or the last salary paid;

● annual leave, vacation salary and thirteenth salary items generated in the last 2 
years prior to the date set forth in the previous numeral;

● redundancy pay for legal dismissal;

● 10% fine on the mentioned credits (section 29 Law 18.572).

Prescribed credits will not be guaranteed.

Labour credits would be guaranteed up to 105.000 Indexed Units. 1 Indexed Unit = USD 
0,10, values for April 2020.
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Uruguay
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Yes.

The force majeure is regulated by the Uruguayan Civil Code. In order to configure such 
exemption of responsibility the force majeure event must be external to the party, 
unpredictable and irresistible. It should prevent the party of the compliance with its 
contractual obligations. It must be analyzed case-by-case if the COVID-19 may constitute a 
force majeure event that relieve a party from its contractual obligations.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

If the contract foresees a force majeure clause, it must be analysed if it relieves a party from 
its contractual obligations. Otherwise, the force majeure regulated in the Civil Code may be 
relied on before Court or Arbitration if it meets the legal requirements (external event, 
unpredictable and irresistible).

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

Decree 142/020 foresees a leasing subsidy for those employees of the private activity who 
are in total work stop pay subsidy and their lease agreement is guaranteed by National 
Leasing Guarantee (Contaduría General de la Nación).

The user must be a private activity worker and be covered by the total unemployment benefit 
as of 03/13/2020.

In that case, the rental subsidy will comprise up to 50% (fifty percent) of the amount paid for 
that concept, provided that the user give he/her express consent for the remaining 50% (fifty 
percent) to be withheld from the amount received from the Social Security Office for 
unemployment benefit.
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Uruguay
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

Directors have the obligation to request the Company's insolvency within thirty days after they 
had known (or should have known) about its insolvency status. So far, there is no special 
exception about this obligation, due to Covid-19.

It is assumed that this knowledge of insolvency is produced on the date in which the Financial 
Statements of the company were drafted, or should have been drafted.

However, Directors can promote a Preventive Agreements in order to avoid a Bankruptcy 
procedure.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

In the case of insolvency procedures, Directors may be held liable if, knowing of the insolvency, 
they did not file the corresponding procedure or in those cases where the insolvency was 
caused by intent or negligence of Directors.

If found guilty, Directors may be disqualified from administering their own or other people's 
assets, for a period from 5 to 20 years, as well as from representing any other company or third 
person. Also, Directors may have to cover all or part of the equity deficit of the insolvent entity, 
depending on how serious its implication was. Also, Directors shall be criminally responsible for 
crimes related to fraudulent corporate bankruptcy (between 1 to 5 years of penitentiary).

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

Directors shall observe duties of loyalty and care at all times. In this regard, they should be 
particularly involved in Company's finances, in order to detect any indication of insolvency, that 
may be subject to further judicial requests, such as Company's bankruptcy.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

The Uruguayan Government has delayed some due dates of tax obligations. Please refer to the 
discussion of tax measures for further detail.

Finally, the Ministry of Finance authorized the temporary or permanent entry or exit of a list of 
essential goods (masks, oxygen, medical gloves, ventilators, ICU beds, etc.), under a simplified 
procedure that will allow these goods to be exempt from customs taxes.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

Bankruptcy procedures in Uruguay allow the company to designate a bankruptcy receiver or an 
intervenor, designated by the judge, who will manage the company's affairs. During this time, 
Directors will be suspended from their positions and will have no administration faculties.

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

Companies must prevent cyber risks and personal data breach incidents. It applies for every 
circumstances, including this one with a lot of people working on line. Companies must have 
written policies and protocols with data protection rules (called accountability by law).

A recent decree has established new obligations, such as to have a personal data protection 
Officer (Delegado) with Law certificates on this matter and to make a proper data protection 
impact analysis when personal data is treated. Health data is one of the specially protected 
types by law. It can not be collected, treated, publicated, transferred or stored without prior 
written consent of the owner.

Nevertheless, a specific resolution has established an exception for health data regarding 
COVID-19, that could be treated without the mentioned consent. No other guide or 
exemption have been issued for employers.
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Uruguay
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Public registries are open, accepting filings and registrations. Notwithstanding, new 
procedures were implemented in order to promote social distance.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Courts are open, accepting filings and registrations. Notwithstanding, new procedures were 
implemented in order to promote social distance.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

As in Uruguay this is a private practice (not Government-dependent), notaries are still 
operating.

Apostille process (which include the participation of the Supreme Court and the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs) is still working but only by proving a matter of urgency, having previously 
scheduled a date for doing so.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Digital signature is allowed in some process: i.e. filing FS in the National Audit Office.

By the moment, there is no exception that allows documents to be signed electronically, 
when in the regular practice they should be signed physically (such as Board of Directors or 
Shareholders meeting minutes, regular agreements, etc.).

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Currently, there is a Bill of Law (pending approval) by which it would be authorized that 
Corporations ("Sociedades Anónimas") and Limited Liability Companies ("Sociedes de 
Responsabilidad Limitada") meetings would be held by electronic means.

Simplified Joint Stock Companies ("Sociedades por Acciones Simplificadas") do allow 
meetings to be held telephonically or by other means.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

No. Not only telephonic meetings can't be held, but neither written consents (in Corporations 
and LLC's).

Written consents are allowed in Simplified Joint Stock Companies.
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USA

Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Yes.

However, because of certain rules requiring the payment of minimum amounts of pay per 
week for employees that are deemed exempt from overtime pay requirements under the 
federal Fair Labor Standards Act and analogous state law, under most circumstances such 
furloughed employees or are exempt would have to be paid a full week of pay for each week 
in which any work is performed. If the employee is not an exempt employee, the employee 
only has to be paid for actual work performed. Additionally, if the furlough is expected or does 
last longer than six months, the employer may be required to provide 60 days advance notice 
of termination under the federal Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act and 
analogous state laws. Whether the notice is required depends on the number of employees 
employed and the total number of employees terminated. Some states have temporarily 
suspended the advance notice requirement if the employer meets certain conditions.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

This varies by state.

There is no federal law prohibiting employers from requiring employees to use accrued paid 
time off. Some states require that an employer pay the employee accrued unused paid time 
off if the employee is furloughed, others do not.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

The employer may be required to provide 60 days advance notice of termination under the 
federal Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act and analogous state laws. 
Whether the notice is required depends on the number of employees employed and the total 
number of employees terminated.

Some states have temporarily suspended the advance notice requirement if the employer 
meets certain conditions.

There is no requirement under federal or any state law to provide redundancy or severance 
pay to terminated employees.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

For an employer that files for federal bankruptcy protection, there are priority level unsecured 
claim for the following employees based claims:

Wages, salaries, vacation pay, commissions or certain sale commissions up to $13,650 and 
to the extent earned within 180 days of the bankruptcy filing date.

Contributions to an employee benefit plan arising from services up to $13,650 per covered 
employee and accrued within 180 days of the filing or when the company ceased operations.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

Certain pension plan benefits are insured and guaranteed under the federal Pension Benefit 
Guaranty Corporation.

Contact for USA

Neither PwC LLP nor ILC Legal, LLP provides US legal 
advice.  If you require further assistance, please reach out 
to your usual PwC contact or Richard Edmundson (details 
below) if you require an alternate contact.

Richard Edmundson
Partner
ILC Legal, LLP

T: +1 202 313 8502

@: richard.edmundson@ilclegal.com

USA content as at 30 September 2020 
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USA
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Yes.

There are several common law doctrines that may apply to all contracts, and a Uniform 
Commercial Code (UCC) that may apply to those contracts that involve the sale of goods or 
materials. However, the exact nature of these doctrines, and the extent to which they or the 
UCC may apply, will vary from state to state.

Specifically, most states suspend or excuse a party’s obligations where performance has 
become impossible or sufficiently impracticable; if the contract’s purpose has been frustrated; 
or if forcing the party to perform would be against public policy. Moreover, some states also 
excuse performance upon the occurrence of an “Act of God,” while the UCC allows parties to 
breach the contract where necessary to comply with governmental regulations or orders.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Yes.

A party can ask the court for prospective relief of some or all of its contractual duties, through 
the filing of a declaratory judgment action; this allows a party to obtain a ruling as to the 
extent of its contractual obligations before taking an action that would otherwise breach the 
contract. Parties may also ask the court for an injunction or restraining order prohibiting its 
counterparty from enforcing a contract, or an order forcing the counterparty to continue 
perform its own obligations.

However, many contracts modify the parties’ rights with respect to courts. For example, 
contracts often require parties to make a good-faith attempt to resolve disputes before 
resorting to the courts. Contracts may also provide for alternative dispute resolution 
processes that supplement or replace the parties’ rights, such as requiring mediation or 
arbitration before (or instead of) court action.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

Sometimes.

While most commercial leases do not allow for rent abatement or lease termination due to 
COVID-19, some states have passed legislation protecting commercial tenants. For example, 
Massachusetts has suspended evictions for non-payment of rent for “small business 
premises units”—businesses which operate only in Massachusetts, are privately owned, and 
have less than 150 full-time employees—and has prohibited landlords from imposing 
late-fees, or reporting late payments to credit agencies. Individual cities have also taken 
protective measures, including San Francisco, which suspended eviction proceedings for 
small- and medium-sized businesses, and Denver, where the Sheriff Department has 
suspended enforcement of evictions.
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USA
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

Duty of Care, which requires that directors and officers exercise the care of an ordinarily 
prudent person under similar circumstances (i.e., to make reasonable decisions on an informed 
basis).

Duty of Loyalty, which requires that directors and officers put the interests of the entity ahead of 
any personal interests, observe their confidentiality obligations to the entity, disclose to the 
entity and the other directors or officers any perceived or actual interest such director or officer 
may have in a transaction, and remove themselves from being involved in the decision making 
process with respect to such transaction. Examples of a failure to act in good faith include:

● intentionally acting with a purpose other than that of advancing the best interests of 
the entity;

● intentional violations of applicable law; and

● failing to act in the face of a known duty to act, demonstrating a conscious disregard 
for duties.

Delaware law further recognizes that controlling shareholders may owe fiduciary duties to the 
corporation.

Fiduciaries of a corporation at or near the zone of insolvency do not owe fiduciary duties directly 
to creditors. See N. Am. Catholic Educational Programming Foundation v. Gheewalla, 930 A.2d 
92, 94 (Del. 2007) (“[C]reditors of a Delaware corporation that is either insolvent or in the zone 
of insolvency have no right, as a matter of law, to assert direct claims for breach of fiduciary 
duty against the corporation's directors.”)

“[W]hen a corporation is insolvent, ... its creditors take the place of the shareholders as the 
residual beneficiaries of any increase in value.” Directors continue to have an obligation to 
maximize the value of the firm, but now a transfer of value to the sole stockholder does not 
inure to the ratable benefit of all of the residual claimants. The payment now transfers value 
previously owned beneficially and indirectly by all of the residual claimants to the party in control 
of the corporation.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

In addition to the fiduciary duties discussed in this chart, there are other federal laws, state laws 
and regulations that expose directors to personal liability. The below claims arise more frequently 
when a company is insolvent, though insolvency is not necessarily a required element:

● Unpaid Wages and Compensation Owed to Employees. Directors that allow a 
corporation to continue to employ workers knowing there are insufficient funds to pay 
the employees’ accrued wages would be making a false representation to the worker, 
which may expose the directors to claims of fraud or intentional misrepresentation.

● Failure to Withhold and Pay Federal Employee Taxes. The Internal Revenue Code 
imposes a penalty equal to the income tax withholdings and social security tax on the 
responsible persons -- those persons with a duty to collect and pay the trust fund 
taxes -- who willfully fail to collect such tax or to truthfully account and pay over such 
tax. A responsible person can include board members if they have authority to cause 
the spending of business funds.

● Willful Failure to Pay Sales and Use Taxes. Various states impose personal liability on 
individuals responsible for filing tax returns, or who control or supervise a person filing 
tax returns, for the willful failure to pay sales and use taxes.

● Willful Failure to Pay Contribution or Withholding for Unemployment, Workers’ 
Compensation and Disability Taxes/Contributions. Various states impose personal 
liability for failing to pay contribution or withholdings for unemployment, workers’ 
compensation or disability taxes.

● Failure to Maintain Workers’ Compensation Insurance. Various states impose 
personal liability for failure to maintain workers’ compensation insurance.

● Unlawful Payment of Dividends. Under the Delaware General Corporation Law, in the 
event of dissolution or insolvency, directors are jointly and severally liable for the 
willful or negligent unlawful payment of dividends or stock redemptions.
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USA
Insolvency (continued)
What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

Under Delaware law, to reduce claims of breach of the duty of care, directors are permitted to 
rely in good faith on:
 

● the records of the corporation; 

● information, opinions, reports, or statements presented to the corporation by any of 
its officers or employees; 

● duly appointed committees of the board of directors; and 

● professional advice provided by any other person as to matters the director 
reasonably believes are within such other person’s professional or expert 
competence. 

The director’s reliance must be reasonable under the circumstances, however, the director 
should not be passive recipients of advice.

The duty of loyalty requires directors to act in good faith for the benefit of the corporation and its 
stockholders, and not for their own personal interests. Directors may lack independence where: 

● they are “beholden” to another party (which may include management or parties with 
material ties to a significant stockholder or another director); 

● they have close personal or familial connections to another party; 

● they have close financial or business ties to another party; or 

● they have a particular interest in a given transaction different or distinct from parties 
generally.

Generally, a director’s actions will be evaluated under the business judgment standard. The 
business judgment rule is a rebuttable presumption that the directors and officers acted on an 
informed basis (i.e., with due care), in good faith, and in the honest belief that an action taken 
was in the best interests of the corporation.

● Under the business judgment rule, a board’s decisions will not be set aside, or result 
in personal liability for directors or officers, if they can be attributed to any rational 
business purpose; a court will not substitute its own notions of what is or is not sound 
business judgment.

● This presumption may be rebutted, however, by a showing that a majority of the 
fiduciaries that voted on a transaction did not fulfill their duties of care and loyalty in 
good faith (e.g., because they acted fraudulently or in bad faith, committed acts 
constituting gross negligence or a waste of the assets of the corporation, or because 
they were not disinterested)..

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

There is no general moratorium on trading, or to stop operating without meeting its obligations 
to creditors. However, several states have issued temporary orders or regulations to prohibit 
certain creditor rights actions, including limited moratoriums on foreclosures and seizing 
collateral or other “self-help” recovery actions. In addition, access to the state and federal courts 
are more limited and several state courts have issued rules limiting court hearings to 
emergency matters.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

Most states have established alternative insolvency schemes, including receivership, 
assignments for the benefit of creditors, and corporate dissolution. In certain circumstances, a 
federal court receivership are used to manage and liquidate a business under federal court 
supervision.
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USA
Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

US privacy law is sectoral, so businesses should be aware of what laws (state and federal) 
may regulate their industry sector and the types of information they collect, store, transmit, 
and use, particularly given the rapid move to “work from home” remote environments. 
Federal laws governing the health sector (HIPAA), financial services (Gramm-Leach-Bliley), 
have specific requirements for privacy and cybersecurity. The Federal Trade Commission 
and the National Institute of Standards and Technology have issued recent guidance for 
private sector businesses for remote workforces and cybersecurity. Each one of the 50 states 
has a different data breach notification law, and some like California, Massachusetts, and 
New York (as an example), have specific laws including statutory requirements for 
cybersecurity programs.

Businesses should be aware of the handling of employee health information under state 
laws. Although federal law (HIPAA) unlikely applies to the collection and use of employee 
health information, many state data breach notification laws include the unauthorized 
disclosure of “health information” or “medical information” as a trigger requiring notification on 
an individual and state regulatory authority basis.

Assessment of information security risks is a critical factor in any environment and 
appropriate actions should be taken to protect and secure data in the current environment. 
Many state laws require that businesses both assess their risks and use “reasonable 
security” to protect personal information, including information of employees. Phishing 
exploits are targeting vulnerable remote employees to access both confidential business 
information and personal information."
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USA
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

While most secretary of state offices are open, many have reduced staff and are conducting 
limited business. Several secretary of state offices, such as Delaware, are offering full 
services without delays but others are delayed in responding to requests with limited 
expedited services. Certain offices, including the California and Florida Secretary of State, 
are operating on a Drop-Off basis only. Governors continue to issue and amend orders to 
improve processing time.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Most courts are still open and accepting filings, although many are operating under modified 
schedules.

Some courts (including all of the Federal Courts) accept filings electronically. Other courts 
that require hard copy filings will either still be accepting filings by mail, or some will still allow 
people to file in the Clerk’s office. Courts are also still hearing and acting on some motions. 
Many deadlines have been suspended or extended.

In some states many matters will be decided on paper unless judges believe further 
communication necessary.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

The situation with notaries not only varies from state to state, it varies from town to town. 
There are online services that can help connect signatories with notaries that can notarise 
documents online. Some states have passed executive orders to accept online notarisations 
(NY passed an Executive Order permitting the use of audio-visual technology for notarization 
and witnessing, currently extended until November 3, 2020).

The availability of apostille services depends on the state and whether originals can be 
presented over the counter or by mail.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Under the Federal Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act (ESIGN) and 
individual state acts, electronic signatures are generally enforceable in all 50 states.

There are a few exceptions including, but not limited to, court documents and documents 
conveying real property.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Board meetings are commonly held by telephone as long as all parties can hear and be 
heard. Although, it depends on company bylaws and state laws.

Board minutes typically are signed by the corporate secretary or a secretary pro tempore 
such as a lawyer.

There are no particular formalities required for that signature.

The SEC issued an order on 13 March 2020 exempting both investment and business 
development companies from in-person meeting requirements. Some states such as New 
York have enacted Executive Orders suspending in-person requirements for meetings.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Boards must act in accordance with their governing documents and applicable laws to 
determine if they are able to take alternative measures such as telephonic board meetings. 
However, telephonic board meetings are routinely conducted and most transactions are 
approved through telephonic board meetings or by written resolutions. Typically meeting 
minutes (whether or not telephonic) are approved by the board at a subsequent meeting and 
then signed by the secretary to indicate that they are approved and final. Electronic 
signatures are fine for such purpose.
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Australia
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Yes. 

There are general statutory provisions allowing for stand-down without pay where an employee 
cannot be usefully employed due to, amongst other things, a work stoppage for which an 
employer cannot reasonably be held responsible (see s.524 of the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth)). 

A work stoppage will not arise simply as the result of business downturn. An employer must be 
able to demonstrate more than this to show stoppage, eg government orders to cease trading for 
public health reasons, or limitation of social gatherings that would effectively prevent an 
employer from operating its business. 

This general provision may be displaced where there is a collective bargaining agreement (CBA) 
in place, or a contract of employment dealing with stand-down. An employer must review 
relevant CBA and contract provisions regarding stand-down rights.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

Only in limited circumstances.
 
An employer can direct an Award or CBA free employee to take accrued, unused annual leave 
where reasonable in all the circumstances (which must be considered on an individual basis). 

An employer can only otherwise direct an Award or CBA covered employee to take accrued paid 
leave in accordance with relevant terms, which may restrict how much leave an employer can be 
required to take, or notice that must be given prior to the taking of leave.
Employers eligible for JobKeeper government wage subsidy assistance may have capacity to 
seek employers to take annual leave at half pay, subject to certain threshold protections. 

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or severance 
pay in your jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief from 
liability for termination benefits due 
to financial difficulty?

Yes. 

The Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) provides for compulsory redundancy payments in the event of a 
job elimination scenario, based on years of service. The amount of benefit ranges from 4 to 16 
weeks' pay based on years of service (s119). This amount is a lump sum liability in addition to 
minimum notice of termination obligations in a termination for redundancy scenario. There are 
some exceptions of this liability, including for small employers (less than 15 employees, including 
related bodies corporate numbers).    

There is limited capacity for an employer to seek relief from an obligation to make statutory 
redundancy payments where the employer cannot pay the amount owed (see s.120 of the Fair 
Work Act 2009 (Cth)). An employer must make an application, and receive orders from the Fair 
Work Commission before relying on this provision. 

NB: a CBA, employment contract or employer policy may provide more favourable benefits than 
those under the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth). 

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes. Employees are regarded as priority unsecured creditors in relation to non-variable 
employee entitlements. 

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

Yes. The Fair Entitlement Guarantee Act provides for the funding of unpaid wages, leave, 
termination and redundancy entitlements up to certain threshold amounts. Amounts paid out are 
recoverable from the proceeds of a liquidation or administration, etc.

Contact for Australia

David Ireland
Partner
PwC Australia

T: +61 2 8266 2883

@: david.ireland@pwc.com

Australia content (all topics except Corporate) as at 9 April 2020 
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Australia
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Yes. There is a common law doctrine of force majeure which may apply depending on the 
drafting / wording of individual contracts. Typically, such provisions relieve a party from the 
consequences of failing to perform a contract for a period of time. If the force majeure 
continues for a longer period of time it is often possible for a party to contract to terminate the 
contract. Again, the operation of this regime is dependent on the bespoke drafting in each 
case. 

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

In some cases, yes.

In general, and subject to the operation of force majeure, this will depend on the existing 
terms and conditions of the contract (at the time the contract was made) which cannot be 
retrospectively amended. Note that counterparties may still have rights to enforce contractual 
provisions where a contract has not been performed. 

For certain contracts, businesses need to be mindful of the Australian Consumer Law found 
in the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth), the application of statutory consumer 
guarantees, acting unconscionably and the unfair contract terms regime (if it involves a 
standard form consumer contract or standard form small business contract).

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

Yes.

As at 8 April 2020, the Australian Federal Government has proposed a 6 month moratorium 
on evictions for both commercial and residential tenants who are unable to comply with their 
lease obligations due to the impact of COVID-19 on their business or personal finances. Real 
property leasing is governed on a state-by-state basis and each case will therefore turn 
based on the relevant jurisdiction. The Australian Federal Government has also announced a 
mandatory code of conduct which should form the basis of negotiations between commercial 
landlords and tenants, noting that agreements for rent relief should reflect the reduction in 
business turnover of tenants (for example, a 30% reduction in business turnover could result 
in a 30% reduction in rent, in return for an extension of the lease for 3 months at the 
back-end). Legislation for both state and federal policies are still yet to be enacted as at 8 
April 2020. 

As a general rule it is unlikely that the COVID-19 pandemic will, of itself, give rise to a rent 
abatement or a termination right for either party under a commercial lease. However, there is 
no standard form for commercial leases so the terms of each lease need to be considered on 
a case-by-case basis.
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Australia
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies that 
are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

Directors are subject to directors’ duties which have been largely codified by the Corporations Act 
2001 (Cth). The duties are applicable at all relevant times to the directors of a company (including 
shadow and alternate directors) while the company is registered and not subject to external 
administration. These duties include the duty to:

● act with care and diligence;

● act in good faith;

● act for a proper purpose;

● not improperly misuse information; and

● prevent insolvent trading.

The Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) states a person is ‘solvent if, and only if, the person is able to pay 
all the person's debts, as and when they become due and payable’ and this is broadly the test 
applied by Australian courts when considering whether a company has, in fact, been trading while 
insolvent. Whether a company is insolvent is a question of fact which must be ascertained with 
regard to the company’s financial position as a whole. In circumstances where directors permit a 
company to incur a debt where there are reasonable grounds to suspect the company is insolvent 
or will become insolvent by incurring the debt, the director can be subject to a range of penalties 
including (1) becoming personally liable for the debt, (2) subject to civil penalties (pecuniary) of up 
to $200,000 and criminal penalties (which can lead to a fine of up to $220,000 or imprisonment for 
up to 5 years, or both). These penalties may be imposed irrespective of whether the company has 
been placed into external administration.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Directors will be subject to the ordinary penalties for a breach of directors’ duties while a company 
is not insolvent or is nearing insolvency. Where a company has been trading while insolvent (and 
therefore there has been a breach of the director's duty to prevent insolvent trading), directors are 
subject to personal civil and criminal penalty regimes, i.e. directors can be held to be personally 
liable for certain obligations of the company where the company has incurred those liabilities while 
insolvent. A summary of these provisions is set out below.

Civil penalty provision

A director can be personally liable for debts incurred by the company while insolvent (or if the 
company became insolvent as a result of incurring those debts) if: 

● the director is aware that there are grounds for suspecting the company is insolvent; or

● a reasonable person in a like position in a company in the company's circumstances 
would be so aware. 

A director can face civil pecuniary penalties (in addition to the above) of up to $200,000. 

Criminal penalty provision

The criminal offence provision provides that a person commits an offence if:

● a company incurs a debt at a time when the company is insolvent or becomes insolvent 
due to incurring that debt; and

● a person is a director of the company at that time; and 

● the company is insolvent or becomes insolvent by incurring that debt; and

● the person suspected at the time when the company incurred that debt that the company 
was insolvent or would become insolvent as a result of incurring that debt; and

● the person’s failure to prevent the company from incurring the debt was dishonest. 

If these elements are met, directors can be liable for criminal penalties of up to $220,000 and / or 
imprisonment for up to 5 years. It is therefore prudent for directors to obtain advice on behalf for 
themselves and on behalf of the company in determining the scope of any potential breaches or 
liabilities.
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Australia
Insolvency (continued)
What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  
Is there any safe harbour 
legislation?

There are two ‘safe harbour’ defences which are available to directors which allow them to turn a 
company's performance around without fear of personal liability. 

Traditional safe harbour
 
There is a ‘safe harbour’ defence which provides an opportunity for directors to turn a company’s 
performance and financial position around with reduced risk of personal liability. The regime allows 
directors a defence to the civil liability outlined in the personal liabilities section above, where 
directors, under the aid of an ‘appropriately qualified entity’, develop a restructuring plan to achieve 
a ‘better outcome’ for the company. To access this defence, directors will need to implement ‘a 
course of action which is reasonably likely to lead to a better outcome for creditors than an 
immediate winding up in insolvency or voluntary administration’ (i.e. the restructuring plan). At a 
practical level it is important that directors continually monitor the course of action and assess at 
regular intervals whether it continues to meet the requirements of the safe harbour (that is, is it still 
reasonably likely to lead to a superior outcome than a formal insolvency procedure). To do this, 
directors frequently seek advice from professionals including restructuring specialists, financial 
advisors and lawyers.

The new safe harbour introduced in response to COVID-19

In light of the effects of COVID-19 on commercial environments, the Australian Government has 
introduced an additional temporary safe harbour regime to allow directors to seek safe-haven in a 
“dry dock” for a period of 6 months (or longer if prescribed in the Corporations Regulations). 
Directors will not be subject to the civil penalty (outlined in the personal liabilities section above) for 
a period of insolvent trading commencing on 25 March 2020.

To access the ‘dry dock’ a director must show that debts were incurred ‘in the ordinary course of the 
company’s business’, that is that the company is incurring debts to ‘facilitate the continuation of the 
business’ during the 6 months following 25 March 2020 (or longer period if prescribed in the 
Corporations Regulations). According to initial guidance, the provisions are only intended to benefit 
competent directors who are acting diligently, in good faith and are adhering to all other duties and 
obligations. 

It is important to note that the safe harbour provisions outlined above do not apply in relation to a 
director and a debt if the company is failing to do one or more of the following matters:

● pay the entitlements of its employees by the time they fall due; and

● give returns, notices, statements, application or other documents as required by taxation 
laws.

Practical guidance

Given the potential personal liability, directors should manage their own personal risk and:

● obtain their own independent legal advice;

● be aware of relevant requirements of the two available safe harbour regimes and 
defences and what would be required to be done to ensure they can be relied upon;

● understand the provisions of their directors’ insurance and ensure it is current and up to 
date;

● ensure that any inconsistencies or red flags relating to potential solvency issues are 
raised early and documented and early action is taken;

● consider obtaining advice and / or support from a parent entity where potential solvency 
issues have been raised to give more confidence regarding a company’s ability to pay its 
debts; 

● continue to act in accordance with director duties, properly, for a proper purpose, 
honestly, in good faith and so as not to defeat the interests of creditors; and

● consider resigning where this may be necessary to avoid contravening their directors’ 
duties, particularly in circumstances where it is not the view of the majority of a board that 
a company could be insolvent or potentially become insolvent.
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Australia
Insolvency (continued)
Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

In light of the effects of COVID-19 on commercial environments, the Australian Government has 
introduced an additional temporary safe harbour regime to allow directors to seek safe-haven in 
a ‘dry dock’ for a period of 6 months (or longer if prescribed in the corporations regulations). 
Directors will not subject to the civil penalty (outlined in the personal liability section above) for a 
period of insolvent trading commencing on 25 March 2020.

To access the ‘dry dock’ a director must show that debts were incurred ‘in the ordinary course of 
the company’s business’, that is that the company is incurring debts to ‘facilitate the 
continuation of the business’ during the 6 months following 25 March 2020 (or longer period if 
prescribed in the Corporations Regulations). According to initial guidance, the provisions are 
only intended to benefit competent directors who are acting diligently, in good faith and are 
adhering to all other duties and obligations.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

A relevant regime available is for a company to be placed into voluntary administration. This 
involves the appointment of a formal administrator who is then responsible for the management 
of the company. The powers of the directors are suspended during this period. There is a 
statutory moratorium which is then applied which prevents creditors from enforcing claims 
against the company for a period of at least one month (frequently extended by court order). 
The administrator's role is to assess the financial position of the company and determine if the 
company can be returned to ordinary solvent trading or should be liquidated. Following the 
conclusion of voluntary administration, the company can either be returned to ordinary trading 
and the control of its directors, a compromise with creditors can be arranged which restructures 
or compromises the company's debts, or the company can be placed into formal liquidation. As 
part of the current economic environment a voluntary administration can provide a mechanism 
which allows companies to survive a period of significant disruption and potentially emerge as 
viable trading enterprise once conditions improve. 

It should also be noted that Australia's ‘ipso facto’ regime is relevant if directors determine to 
place a company into external administration. This regime prevents counterparties from 
exercising termination rights primarily as a result of a company suffering an insolvency event 
(e.g. appointment of a liquidator / receiver / controller / administrator).

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of 
in the current pandemic?

It is important for companies to assess their cyber risks and have in place measures to protect 
and secure data at a time of heightened vulnerability with staff using alternative working 
practices and online collaborative tools. Businesses need to be vigilant in applying the security 
principles in the Privacy Act and have in place appropriate measures to respond to any 
compromises to data (esp personal information) and the notification requirements under the 
notifiable data breaches regime.

The Australian Information Commission has also issued a guidance to private sector employers 
regulated by the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) on how to keep workplaces safe and expectations in 
relation to the handling of personal information appropriately during the pandemic, and noting 
the employee records exemption may apply in many instances to permit the handling of 
employee health information.
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Australia
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Yes.

Public registries remain open and continue to receive filings. 

The Australian Foreign Investment Review Board rules regarding applications for foreign 
investments, have been modified, including; reducing monetary thresholds to zero dollars 
and extending the usual statutory 30 day processing period to 6 months.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Yes. 

Courts remain open and are accepting filings. There do not appear to be any delays at this 
stage.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Yes. 

Notaries are still operating. Not aware of delays but some may be expected due to staff 
working from home. 

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

It is normally recommended that agreements be specifically drafted to allow for the use of 
electronic signatures. Electronic signatures may not be permitted if:

● Signatures need to be witnessed

● Documents are deeds

● Documents are required to be registered with a public authority (who may not 
accept an e-signature)

● Documents signed under s.127 Corporations Act.

However, changes have been made to the Corporations Act in response to Covid-19, 
permitting execution of documents by electronic signatures, and these changes will apply for 
the next six months.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes. 

Teleconference board meetings are permitted with the consent of the directors.

Minutes must be signed by the Chairman.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes.

Teleconference board meetings are permitted with the consent of the directors.

Minutes must be signed by the Chairman.

Australia content (Corporate) as at 11 May 2020 
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China
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Only in very limited circumstances.

Employers must obtain an employee's written consent before placing an employee on unpaid 
leave.

However, an employer can put employees on leave with very limited pay (i.e. paying a living 
allowance, which is normally 70% to 100% of the local minimum salary) from the second 
payment cycle, if the company enters into a temporary or permanent business non-operation 
period. Individual consent is not required in this scenario. However, the employer must pay 
normal salaries for the first month of the non-operation period. The commencement date of 
the non-operation period therefore needs to be clear to avoid dispute, which is normally done 
through an official announcement to all staff.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

Yes, subject to certain requirements.

This is possible provided that it complies with the law and internal leave policy, or 
alternatively, the employer obtains the employee's written consent. The law requires an 
employer to consider both business needs and the employee's own intention to arrange 
annual leave. In practice, employers normally formulate their own leave policy, and provide 
how and when leave (including statutory annual leave and additional annual leave provided 
by the employer at its own discretion) should be taken, to the extent allowed by the law.

It is common practice to urge employees to use their accrued annual leave periodically, 
especially around year end, to mitigate the number of days carried forward to the following 
year, and to avoid direct cash compensation.

As for public holidays, there is very little room for flexible arrangement because these are 
provided by law and taken on particular days pre-scheduled in the prior year by government.

Alternatively, annual leave can be taken at any time, as long as both the employer and 
employee agree to the arrangement.

In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, various local governments encouraged employees 
to take paid leave when they are unable to work onsite or from home due to traffic restrictions 
or other reasons related to disease control and prevention.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes.

The Employment Contract Law of the PRC provides for statutory severance pay in the event 
of termination caused by job elimination or redundancy.

The statutory severance pay is calculated according to the following formula: years of service 
× average monthly salary during the 12 months prior to termination.

The monthly average salary is subject to a statutory cap of three times of local average 
salary publicized by local government.

The formula would vary slightly if the employee joined the employer before 1 January 2008, 
when the Employment Contract Law of the PRC came into force, and his/her average 
monthly salary exceeds local statutory cap. Simply put, in this scenario, the employee's 
statutory severance pay after 1 January 2008 would be capped at 12 years × local statutory 
cap and the statutory severance pay before 1 January 2008 will be calculated based on 
actual years of service and actual monthly average salary.

The law does not provide for any relief from statutory severance pay.

Contact for China
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China
Labour Law (continued)
Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

The benefits subject to priority creditor status include the employee's salary, medical 
allowance, work-injury allowance, funds payable to the employee's personal account for 
statutory social insurance, statutory medical insurance, and other compensation (such as 
severance pay) that the company must pay to the employee according to the law.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

This is not available at a national level.

The national law does not appear to provide government funding arrangements of this 
nature. However, it is possible that local governments might have had arrangements of this 
nature at particular points in time.

Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Yes. There is Force Majeure doctrine in Chinese law which defines as "objective 
circumstances which are unforeseeable, unavoidable and insurmountable" and may relief 
contract parties from performing their obligations.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

According to the spokesperson’s statement, the standing committee of the National People's 
Congress of China has made it clear that the outbreak of Covid-19 constitutes a Force 
Majeure event under Chinese law. Hence a party may apply to court for non-performance or 
even worse, to terminate a contract.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

Chinese central government and various local governments have provided lots of support to 
SMEs, e.g. to encourage landlords to waive rentals. Generally, in the eyes of Chinese law, it 
can’t be established that the performance of the obligation in a monetary debt could be 
influenced by a force majeure event like Covid-19. As a result, a lessee will not be granted by 
a court order to not to pay his rents. However, he may apply to the court to fairly and 
reasonably lower the rents or tailor the payment conditions in terms of the Doctrine of Just.
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China
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

Directors owe the following legal duties when a company is insolvent or is nearing insolvency:

As a general obligation, the directors, at all times, owe a duty of loyalty and care to the company, 
including at the time when the company is insolvent or is nearing insolvent;

From the date on which the ruling of the acceptance of bankruptcy petition is served on the 
debtor (i.e. the insolvent company) to the date on which the bankruptcy proceeding is terminated, 
the directors shall:

● maintain in good condition the assets, seals, account books and documents, etc.;

● perform any task as may be requested by the court and the bankruptcy administrator, 
and answer their enquiries truthfully;

● attend creditors' meetings and answer creditors' enquiries truthfully;

● stay at the place of residence and shall not leave without the approval of the court; and

● not to accept any new directorship appointment with any other enterprises.

In the event that the reorganisation proceeding is initiated, the directors shall not transfer its 
shares in the company to any third party unless such transfer is approved by the court.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Directors shall assume civil liability if they breach their duty of loyalty and care, which leads to the 
bankruptcy of the company. In addition, such directors will be disqualified from directorship or 
senior management position for three years from the termination date of the bankruptcy 
proceedings.

The following activities conducted by the company can be revoked or be deemed invalid, 
however, directors will be held to be personally liable for any loss to the company caused by such 
activities due to directors’ misconduct or gross negligence

● Within one year before the court accepts the bankruptcy petition, the company:

(i) transfer of assets free of charge;
(ii) enters into transactions at markedly unreasonable prices;
(iii) provides security for unsecured debts;
(iv) prepays debts not falling due and payable; or
(v) waives its right as a creditor;

● Within six months before the court accepts the bankruptcy petition, the company 
repays the debt to any individual creditors; and

● The company conceals or transfers its asset for the purpose of avoiding liabilities, or 
fabricates debts or acknowledges a fictitious debt.

Directors are obligated to fully cooperate with the court and the bankruptcy administrator during 
the bankruptcy proceedings. They can also be held liable for the breach any of the following 
mandatory obligations:

● maintain in good condition the assets, seals, account books and documents, etc.

● perform any task as may be requested by the court and the bankruptcy administrator, 
and answer their enquiries truthfully;

● attend creditors' meetings and answer creditors' enquiries truthfully;

● stay at the place of residence and shall not leave without the approval of the court; and

● not to accept any new directorship appointment with any other enterprises.

Legal consequences could vary from compensation of losses, restricting from leaving director’s 
city or China, detention, and other criminal liabilities.
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China
Insolvency (continued)
What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

There is no general safeharbour legislation under the PRC law on directors liability in respect of 
an insolvent or bankrupt company. However, there is a provision under the PRC bankruptcy law 
stipulating that, if the payment made to any individual creditor (which is paid within six months 
before the court accepts the bankruptcy petition) lead to a better financial condition of the 
company, such payment will not be revoked and the director will not be held liable.

The following actions can be taken by the directors in order to minimise legal and regulatory 
risks:

● in order to minimise directors’ legal risks, it is advisable for major or complicated 
business decisions to be approved by the shareholders’ meetings as provided for by 
the company’s articles of association. The directors should raise objections in such 
meetings to any matter that may contravene the laws, regulations, or the articles of 
association and record such objections in the meeting minutes. In addition, to the 
extent possible, the directors should seek professional advice in the decision-making 
process;

● China’s major insurance companies and some international insurance companies 
have introduced and now provide liability insurance cover for directors and senior 
management personnel, for instance, directors and officers liability insurance, 
professional liability insurance and commercial crime insurance. In the event that a 
director or a senior management personnel suffers damages as a result of a lawsuit 
for alleged wrongful conduct while acting in their respective capacity for their 
company, the insurance can cover such losses. The company can consider taking out 
such insurance for its directors, so as to minimise their legal risks in China.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

A moratorium is imposed on the debtor’s assets upon acceptance of the bankruptcy petition by 
the court. Upon acceptance of the bankruptcy petition, all preservation measures against the 
debtor’s property are lifted and all enforcement actions are suspended. Civil actions or 
arbitration procedures that have commenced against the debtor but not completed are stayed. 
Any repayment of debts to a creditor during this period is deemed invalid.

In addition, in the event that the company is insolvent or is nearing insolvent, the company can 
apply directly to a court for a reorganisation. Also, where a creditor applies for bankruptcy 
against the company, after the court accepts the petition for bankruptcy and before the debtor is 
declared bankrupt, the company or a shareholder with 10% or more of the company's 
registered capital can apply to the court for reorganisation. Set out below is a high level 
summary of the reorganisation regime:

● When an entity files for reorganisation, the court must review and approve whether to 
accept the petition and initiate the reorganisation proceeding;

● A bankruptcy administrator is designated by the court to supervise the procedure and 
control the company's affairs. During the reorganisation process, the company can, 
with its petition and the approval of the court, manage its assets and business 
operations under the supervision of its bankruptcy administrator;

● The company or its bankruptcy administrator can, within six months from the day 
when the court approves its reorganisation (which may be extended for another three 
months), submit a draft of the reorganisation plan to the court and the creditors' 
meeting.

● Where the court decides to approve a reorganisation plan, the bankruptcy 
administrator who has taken over the assets and business operations must hand 
them over to the debtor. When the implementation of a reorganisation plan is 
concluded and the company is restored to a good state, it will resume its normal 
operations.

Please note that, at present there are no COVID-19 specific moratorium provided by PRC law 
or granted by Chinese courts to companies insolvent or nearing insolvent. Some Chinese 
courts, however, have imposed moratoriums on the filing of bankruptcy petitions by creditors 
against companies which are facing financial difficulties owing to the outbreak of the COVID-19.
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China
Insolvency (continued)
What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

Under the PRC insolvency regime, the bankruptcy proceedings can be initiated by either the 
debtor or its creditors. In the event that a creditor initiates the bankruptcy proceedings, the 
debtor is entitled to raise an objection. Upon acceptance of the bankruptcy petition, the court 
will appoint a bankruptcy administrator, who will report to the court and will be supervised by the 
creditors’ meeting and the creditors’ committee.

An important feature of the PRC insolvency regime is the availability of rescue options within 
the formal process to restructure or rehabilitate viable businesses. Although the court may have 
accepted a bankruptcy petition, the PRC bankruptcy law allows a debtor or its creditors the 
opportunity prior to an enterprise being declared bankrupt to apply with the court for 
restructuring or reorganisation of its business. The legislation also allows a debtor to apply for a 
compromise or settlement of its debts with its creditors.

With respect to the insolvency legislations enacted for the current pandemic, no rules have 
been adopted on a national-wide basis. However, district courts have introduced guidelines 
related to bankruptcy petitions to control bankruptcy cases.

The court would cautiously adopt a more comprehensive approach when reviewing whether an 
enterprise is eligible for bankruptcy. Considerations include historical operating conditions and 
the correlation between the current status of the enterprise and the pandemic.

For enterprises temporarily affected by the pandemic but used to maintain normal operations 
and financial conditions, the court may put on hold the bankruptcy petitions. The court would 
encourage debtors and creditors to reach debt restructuring arrangements or settlement 
agreements through negotiations to overcome short-term difficulties.
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China
Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

It's advisable for businesses to consider the following actions when they collect and share 
health data from employees and customers:

● carry out data protection impact assessment before massively gathering and 
sharing health data, especially biometric data;

● clearly disclose the processing purposes;

● only collect and share health data necessary to achieve the disclosed purposes;

● acquire data subject's explicit consent unless the statutory exceptions apply;

● conduct no further processing in a manner incompatible with those disclosed 
purposes unless a separate consent is given or other lawful basis is in place; 
where possible, set restrictions on further sharing by internal and external 
recipients;

● keep the employee health information accurate, up to date, and confidential;

● where data has to be shared, check and monitor the recipients' data security 
capabilities;

● properly allocate obligations and responsibilities and align cooperation on 
response to data subject's requests, government inspections/investigations, data 
breach, security audit and so forth in data sharing agreements;

● delete or anonymize the health data once the processing lawful basis ceases to 
exist.

The Office of the Central Cyberspace Affairs Commission (CAC) of China released a notice 
on Feb. 4, 2020, stressing that:

● apart from the authorized entities, no other entities or individuals shall process 
personal data in the absence of informed consent even for the purposes of 
epidemic prevention and control and disease prevention and treatment;

● limit the target data subjects for joint prevention and control to confirmed and 
suspected cases and close contacts, rather than all the people in a defined area to 
avoid geographic discrimination;

● the personal data processed for COVID-19 prevention purposes shall not be used 
for other purposes. In the absence of informed consent, the personal data cannot 
be made public, unless it's de-identified and for joint prevention and control 
purpose;

● competent businesses are encouraged to provide big data support for joint prevent 
and control under the guidance of the government;

● whistle-blowing can be initiated by any entities or individuals where illegal data 
processing is likely to happen.

Where working from home is broadly implemented, businesses are advised to assess and 
monitor the security status in accordance with the multi-layer protection scheme (MLPS) 
grading. Where necessary, the grading of an information system needs to be reassessed due 
to the massively increased use and new types of data contained. If new telecommuting tools 
are introduced, DPIA needs to be performed beforehand.
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China
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Yes, company registration authorities are open and accepting filings/registration. Online filing 
is a prerequisite for almost all types of corporate filings/registrations now. There is no 
significant delay in processing times. Officers at company registration authorities review the 
filing and supporting documents submitted online and provide feedback, generally on time 
(sometimes feedback could be brief and could be about requesting more information or 
documents). In person consultation with the authorities are permitted (but not encouraged in 
some cities, like Beijing or Wuhan). On-site submission and collection of documents are still 
being processed.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Yes, courts are open and accepting filings. Most courts in China accept online filings or online 
appointment for filings on site, and courts in cities like Beijing and Wuhan accept online filings 
only. There are delays since the judges and staff work on shifts and are subject to general 
travel/work/quarantine restrictions. Trials could be conducted via video conferencing in some 
cities.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Yes, notaries are still operating. There might be delays in documents being notarised since 
notaries and staff work on shifts and are subject to general travel/work/quarantine 
restrictions.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Yes, the parties involved could generally agree upon the use or non-use of electronic 
signatures in contracts or other documents and instruments in civil activities. The following 
type of documents cannot be signed electronically:

● documents relating to personal relationships such as marriage, adoption, 
inheritance, and etc;

● documents involving suspension of public utilities such as water supply, heating 
supply, gas supply and etc.; and

● any other circumstances where electronic documents are not applicable as 
stipulated by laws and administrative regulations.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes, a company’s articles of association can provide for the rules for convening a board 
meeting, including to hold board meetings telephonically. If the company’s articles of 
association is silent on this issue, generally all directors will need to agree to hold the board 
meeting telephonically.

The board of directors shall record minutes of meeting and the directors present at the 
meeting shall sign on the minutes of meeting.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

It depends on the specific provisions in a company’s articles of association. Some would 
require written consents could only be adopted if all board members consent to resolve a 
certain matter. In that case, signatures from all board members are required, and a 
telephonic board meeting short of all board members’ participation or consent might not be 
sufficient. Generally, telephonic board meetings and written consents are not mutually 
exclusive. The board of directors shall record minutes of meeting and the directors present at 
the meeting shall sign on the minutes of meeting.

(China is a large country, and the crisis is constantly evolving. Local practice could vary from 
districts to districts, cities to cities, and provinces to provinces. Our high-level comments are 
provided based on survey of current practice (as of April 7, 2020) in major China cities like 
Shanghai/Beijing as well as the city hit hard by the crisis, Wuhan.)
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Hong Kong SAR, China
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

This will only be permissible with the employee's consent.

The general legal position is that an employer may not direct an employee to take unpaid 
leave unless the employee consents. In practice, employers can explore the option of unpaid 
leave from a business continuity perspective and should obtain the employees’ consent in 
writing.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

Yes, subject to meeting some requirements.

Employers are entitled to direct employees to take their paid annual leave. The employer 
should confirm by a written notice to the employee at least 14 days in advance, unless a 
shorter period has been mutually agreed.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes, in certain circumstances.

Statutory severance payment is payable if the employee is continuously employed for not 
less than 24 months and made redundant. The amount of severance payment will depend on 
the wages and reckonable years of service of the employee. There is no minimum amount 
and the maximum amount of severance payment is capped at HKD390,000.

There is no relief from employer’s liability for termination benefits due to financial difficulty but 
the severance payment is to be offset against the accrued benefit held in a mandatory 
provident fund scheme in respect of the employee (excluding any part attributable to 
employee's contributions) to the extent that they relate to the employee's years of service for 
which the severance payment is payable.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

Employees are regarded as priority unsecured creditors over other unsecured creditor 
claims. Certain debts relating to an employee's entitlements must be paid out of the assets of 
the company ahead of debts owed to other unsecured creditors, including unpaid wages and 
salary, severance payments, long service payments, wages in lieu of notice, accrued holiday 
entitlement as at the date of termination etc. Such entitlements are subject to their respective 
statutory capped amount.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

Yes.

Upon insolvency of the employer, employees may apply for an ex gratia payment from the 
Protection of Wages on Insolvency Fund in respect of wages in arrears, pay for untaken 
annual leave, pay for untaken statutory holidays, wages in lieu of notice and/or severance 
payment owed by their employer.
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Hong Kong SAR, China
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon 
legislative provisions or general 
law for relief from contractual 
obligations in the event of 
pandemic or similar?

Yes.

The common law doctrine of force majeure may apply if the contract expressly provides for it. A 
force majeure provision relieves a party from performing the terms according to which a party 
must perform some or all of the obligations in a contract, upon the occurrence of a materially 
impactful and unforeseeable event beyond that party's control. Whether a pandemic or similar 
event is covered depends on the specific language of the relevant force majeure provision.

In the absence of a force majeure clause, the common law doctrine of frustration may apply. 
According to this doctrine, a party may be relieved from the performance of certain future 
contractual obligations if it can establish that the contract has been frustrated by an event 
rendering performance impossible or radically different from what was originally contemplated.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

This depends on the existing terms and conditions of the contract, as well as whether the 
common law doctrines of force majeure or frustration may apply.

See our response to the previous question.

Are commercial property or 
other leasing arrangements 
subject to any special 
arrangements?

Each commercial lease needs to be considered on a case-by-case basis.

As of 6 April 2020, the HKSAR Government has not rolled out any mandatory measures in 
respect of commercial leasing.

On a separate note, the 2020-21 Budget (announced on 26 February 2020) includes a 
reduction in rent of 6 months for eligible tenants of government properties and government land 
(which includes some commercial tenants). Further, lower-income tenants in government public 
residential housing also receives a month of rent waiver.

Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

Currently, there is no statutory corporate regime regulating insolvent trading by directors. 
However, in addition to the statutory duty to exercise reasonable care, skill and diligence, and 
the general fiduciary duties owed towards the company, directors have a duty to also take into 
account the interests of the company's creditors (as a class) as the company approaches 
insolvency. Where the directors fail to have regard to the company's financial status and cause 
the company to enter into transactions in breach of their fiduciary duties with losses incurred, 
the directors can be personally liable for such losses.

Directorships shall cease upon commencement of insolvency proceedings but former directors 
will still owe a duty to the insolvency practitioner administering the proceedings to cooperate 
and provide documents and information on the affairs of the company as and when requested.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Directors will be held personally liable if any business has been carried out with an intent to 
defraud creditors or for a fraudulent purpose. In addition to the criminal offence of fraudulent 
trading, directors can also be disqualified (for a maximum of 15 years) on grounds of unfitness.

Whilst there is no prohibition directed at insolvent trading in Hong Kong, directors may be liable 
for breaches of fiduciary duties in causing the company to enter into certain transactions if they 
fail to have regard to the company's financial status. Case laws have also demonstrated the 
possibilities of misfeasance claims against directors based on insolvent trading.

In addition, directors may also be held personally liable if the company has carried out a 
redemption or buy-back of its own shares out of its own capital within one year prior to its 
winding up, or under employment related legislation (e.g. if they employ a person knowing that 
wages cannot be paid).
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Hong Kong SAR, China
Insolvency (continued)
What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

There is no relevant safe harbour legislation but directors may rely on general common law 
defences, and it is permissible for companies to take out insurance cover for a director's liability 
for any negligence, default, breach of duty or breach of trust (excluding fraud) in relation to the 
company.

However, even though a director may resign from his position despite the existence of any 
personal (civil or criminal) liability against him, the director may still be found liable in legal 
proceedings and the liquidator can call on any former director to provide information during the 
course of their investigations.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

There is currently no regime for moratorium-style proceedings or stay of proceedings, and most 
restructuring in Hong Kong take place by way of informal arrangements between parties 
concerned.

In the absence of a voluntary restructuring agreement between the company and all of its 
creditors, a company may enter into a court-sanctioned scheme of arrangement with its 
members and/or creditors to preserve the company as a going concern (which requires a 
simple majority consent by headcount, representing at least 75% in value of each class of 
members/creditors) or apply for provisional liquidation to preserve the company's assets in the 
interval between the presentation of a winding-up petition and the making of the winding up 
order.

However, the commencement of procedures to implement schemes of arrangement do not 
provide the benefit of a statutory moratorium on creditor actions, and there remains a risk of a 
creditor taking enforcement action (such as winding-up proceedings) after a scheme of 
arrangement has been initiated. This can potentially be resolved by the appointment of a 
provisional liquidator - although there are also specific requirements for this to be permitted.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

The main procedures for companies in financial difficulties include a scheme of arrangement, 
appointment of receivers, members' or creditors' voluntary liquidation and compulsory 
liquidation. In the absence of any formal procedure in Hong Kong aimed at rescuing companies, 
only a scheme of arrangement could be seen as aimed at preserving a company as a going 
concern.

The company (or if the company is being wound up, the liquidator or provisional liquidator) may 
also apply to the court for an order of an arrangement in respect of its debts wherein the 
creditors will accept repayment of debts less than the amounts originally owed.

While it is anticipated that an amendment bill for new statutory corporate rescue procedures 
and insolvent trading provisions may be introduced into the legislature in 2020, it may not be 
available in time to provide relief for corporates riding out the current pandemic.
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Hong Kong SAR, China
Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

Employers have been collecting employee health data as well as employee work location 
due to the current Covid-19 pandemic. This is classified as personal data under the Personal 
Data Privacy Ordinance ("PDPO") and is subject to the protections under the PDPO. If this is 
a new type of data that the employer has not previously collected, the employer would have 
to:

● inform employees that they are currently collecting this type of data

● inform employees as to how the employer will use this type of data; and

● obtain the employee's consent to collecting and using such data.

The Privacy Commission in Hong Kong has also issued guidance stating that disclosing 
certain details for the purposes of public health to relevant government officials or the 
employees of a company will not be a contravention of the PDPO. However, employers 
should note that when disclosing such information, the disclosure must be necessary and 
proportionate. The collected data should be stored with relevant security measures and 
should be deleted after the purpose of the collection has been completed.

The Privacy Commissioner has also issued some guidance on working from home and steps 
which employers should take to protect the personal data including having secure IT 
infrastructure and guidance on how to transfer digital files from the office to home.

Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

The services of public registries have been fluctuating since the COVID-19 outbreak.

As of 6 April 2020, the Hong Kong Companies Registry is providing limited counter service 
with shortened hours every working day for urgent service, and is encouraging filings to be 
made by post or electronically through e-Registry and eFiling portals available.

All services of the Inland Revenue Department have been suspended except for its central 
enquiry counter, business registration office and the stamp office, which are operating at 
shortened hours. Based on recent experience in early April 2020, there have been delays in 
processing times at the Companies Registry as well as stamping at the Stamp Office 
upwards of 7 business days.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

A General Adjourned Period ("GAP") has been announced by the Judiciary since 29 January 
2020 and will continue until 13 April 2020, subject to further review.

• All court/tribunal hearings have generally been adjourned during this period unless they are 
urgent and essential business (as directed by the presiding Judge or Judicial Officer, which is 
constantly reviewed and revised).

• Other urgent and essential hearings will continue to be handled in accordance with 
established mechanisms, including the Duty Judge System. Court/tribunal registries and 
offices are generally closed during GAP.

• Since court registries are closed, filing deadlines are (generally speaking) automatically 
extended. An e-Lodgement Platform is available for lodging certain documents (submissions, 
authorities, hearing bundles and others as directed by the court) with the High Court, District 
Court and Family Court. However, e-lodgment is generally not treated as filing, and a formal 
filing will need to made after the registry reopens. Remote hearings are also being tried by 
the High Court on a limited basis.
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Hong Kong SAR, China
Corporate (continued)
Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Notarial services are provided by legal practitioners qualified as a notary public in Hong 
Kong. The availability of a notary public will be on a case by case basis depending on the 
particular notary public. Service is likely to be limited but available.

As for apostille, the High Court presently considers application and collection of apostilles to 
fall under its urgent and essential business list (which is constantly reviewed and revised), 
and apostille service continues to be provided by the High Court.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

E-signatures are recognised to have legal effect for the purposes of Hong Kong law under 
some circumstances. Its permissibility is primarily governed by the Electronic Transactions 
Ordinance (Chapter 553 of the Laws of Hong Kong). Certain types of documents must be 
signed in wet-ink.

This includes, for example, transactions involving the government, testamentary documents, 
certain trust documentation, documents concerning land and property transactions and 
powers of attorney. A company's articles of association (if being signed by a corporate entity) 
and the terms of the document in question might also stipulate the permissibility of using an 
e-signature.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Subject to the company's articles of association, a company may hold board meetings using 
technology that enables participants to hear and speak with each other, including 
telephonically.

The company is obliged to keep records of minutes of board meetings (as well as written 
board resolutions) for at least 10 years from the date of meeting or resolutions.

There is no statutory requirement that the chairperson's signature be added at the meeting or 
at the succeeding one. However, the chairperson of a board meeting (or such other persons 
as stipulated by the company's articles of association) should sign on the minutes as soon as 
practicable as it will be evidence of the proceedings at the meeting. This can be by way of 
e-signature (assuming not prohibited by the articles of association or otherwise).

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Subject to the permissibility of telephonic board meetings (see our response to the previous 
question), telephonic board meetings can be held in lieu of written resolutions.

Note, however, that reasonable notice of board meetings should be given to directors in 
accordance with the company's articles of association (which can vary from company to 
company and often, written notice is not required).

For a listed company in Hong Kong, notice should generally be 14 days in advance of a 
regular board meeting and reasonable notice (generally, 2 days) for other board meetings. 
Subject to the company's articles of association, the directors may also consent to shorter 
notice.

See our response to the previous question for requirements on written records and 
chairperson's signature.
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India
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

From 1 June 2020, a new phase of lockdown has been introduced until 30 June. Certain 
parts of India were re-opened on 8 June. Whilst some of the government departments have 
started functioning with limited staff, the majority are still not operational. The approach varies 
between different states, depending on lockdown measures.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Parts of India are locked down until 30 June. Whilst some of the courts have started 
functioning with limited staff, the majority of the courts are still not operational.

Some of the courts have started hearing the cases virtually.

As courts are functioning with a limited number of staff, delays are likely.

Whether courts are accepting filings will depend upon the concerned State.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Parts of India are locked down until 30 June, however notaries are operating with limited 
staff. Given that the staff numbers are low, delays are likely. Different approaches are being 
taken by different states.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

No, as there could be practical challenges, as some departments/government offices, may 
not accept digitally signed documents.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes.

Board meetings via video conferences, are permitted in India. With respect to minutes, these 
need to be physically signed.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Whether a particular consent can be obtained through video conferencing, would depend 
upon the nature of consent and the statute under which that consent is required.

India content as at 17 June 2020 
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Indonesia
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

No.

Under Indonesian Labor Law (Law No. 13/2003), there are no specific stipulations which govern 
stand-downs or furloughed employees. However, in general, employers cannot force their 
employees to take annual leave or unpaid leave. Employees will need to agree to take such 
leave.

Due to COVID-19 outbreak, the Government of Republic Indonesia has enacted Government 
Regulation No. 21/2020 which aims to enforce large-scale social restrictions which is followed 
by the enactment of some Governors regulations on the enforcement large-scale social 
restrictions in certain areas, such as the issuance of Governance of Jakarta Regulation No. 
33/2020, Governor of West Java Regulation No. 27 of 2020 and Governor of Banten Regulation 
No. 16 of 2020 which implement the large-social restrictions in Jakarta and its surrounding area. 
The Minister of Manpower issued a Circular Letter No. M/3/HK.04/III/2020, which provides that 
where an employer is unable to (or restrained from) conducting its business due to government 
policy, which in turn results in all or some employees being unable to work, with business 
continuity in mind, the employer may amend the employee's wage and the means of payment 
with the agreement of the employee. For the avoidance of doubt, employers cannot reduce 
wages without the consent of the employee.

In the case of employee termination, termination of employment in Indonesia is highly regulated. 
A principle under the Labor Law is that employers, employee, labor unions and the Government 
are obliged to make every effort to avoid termination of employment.

There is no unilateral right of termination of employment in Indonesia similar to that found in 
other countries. Instead, subject to certain limited exceptions, the general rule is that employers 
must first obtain a favorable decision on the termination of employment from the Industrial 
Relations Court or the Supreme Court (if a decision of the IR Court is appealed by one or both 
of the parties). Where a termination of employment is agreed between the employer and the 
employee, the termination does not need to first be approved by the IR Court.

Whilst we are aware there are certain talks between the business community and the 
Government regarding to what extent all provisions under the Labor Law will apply as is, 
especially provisions relating to 13th salary for Holy Day Observance, currently these matters 
are not yet regulated by special laws to accomodate the unprecedented pandemic. Thus our 
analysis is based primarily on laws which have been in place since 2003, and which did not 
experience any change in past crises including the world economic crisis of 2008. As soon as 
there are developments to change this (if any), we will update our response accordingly.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

No.

Under Indonesia Manpower Law, there is no provision allowing an employer to direct employees 
to take annual or similar leave. Employees will need to agree to take annual leave or unpaid 
leave.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or severance 
pay in your jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief from 
liability for termination benefits due 
to financial difficulty?

Yes.

However, redundancy is generally not a valid reason for termination under Indonesian Labor 
Law. In order for an employer to use redundancy as a basis for termination (in circumstances 
where there isn't a permanent business closure), the employer and employee must agree on a 
mutual termination.

Severance pay is based on what is commonly referred to as the “2x Formula” (2x severance 
pay, 1x long service pay and 1x compensation of rights). In practice, employees will generally 
not agree to a mutual termination on the basis of redundancy unless they are offered the 2x 
Formula (and will generally ask for more than what is payable under the formula).

It is possible (although seldom occurs) that employees agree to a mutual termination by 
receiving less than the 2x Formula. If the employee agrees to a mutual termination, it should be 
documented via a joint agreement between the employer and the employee. The joint 
agreement should be registered with the IR Court. This registration requirement is an 
administrative process (and not an approval process).
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Indonesia
Labour Law (continued)
Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

In circumstances where the company is declared bankrupt or liquidated based on the 
prevailing laws and regulations, the employees are regarded as the priority unsecured 
creditors. As a result, payment of an employee's wages will take priority over the payment of 
other debts.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

Yes.

On 14 August 2020, Indonesia Government enacted Ministry of Manpower Regulation No. 14 
of 2020 on Guidelines of Government Assistance In Form of Salary for Workers Affected by 
the Corona Virus Disease 2019 (Covid-19). Under this regulation, the Government is desired 
to provide protection and improve the workers' economy that was impacted by Covid-19. The 
workers who are qualified to receive the Government assistance must fulfil the following 
criterias:

● an Indonesian citizen as evidenced by identification card number;

● registered as an active participant in the employment social security program as 
evidenced by a membership card;

● workers who receive salaries from their company;

● participation until June 2020;

● active participant of employment social security program who pay contributions 
calculated on the basis of a salary below IDR 5,000,000.00 according to the latest 
salary reported by the employer to the employment social security agency and 
recorded in the employment social security agency; and

● have an active bank account.

The Government assistance is in an amount of IDR 600,000.00 per month which will be paid 
in sequence for 4 months. The payment of the Government assistance shall be made directly 
through a Bank appointed by the State Treasury Service Office to the qualified workers' bank 
account.

Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Yes.

The “force majeure” concept is recognized in Indonesia’s legal system and governed in 
general under the Indonesian Civil Code (ICC), particularly Articles 1244 and 1245 which 
principally suggest that an obligor (debtor) acting in good faith should not be held responsible 
for a non-performance or late performance of their obligations which is caused by a 
circumstance(s) that is(are) unforeseeable or beyond their control. However, proving it may 
be difficult as under Articles 1244 dan 1245 of the ICC (as also referred to in doctrines and 
certain relevant Supreme Court decisions) the following elements must be present in order to 
claim the situation of a “force majeure”:

● the circumstance must not have occurred directly or indirectly due to the act or 
responsibility or intention of the obligor; or

● the performance of the relevant obligations if performed would constitute a 
prohibited act for the obligor.

(Continued on next page)
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Indonesia
Contract Law (continued)

In addition to this, under the principle of freedom of contract (Article 1338 paragraph (1) of 
ICC), contracting parties are free to agree on what events constitute force majeure for 
purposes of their contractual obligations and whether it can be invoked in the case of late or 
non-performance. The absence of clear stipulation of the actual circumstances which were 
beyond their control rendering the obligations difficult to be performed and fulfilled may make it 
difficult to enforce a condition of “force majeure”.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Generally, this is not required.

Generally, if:

● a party can prove that the non-performance or the late performance of such party’s 
obligation caused by a circumstance(s) that is (are) unforeseeable or beyond their 
control; and

● the other party agree with the argument to the party who declares the ‘force majeure’ 
event, then the party who declares the ‘force majeure’ does not have to apply to 
court. However, it is still subject to the contracts between the parties on what 
precisely constitutes ‘force majeure’ and the mechanism to declare the ‘force 
majeure’ event for the purpose of their contract, i.e. requirement for submitting notice 
letter from the non-performing party.

However, if the contract does not stipulate force majeure event or not clearly state that 
pandemic as one of force majeure events, and if both parties cannot mutually agree on 
whether pandemic is classified as the force majeure event, a party may apply to court in 
proving the current pandemic as the ‘force majeure’ event (the trial will examine the prevailing 
regulations and contract).

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

No.

Currently, the Government of Indonesia has not yet regulated special arrangements to 
commercial property or other leasing arrangements. However, the Indonesian Financial 
Services Authority (OJK) through OJK Regulation No. 11/POJK.03/2020 on National Economic 
Stimulus As Countercyclical Policy Over COVID-19 Pandemic Impact, encourages Indonesian 
banks to support their debtors, including small-micro-and-medium enterprises, which are 
experiencing difficulty in fulfilling their obligations due to COVID-19 pandemic, by applying 
certain policies which can stimulate the economic growth, which may include as follows:

● to determine the collectability of loans (up to IDR 10 billion) already extended to their 
COVID-19-affected debtors solely based on the promptness of payment by the 
debtors of their loans’ principal amount and/or interest; and

● to restructure loans already extended to their COVID-19-affected debtors and record 
such restructured loans as performing loans.

Indonesian banks can apply these policies until 31 March 2021.

Furthermore, OJK also issues a Letter No. S-9/D.05/2020 on Countercyclical Policy Over 
COVID-19 Pandemic Impact To Financing Companies, dated 30 March 2020 which stated 
OJK’s countercyclical policy in response to the COVID-19 pandemic impact to non-banking 
financial services institutions, which is effective as of 30 March 2020 and includes (i) extending 
the deadline for submission of periodical reports applicable to financing companies; (ii) 
enabling the conduct of fit and proper tests against the primary parties of financing companies 
via video conference; (iii) allowing financing companies to determine the collectability of 
financing up to IDR 10 billion extended to their debtors affected by COVID-19 pandemic only 
based on the promptness of payment for the principal amount and/or interest (or its 
equivalent); and (iv) allowing financing companies to restructure the financing already 
extended to their debtors by taking into account the specified considerations, and to record the 
restructured financing as performing financing (lancar).

This press release is followed by an announcement made by the Indonesian Financing 
Company Association which offers certain financing restructuring options to the customers of 
financing companies facing financial distress due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The customers 
who fulfil the specified criteria are invited to submit restructuring applications to financing 
companies starting from 30 March 2020.
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Indonesia
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are 
nearing insolvency?

Basically, the Board of Directors is obliged to manage the company in good faith and in accordance 
with fiduciary duties principle in order to prevent any losses suffered by the company. In the event of 
the bankruptcy occurs due to the fault or negligence of the Board of Directors and the bankruptcy 
assets are inadequate to pay off all liabilities of the company in the said bankruptcy, then every 
member of the Board of Directors shall be jointly and severally liable for all liabilities which are not 
paid off from the such bankruptcy assets.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

The Board of Directors shall only be jointly or severable liable for all liabilities if the insolvency occurs 
due to the fault or negligence of the Board of Directors and the bankruptcy assets are inadequate to 
pay off all liabilities of the company in the said bankruptcy.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  
Is there any safe harbour 
legislation?

No, in Indonesia there are no options to limit the Board of Directors’ liability in insolvency due to its 
fault or negligence. However, the prevailing regulations only stipulates that members of the Board of 
Directors may not be liable for the insolvency if he/she can prove that:

● the said insolvency was not due to his/her fault or negligence; 

● he/she has performed management in good faith, with due care, and with full responsibility 
interest of the company and in accordance with the purposes and objectives of the 
Company; 

● he/she has no conflict of interest, either directly or indirectly, over the acts of management 
that are taken; 

● he/she has taken measures to prevent the occurrence of bankruptcy.

Is there a moratorium or 
similar regime that could 
allow a company to trade 
through the current pandemic, 
or case activity for a period of 
time?

According to Minister of Manpower Circular Letter No. M/3/HK.04/III/2020 stipulates that the company 
may continue its business activities during COVID-19 subject to several conditions to limit the spread 
of COVID-19 in the company's environment, such as making an announcements related to the spread 
of and preparing procedures for handling the COVID-19.

In a specific region, e.g., Jakarta Manpower Office has issued the Circular Letter of Jakarta Manpower 
Office No. 14/2020, it is stipulated that the company can temporarily stop all of its business activities 
or reduce some of its business activities and/or to implement a work from home for its employees. 
Furthermore, the Jakarta Manpower Office also enact the Jakarta Manpower Office Regulation No 
837/2020 which regulates operational working hours and number of employer in the office are 
reduced, the employers have to maintain the large-scale social restriction and consistently wear 
gloves and mask in the office and obtain work order letter from the employer if they are required to go 
to the office.

Furthermore, Minister of Health No. 9 Year 2020 on Guideline on Large Scale Social Distancing in 
order to Accelerate the Handling of Corona Virus Disease 2019 (Covid-19) regulates some business 
or public facility considering the fulfilment of people's basic needs still can be operated during 
pandemic, such as transportation that carries out goods, supermarket, market, pharmacy, and medical 
equipment store, staples, oil and gas, healthcare facility, hotel/ homestay for accommodating tourists 
and people affected COVID-19, medical and emergency staff, air and sea crew, company used / 
intended for quarantine facilities, public facilities for personal sanitation needs, banks, and public 
facilities to meet the people's basic needs including sports activities.

Moreover, the Indonesian Financial Services Authority (OJK) through OJK Regulation No. 
11/POJK.03/2020 on National Economic Stimulus As Countercyclical Policy Over COVID-19 
Pandemic Impact, encourages Indonesian banks to support their debtors, including 
small-micro-and-medium enterprises, which are experiencing difficulty in fulfilling their obligations due 
to COVID-19 pandemic, by applying certain policies which can stimulate the economic growth, which 
may include as follows:

● to determine the collectability of loans (up to IDR 10 billion) already extended to their 
COVID-19-affected debtors solely based on the promptness of payment by the debtors of 
their loans’ principal amount and/or interest; and

● to restructure loans already extended to their COVID-19-affected debtors and record such 
restructured loans as performing loans.

(Continued on next page)
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Indonesia
Insolvency (continued)

Indonesian banks can apply these policies until 31 March 2021.

Furthermore, OJK also issues a press release No. SP 20/DKNS/OJK/III/2020, dated 20 March 
2020 which stated that OJK is preparing an economic stimulus policy that aims to relax the 
payment obligations of the financing business industry. This policy is said to include:

● Payment postponement for financings using the bank-related channeling and joint 
financing schemes and

● Executing method applicable to financing companies loaned by banks to be 
performed according to the restructuring mechanism governed under OJK’s relevant 
regulation.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

Basically, there is no insolvency regime which regulates related insolvency procedures under 
COVID-19 pandemic.

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

Minister of Communications & Informatics Regulation No. 20 of 2016 regarding the 
Protection of Personal Data in an Electronic System stipulates that an Electronic System 
Provider ("ESP") that manages or processes personal data, must have an internal personal 
data protection procedure in order to prevent personal data breaches under its management. 
This policy must take into account such aspects as the applicable technology, human 
resources, technical procedures, and cost analysis in accordance with this regulation and 
other prevailing laws and regulations.

The adoption of the internal policy must be accompanied by:

● efforts to heighten the awareness of employees as to the importance of personal 
data protection; and

● the provision of training for employees regarding the steps that must be taken to 
protect the personal data that is managed by the ESP.

Furthermore, the employee of the ESP shall be obligated to safeguard and protect Electronic 
System facilities and infrastructures or information channelled through an Electronic System, 
while the ESP itself shall be responsible for the safeguard and protection of Electronic 
System facilities and infrastructures.

In light of the above, businesses in Indonesia (and in particular the company who manages 
or processes personal data) must have an internal personal data protection policy and 
ensure its employees (who are currently working-from-home) protect the personal data that is 
managed by the ESP.

Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

This could be varying but generally public registries are closed until further notice. 
Accordingly, there will be delays for some registrations/fillings, yet for some Ministries, they 
have applied online registrations and the license can be generated/issued directly.
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Indonesia
Corporate (continued)
Are courts still open and accepting 
filings? If so, are there delays in 
processing times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings (e.g. online 
filings)?

Courts are still open half day until further notice from the government. Hence, there could be a 
delay in the trial.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Yes, notaries still operate but there could be delay in arranging the notarisation and/or 
appostlisation due to the large-scale social restriction policy, which there could be certain 
preventive measures.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Under the current prevailing regulations, Indonesia acknowledges digital signature or 
e-signature as a valid signature to the extent that:

● the data used in forming the digital signature only relates to the signatory;

● the data used in forming the digital signature during the signing process shall only be 
under the control of the signatory;

● any changes to the digital signature or electronic information related to the digital 
signature which happens after the signing date can be identified;

● there is a certain method to identify the signatory; and

● there is a method to indicate that the signatory has given his or her consent to the 
related electronic information.

There are two types of digital signature recognized in Indonesia, i.e. certified digital signature 
and uncertified digital signature. A certified digital signature is created by procuring the services 
of an electronic certification provider and shall be evidenced by an electronic certificate. An 
uncertified digital signature is created without engaging the services of an electronic 
certification provider.

A certified digital signature will have more legal power compared to the uncertified one. One of 
Indonesia’s Electronic Certification Service Providers that provides e-signature certification 
services is PrivyId (https://privy.id/).

Please note, however, in practice, some notaries reluctant to accept e-signature and instead 
request a company to provide the wet ink signature if the document needs to be notarised by 
the public notary.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting minutes 
(e.g., Chairman's signature) strictly 
required?

A non-physical board meeting is possible so long as it is permitted under the Articles of 
Association of the relevant company.

Furthermore, the meeting minutes must be signed by all board members who attend the 
meeting as evidence that all board members agree with the content. This is important, 
especially if the minutes will be presented to other parties.

Can telephonic board meetings be 
held in lieu of written consents? --- 
If so, are any signatures for the 
meeting minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Any resolution of the board must be made in writing and must be signed by all members of the 
board.
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Japan 
Labour Law
Is an employer obliged to pay its 
employees during: (i) periods of 
sickness; (ii) periods of 
quarantine and/or; (iii) 
self-isolation due to COVID-19 
(when unwell versus well enough 
to work)?

The response below is relevant to all the cases of (i), (ii) and (iii).

If the employees voluntarily take statutory annual paid leave or other paid leave prescribed 
by the collective bargaining rules (the “CBA”) or work rules, the employer is obliged to pay 
salaries to the employees.

If an employer, at its convenience, directs employees to be absent from work, it must pay at 
least 60% of the average salary during the absent period pursuant to the Labour Standards 
Act. The “at the employer’s convenience” are broadly interpreted and considered to be 
applicable to cases where:

● the employees are sick but it is unsure whether he/she is infected with COVID-19; 
and

● they are suspected of COVID-19 infection but able to continue working as a result 
of the examinations by doctors.

On the other hand, the prefectural governor has the authority to impose a work restriction on 
the employees who are infected with COVID-19, after receiving reports from doctors who 
have examined such employees, pursuant to the Infectious Disease Act. Such work 
restriction is not considered to be “at the employer’s convenience” and thus, the employers 
are not obliged to pay salaries in the case.

For other absent cases not specified in the above paragraphs, the employer is not obliged to 
pay salaries.

Are employees entitled to pay 
and/or leave where they take time 
off work to care for dependants?

Employees are entitled to take child care leave and/or family care leave pursuant to the 
requirements under the Child Care and Family Care Act. The leave is unpaid unless the CBA 
and/or work rules stipulate it as paid leave.

Also, the employees may take statutory annual paid leave or other paid leave prescribed by 
the CBA and/or the work rules for such purpose.

Can employers enforce layoffs, 
short term working and/or reduce 
pay or hours in respect of 
employees? Are you seeing 
companies in your country 
introduce such measures in 
practice?

Yes, but subject to strict requirements. If employers are to enforce layoffs, the validity will be 
strictly reviewed by the court, taking into account the following four factors: 

● necessity of redundancy;

● obligation to avoid layoffs;

● reasonability of selecting employees to be dismissed; and

● due processes. Therefore, the employers should consider carefully before they 
enforce layoffs.

If employers are to make changes in the working conditions, such as pay cuts or short 
working hours, they should:

● obtain individual consent from each of the employees;

● execute CBAs; and/or

● amend the work rules. 

If employers are to make changes disadvantageous to the employees by amending the work 
rules without individual consent of employees or execution of CBAs, such amendment should 
be reasonable depending on individual circumstances.

We have heard some companies are taking such measures in Japan.

(Continued on next page)
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Japan 
Labour Law (continued)
Is the local government providing 
any support measures for 
businesses who are impacted by 
the COVID-19, especially in 
relation to employee costs / 
employment laws (e.g. financial 
compensation, tax cuts to help 
small employers)?

Yes. 

If certain requirements are met, such employers may receive subsidies, including the 
following:

● employment adjustment subsidies for employers continuing hiring employees 
although they are forced to reduce their business activities for economic reasons. 
In light of the impact of the COVID-19, special measures have been taken such as 
increasing the subsidy rates and relaxing the procedures;

● subsidies for small enterprises newly implementing remote work systems as 
countermeasure to deal with COVID-19;

● subsidies for employers granting special paid leave to employees who take care of 
their children attending elementary schools that have been closed.

Is a company obliged to pay its 
contractors during periods of 
sickness or quarantine and/or 
self-isolation due to COVID-19? If 
the company wished to do this, 
would it be possible for it to do 
so?

No. There are no such obligations for a company to pay its contractors. If the company and 
the contractor agrees it would be possible for the company to do so.

Have any other changes been 
made to your local employment 
laws (or are any proposed) in light 
of the current COVID-19 situation 
(for example, enhanced sick pay 
entitlements, relaxation of 
redundancy laws)?

No. No other changes have been made or proposed to the Japanese employment laws in 
light of the current COVID-19 situation.
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Japan
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

There is no specific legislative provision or general law under which a pandemic is clearly 
defined as a force majeure allowing a party to be released from its contractual obligations. 
Therefore, if a force majeure clause is stipulated in the contract, it is a matter of contract 
interpretation whether “pandemic” is included in a particular contract’s force majeure clause. 
It should also be noted that under the Japanese Civil Code, a party to a contract that acts 
negligently can be held liable for damages due to the failure to perform contractual 
obligations or in the event of default ("Default"). Therefore, if a party fails to perform a 
contractual obligation without any negligence during the COVID-19 pandemic, such party is 
not liable for damages. Please also note that, under the Japanese Civil Code which was 
recently amended, a party can terminate a contract due to the Default without negligence of 
the other party unless otherwise agreed.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

In general, this will depend on the existing terms and conditions of the contract (at the time 
the contract was made) - which cannot be retrospectively changed.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

At this moment, there is no special arrangement under which a lessee, who is unable to 
comply with its lease obligations due to the impact of COVID-19, may obtain a moratorium on 
rent payments. On March 31, 2020, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and 
Tourism requested real estate related organizations to consider any flexible measures, 
including the moratorium of rent for tenants who have difficulties in paying rent. However, this 
request does not have any legal enforceability. On July 7, 2020, in addition, the Ministry 
announced the establishment of rent subsidy for tenants whose recent sales declined 
significantly.

Japan content as at 8 October 2020 

Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies that 
are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

Generally, a director or a member of the management of a private company which has 
become insolvent owes no obligation to file for protection under relevant insolvency laws, 
except in the case of certain special companies as specified in the law which are involved 
with public interests; e.g., private schools. In the light of insolvency laws, directors of an 
insolvent company will be required to avoid conducting prejudicial or fraudulent acts that can 
be harmful to the company’s unsecured creditors. Fraudulent acts by an insolvent company 
may be rescinded in the bankruptcy proceeding.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

The basic rule under the laws of Japan is a director of an insolvent company will not be held 
personally liable for the company’s debts or any damages incurred by its creditors because of 
the fact that the company has become insolvent. However, he/she may be held personally 
liable for damages if he/she has failed to meet the duty of care in managing the company, or 
has personally guaranteed the company’s debts.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a company 
nears insolvency?  Is there any 
safe harbour legislation?

External directors are allowed to agree in writing with the company on limitations of their 
liability to the company, provided that such amounts of limitation are set forth in the 
company's articles of incorporation. Other directors can be exempted, in part or in whole, 
from their liability to the company under strict conditions. Conditions and limitations of 
exemption of a director’s liability vary depending on the governance structure the company 
has chosen, the articles and bylaws, and the extent to which the liability of a director is to be 
exempted. As a matter of practice, directors will take out D&O liability insurances with a view 
toward alleviating the burden of liability they may owe to the company.
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Japan

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

Health information privacy

During this outbreak of COVID-19, the critical issue for companies should be keeping their 
employees and customers safe. For such purposes, companies may need to collect and use 
health information of employees and customers, including:

● the fact that a person has received a diagnosis of coronavirus infection; and

● with whom that person has had close contact.

Under the Act on Protection of Personal Information (“APPI”), Japanese data protection 
statute, clinical history is categorized as sensitive personal data, which must be treated with 
special care. Without the subject person’s consent, a company:

● may not use personal data beyond the purpose specified when such information 
has been obtained; and

● may not provide such personal data to third parties.

However, such regulations are exempted when:

● it is necessary to use the data for improving public health; and

● it is difficult to obtain the consent of the subject person.

On April 2, 2020, the Personal Information Protection Commission, the Japanese data 
privacy regulator, published Q&As on its website, which clarify that companies may use 
clinical information (e.g., the fact that an employee is diagnosed of coronavirus infection) and 
provide it to third parties to the extent necessary, relying upon the above exception.

It would be difficult problem for companies to balance the safety of employees and 
customers, and the privacy of employees.

Security measures for remote working

Under this outbreak situation, more and more people are working remotely. Accordingly, 
management of information security risks arising from irregular working styles is important. 
Both the cyber risks that arise in connection with employees working from home (e.g., 
security measures for remote access and web conference system) and the physical security 
of the absent office should be carefully considered.

Insolvency (continued)
Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case activity 
for a period of time?

A company suffering serious decline in sales is allowed to file for protection under bankruptcy 
proceedings or to file a mediation proceeding to request a debt relief and/or moratorium from 
its creditors. Such proceedings need to be filed with the competent court.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant to 
a company in the current 
pandemic?

The government and local governments have enacted a variety of special loan programs and 
benefit plans for those companies and sole proprietors who are suffering decline in sales.
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Japan
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

As of 2 October 2020, the Legal Affairs Bureaus are open and accepting filings.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

As of 2 October 2020, courts are open and accepting filings.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

As of 2 October 2020, notaries are operating.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Documents can be signed electronically in accordance with each requirement set forth in 
laws such as the Companies Act of Japan, Act on Electronic Signatures and Certification 
Business, etc.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Board meetings can be held telephonically on condition that the voice of each director is 
immediately transmitted to other directors and accurate opinions are exchanged with each 
other.

Even in such case, all signatures (or the affixing of the names and seals) of directors who are 
present at the meeting for the meeting minutes are strictly required.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Telephonic board meetings can be held in lieu of written resolution. Even in such case, all 
signatures (or the affixing of the names and seals) of directors who are present at the 
meeting for the meeting minutes are strictly required.

On the other hand, written resolution of Board meeting is possible in case where there is a 
provision in the articles of incorporation. In case of written resolution of Board meeting, only 
signature (or the affixing of the name and seal) of the director performing duties pertaining to 
preparation of the minutes is required.
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Malaysia
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Malaysia has seen some relaxation in terms of lockdown beginning 4 May 2020.

The Companies Commission of Malaysia (‘CCM’) has suspended all operations including 
online services until the movement control order has been lifted.

There will be a moratorium period given, to account for the period in which CCM's services 
were not accessible.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

No.

All courts are closed and are not operating.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

No.

All notaries are closed and are not operating.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

This will depend on the constitution of the company, and may be permitted for director or 
shareholder resolutions.

Nonetheless, electronic signatures would not be acceptable for documents that require to be 
submitted in hard copy to the authorities (i.e., CCM).

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

This will depend on the constitution of the company.

The signature of the Chairman on the meeting's minutes would be required regardless of 
whether the meeting is held electronically or in person.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

This will depend on the constitution of the company.

The signature of the Chairman on the meeting's minutes would be required regardless of 
whether the meeting is held electronically or in person.

Contact for Malaysia

Jagdev Singh 
Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers Taxation 
Services Sdn. Bhd.

T: +60 3 2173 1469

@: jagdev.singh@pwc.com
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Mongolia
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

An employer will have very limited capacity to do this.

Under Labour law dated 14 May 1999, employees should be paid no less than 60% of their 
base salary during a stand down period. However, if an employee refuses to perform different 
duties asked by the employer during the stand down period, he/she will be given a leave 
without pay.

An employer cannot direct an employee to take leave without pay. Such leave can only be 
taken where an employee has made a request to take such leave.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

No.

In principle, leave that is taken it should be agreed to by the both the employer and employee 
(although we note that in practice, employers will often instruct the employees to take their 
annual leave).

NB: under a resolution of the National Emergency Commission, employers are required to 
take certain measures in respect of pregnant employees and mothers with children under 12 
years old to prevent the spread of the COVID-19 virus. These measures include providing 
these women with a possibility to work from home, or requiring these women to take paid 
leave until March 30.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes.

Where an employment agreement is terminated due to a reduction of work positions or 
number of employees, an employee should be paid severance pay, in the amount of no less 
than 1 month's average salary.

However, in the case of mass dismissal of employees due to liquidation of a branch or unit, 
the amount of severance pay shall be agreed upon in negotiations with the employees' 
representatives.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Credits in favor of employees for wages or accrued salaries in the last year, and for 
severance, will have preference over any other in bankruptcy cases.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

No.

Contact for Mongolia

Munkhjargal Ragchaakhuu
Senior Associate
PricewaterhouseCoopers Tax TMZ LLC

T: +976 9905 6747
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Mongolia
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon 
legislative provisions or general 
law for relief from contractual 
obligations in the event of 
pandemic or similar?

Yes.

The liability for damage under the Mongolia Civil Code is mainly based on fault principle. A party 
to the agreement will not be obliged to compensate damage caused by non-performance or 
improper performance of such agreement, if the latter results from circumstances for which that 
party is not responsible. Epidemics/pandemics such as COVID-19 may be qualified as a force 
majeure. However, it should be also noted that the agreements concluded between business 
partners may differently regulate the parties obligations in the event of force majeure, e.g. may 
impose an obligation to perform additional acts of diligence by the affected party (obligation to 
notify the contractor in due time about the occurrence of force majeure, taking joint actions 
aimed at limiting the losses of both parties to the contract, etc.), define what circumstances 
constitute a case of force majeure or contractually extend their liability to circumstances for 
which the parties are usually not responsible, including force majeure events.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Yes.

If the renegotiation of the contractual arrangements is unsuccessful, an action based on 
excusable grounds provided in the Civil Code may be considered. When resolving such a case, 
the court may change the manner in which the agreement is performed or the amount of 
parties’ benefits or even terminate the agreement.

Are commercial property or 
other leasing arrangements 
subject to any special 
arrangements?

No.

There is nothing in our laws that contemplate the current COVID-19 scenario other than the 
ordinary rules of contract.

Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

In accordance with the Company law dated 6 October 2011, The Board of Directors (in its 
absence, the executive body) of a company that being liquidated by the decision of the 
shareholders shall submit a draft of liquidation to the company's shareholders meeting for 
consideration, which draft shall provide for appointment of a liquidation commission, the 
liquidation timeline and procedures, and the procedure for distribution of the company' s 
property remaining after creditors' claims have been satisfied among the shareholders; and the 
resolution must be approved by an overwhelming majority of votes of shareholders eligible to 
vote who attend the meeting.

Upon appointment of the liquidation commission, the authority of the company' s executive body 
shall be terminated and such authority shall be transferred to the liquidation commission, and 
the liquidation commission shall represent the company in all court hearings.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Under Company law, if the member of Board of Directors or executive management failed to 
fulfill its obligation under Company law a shareholder of a company is entitled to bring a lawsuit 
against such governing person to compensate the damage incurred to such company. The 
governing person of a company has the following duties:

● To work and execute its power within scope of his authorities specified in a law, the 
company's charter and regulations;

● To follow the principle to respect the interest of company in its activities, and to 
completely execute its duties specified in this law and a company's charter;

● To make decision in compliance with the interest of a company;

(Continued on next page)
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Mongolia
Insolvency (continued)

● To avoid the conflict of interest when making decision and to notify about the conflict 
of interest in case of there is conflict of interest;

● Must not receive any gift or remuneration when implementing its duties/function;

● Must not disclose information included in the confidential information of a company to 
others, or use such information for the purpose of its personal interests.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

There is no safeharbour legislation.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

On 19 February, the Cabinet issued a Resolution #68 which deferred payment of VAT and 
Customs duty up to 2 months on imported rice, wheat, eggs, sugar and vegetable oil in order to 
prevent a food shortage and price rising.

On 28 February, the Cabinet issued a Resolution #78 which assigned the relevant Ministers to 
develop a proposal addressing the following key measures for the approval of the Parliament:

● a draft law which will release taxpayers from one-off penalty and relevant interests for 
a breach for delayed tax payment during the heightened state of readiness period.

● a draft law which will release individuals/legal entities from one-off penalty and 
relevant interests for a breach for delayed social insurance contributions during the 
heightened state of readiness period.

● A draft law which will exempt landlords/lessors /trade and service centers/ from the 
applicable taxes once if the lessors reduced rental fees during the heightened state of 
readiness period

On March 25, the Government revised and approved the regulation on “Concessional lending, 
selection, sub-lending, repayment and monitoring from the Small and Medium Enterprise 
Development Fund”. By that Regulation, the Government amended the procedure for issuing 
loans from the SME Development Fund, reflecting changes to the amount of loans for micro, 
small and medium enterprises, concessional loan procedure, reducing requirements for 
sub-lending commercial banks, increasing the amount of regional loans issued, and mechanism 
for the creation, repayment and monitoring of the SME loan database.

On March 27, the Government announced to propose law drafts addressing the following 
measures to stimulate the economy in relation to COVID-19:

● Companies and individual insurers will be exempted from social insurance 
contributions for a period of six months from 1 April to 1 October 2020.

● Taxpayers with taxable income of less than MNT 1.5 billion in the previous tax year 
will be exempted from CIT for a six months period during 1 April and 1 October 2020 
(excludes taxpayers operating in sectors such as exploration, mining, exploitation, 
transportation, sale of minerals, radioactive minerals, planting of alcohol and tobacco, 
production and import of tobacco, production of petroleum products, import of all 
types of fuel, wholesale and retail trade, oil exploration, mining and sales).

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

There is no other insolvency regime.
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Mongolia

Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Public Registries are still open and accepting filings/registrations with disinfection and 
preventive measures such as requiring people to wear masks and use hand sanitizers etc. 
There are no delays in processing times.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Courts are still open and accepting filings, and there are no delays in processing times.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

The vast majority of notaries remain in operation, therefore, documents being notarised 
and/or apostilled will face no significant delay other than them being sent another countries.

Problems may arise if the notarial action requires the attendance of several people.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Documents may be signed electronically. Digital signatures can be signed electronically by 
obtaining the appropriate certificate from a person licensed to issue digital signature 
certificates. But such practice is not widely exercised.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Unless otherwise provided in the company's articles of association, the board meetings may 
be held telephonically, so long as the quorum for the meeting is constituted.

The signing by the chairman of the meeting on Shareholders' meeting minutes shall be 
considered satisfactory event as the chairperson will be responsible for the accuracy of the 
minutes, in accordance with the law.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes, board meetings may be held telephonically, so long as the quorum for the meeting is 
constituted, subject always to the constitution of each company, a board meeting may be 
held by any electronic means of communication by which all directors participating and 
constituting a quorum can simultaneously hear each other throughout the meeting.

The minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors shall be signed by the members of the 
Board of Directors present at the meeting and the chairman of the meeting shall be 
responsible for the accuracy of the minutes.

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

There is no particular regulations on cyber security and data protection.
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New Zealand
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Generally, no.

There is no statutory provision or legislative guidance in New Zealand allowing for stand-down or 
furlough without pay in the event of a national emergency. Although there is no general obligation 
on the employer to offer work, there is a general obligation on employers to pay employees who 
are ‘ready, willing and able to work’.

An employment agreement may dictate how an absence from the workplace in the event of an 
emergency is to be treated - for example, some agreements contain “business interruption” 
clauses that provide that the employer can stop paying employees if their business is shut down 
for reasons beyond the employer’s control, alternatively some agreements allow employers to 
unilaterally vary hours or work and pay (these are uncommon).

Where the employment agreement is silent, the employer would require agreement from the 
employee to take unpaid leave, or temporarily reduce hours of work (or renumeration, where work 
is not available). Before reaching any agreement, the employer must consult with the relevant 
employees in good faith, this becomes particularly important when redundancy is a possibility.

As a response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the government announced a Wage Subsidy Scheme 
which was developed to help businesses and affected workers in the short-term, as they adjust to 
the initial impact of COVID-19. The Wage Subsidy Scheme was available to all businesses 
(including the self-employed, contractors and sole traders), registered charities, incorporated 
societies and post settlement governance entities, that were adversely affected by COVID-19. To 
be eligible for the Wage Subsidy Scheme, businesses must have been able to show a 30% 
revenue drop that is attributable to COVID-19.

Payment rates under the Wage Subsidy Scheme were:

● $585.80 (gross) per week for full-time employees, where full-time is 20 hours or more 
per week

● $350.00 (gross) per week for part-time employees, where part-time is less than 20 
hours per week.

The subsidy was paid to the business as a lump sum and covered 12 weeks per employee. 
Employers must have passed the full amount received from the subsidy onto the employee. 
Employers were also required to use their best endeavours to pay at least 80% of the employees 
usual wages and retain employees for 12 weeks. The application date for the Wage Subsidy 
Scheme expired on 10 June 2020.

A Wage Subsidy Extension payment was made available from 10 June 2020 to 1 September 2020 
to support employers, including self-employed people, who were still significantly impacted by 
COVID-19. To be eligible for the Extension, businesses must have experienced a 40% decline in 
revenue attributable to COVID-19 for a continuous 30 day period (compared to the closest period 
last year). The 30 day period must have been in the 40 days before applying (but no earlier than 
10 May 2020). Payment rates under the Extension were the same as under the Wage Subsidy 
Scheme. The Extension was paid to the business as a lump sum and covered 8 weeks per 
employee.

As a result of an outbreak of COVID-19 in the Auckland region in August, the COVID-19 
Resurgence Wage Subsidy was made available between 21 August 2020 and 3 September 2020 
for employers who weren't already getting a wage subsidy and who were financially impacted by 
the resurgence of COVID-19 or the return to Alert Level 3 in Auckland. To be eligible, employers 
must have had, or expected to have, a revenue drop of at least 40% that is attributable to 
COVID-19 for a 14 day period between 12 August 2020 to 10 September 2020 (compared to a 
similar period last year). The subsidy was paid to the business as a lump sum and covered 2 
weeks per employee.

The COVID-19 Leave Support Scheme is still available for employers, including self-employed 
people, to help pay their employees who need to self-isolate and can't work from home. Payment 
rates under the Leave Support Scheme are the same as under the Wage Subsidy Scheme. The 
payments are paid to the business as a lump sum and cover 2 weeks per employee.

Contact for New Zealand

Matt Keenan
Partner
PwC Legal 

T: +64 9 355 8249

@: matt.p.keenan@pwc.com

New Zealand content as at 2 October 2020 
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New Zealand
Labour Law (continued)
Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

Yes, provided that the requisite period of notice is given.

As a first principle, employees should be able to decide when to take their annual holidays, 
and employers cannot “require” employees to take annual leave when closing the business 
or during a forced shutdown period. That said:

● the employer and employee can agree that annual leave should be used; or

● the employer can require an employee to take annual leave on 14 days' notice.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

No.

There is no statutory right to redundancy and so whether employees receive redundancy 
payments is dependent on the applicable employment agreements.

In New Zealand, the Employment Relations Act 2000 (s4) requires employers to act in good 
faith when making employees redundant. It also requires an employer who is proposing to 
make a decision that will, or is likely to, have an adverse effect on the continuation of 
employment of one or more employees to provide those employees with relevant information 
and an opportunity to comment before the decision is made.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes, in respect of some entitlements earned in a specified period prior to liquidation.

Employees are treated as priority (preferential) unsecured creditors in relation to non-variable 
employee entitlements earned in the four months prior to liquidation (e.g. unpaid wages, or 
salary).

The maximum amount that an employee can claim as a preferential payment is $23,960.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

No.

Although there are no specific government funding arrangements to cover the shortfall of 
unpaid employment benefits in an insolvency scenario, New Zealand has a Work and Income 
scheme which provides universal financial support for workers who have become 
unemployed (and for individuals who are unable to work).
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New Zealand
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Yes.

In New Zealand, parties may obtain relief by way of a contractual force majeure or material 
adverse change provisions or possibly through the common law doctrine of frustration.

Force Majeure

Commercial contracts may contain a force majeure clause which can provide relief from 
contractual obligations in circumstances that arise outside a party's control.

Depending on the drafting, invoking such clauses may allow a party to suspend performance 
of its obligations without compensation or other penalty or terminate the contract. In 
circumstances where suspension is possible, extended periods of suspension may also give 
rise to termination rights. Whether or not COVID-19 (and its effects) constitute an event of 
“force majeure” will depend on the wording of the force majeure clause (there is no set 
precedent for such clauses and the wording can differ between types of contracts and who 
prepared them).

The party seeking to rely on a force majeure provision must then show two things: that the 
unforeseen event has made the performance of their obligations impossible; and that the 
event's consequences were beyond the reasonable foresight and skill of the parties at the time 
they entered into the contract. A party cannot rely on its own actions or inaction, which led to a 
certain consequence, as an event of force majeure; the circumstance must be unforeseeable 
and completely outside the control of the parties.
Courts are generally unwilling to imply force majeure provisions into a contract.

Doctrine of Frustration

If the contract does not contain a force majeure clause, parties may be able to rely on the 
common law doctrine of frustration - this is not a specified clause in the contract but can be 
read into the contract in limited circumstances. That said, the bar for reliance on this doctrine is 
high and reliance on it is not common in New Zealand.

Frustration can occur where performing the contract becomes impossible or radically different 
from the manner intended by the parties, as a result of a factor outside their control, for which 
they are not responsible (which could arguably include COVID-19 in some circumstances).

Courts are more likely to consider a contract frustrated when the events were unforeseeable 
and where they have significantly hindered or changed performance of the contract. Increased 
difficulty in performing the obligations, such as delays related to supply chains, will not usually 
be enough to meet this threshold.

Material Adverse Change (MAC)

Commercial contracts may also contain material adverse change provisions, which provides a 
party with the ability to terminate or renegotiate a contract where there has been an event 
which is materially detrimental to the assets / financial position or a party of the economy in 
general. Such clauses are not typical in New Zealand outside of finance / M&A contracts.

Whether a MAC clause could be relied on as a result of COVID-19 would depend on the 
terms/ drafting of the specific clause. Courts will often look at the intention of the parties, the 
commercial context and where reliance on the clause is in good faith.
Courts are generally unwilling to imply a MAC provisions into a contract.

Other provisions

Parties to contracts may also seek to rely on:

● Termination provisions.

● Price adjustment provisions - where parties are permitted to adjust the price due to 
increased costs, e.g. due to supply chain constraints arising from COVID-19.

● Limitation of liability provisions - parties may seek to rely on limitation of liability or 
exclusion clauses (especially where they cannot rely on any force majeure clause) 
to limit or exclude their liability for non-performance.
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New Zealand
Contract Law
Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Yes.

In New Zealand parties can apply to a court to either to enforce a provision in a contract or 
seek to evoke the common law doctrine of frustration. Contracts may also contain dispute 
mechanisms which may require parties to work through negotiation, mediation, arbitration 
etc.

In addition, customers may still have rights to enforce contractual provisions where a contract 
has not been performed. Where customers are consumers, businesses need to be mindful 
that New Zealand’s consumer laws (found in the Consumer Guarantees Act), will continue to 
apply, these contain certain implied contract terms.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

Yes

In New Zealand there are many forms of lease used for commercial property and leasing 
arrangements. Apart from our commentary below in relation to the Auckland District Law 
Society (ADLS) Deed of Lease (Sixth Edition) 2012, the rights and obligations of the parties 
will depend on the terms of the specific lease; there is no overriding code. Most leases do not 
provide for relief for loss of access and many do not have any applicable force majeure 
provisions. Parties need to negotiate and agree an acceptable position. If the lack of access 
were protracted, there are potentially remedies available under the Doctrine of Frustration - 
but this is complex and there are high legal hurdles to be met for this to apply.

ADLS Deed of Lease (Sixth Edition) 2012

A common form of commercial lease in New Zealand is based on the Auckland District Law 
Society (ADLS) Deed of Lease - there are multiple versions of this lease.

Where parties have entered into the most recent version of the ADSL Deed of Lease - Sixth 
Edition (2012), the standard terms of the lease provides for a “fair proportion” of rent and 
outgoings to cease to be payable during an emergency (which includes COVID-19) for the 
period that the tenant is unable to access the property to fully conduct their business. The 
term "fair proportion" is not defined and there is limited guidance as to what this means - as 
such parties should negotiate and agree an acceptable outcome. Triggering this provision 
can create an early termination date if access remains unavailable for the period specified in 
the lease (9 months by default but the timeframe is often negotiated).

The government has reintroduced depreciation on industrial and commercial buildings 
(including motels and hotels) which applies from the start of the 2020-21 tax year.

On 4 June 2020, the Government announced an action plan to help small businesses resolve 
rental disputes as a result of the COVID-19 restrictions. The plan includes amendments to 
the Property Law Act 2007 to imply a clause into commercial leases that meet eligibility 
criteria which requires that a fair proportion of outgoings and rent cease to be paid when a 
tenant's business has suffered a material loss in revenue because of restrictions put in place 
to combat COVID-19. This policy has not been put into legislation yet and is therefore likely 
not yet enforceable.

The Property Law Act 2007 has been amended so that, during the COVID-19 period, 
commercial leases cannot be cancelled for non-payment of rent unless the rent has been in 
arrears for not less than 30 working days (up from 10 working days), and the breach has not 
been remedied in accordance with notice given under the Act. The notice must include a 
period of not less than 30 working days after the date of service of the notice (up from 10 
working days) for the tenant to remedy the default.The COVID-19 period began on 1 April 
2020 and ends six months after the Epidemic Notice expires or is revoked. Currently, the 
Epidemic Notice will expire on 23 December 2020 (if not revoked or extended).

(Continued on next page).
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New Zealand
Contract Law (continued)

There is a government subsidy available to assist with the cost of mediation and arbitration 
between New Zealand landlords and tenants to resolve issues about adjusting rent as 
businesses face the economic impacts of COVID-19. Arbitration will be subsidised up to 
$6,000 per dispute (meaning the parties will need to fund any remaining costs up to $2,000). 
Mediation disputes will be fully funded up to $4,000. The subsidised services are available 
until the end of March 2021.The subsidy is available where:

● the parties have not previously come to an agreement about payment of rent 
during the relevant lockdown period;

● the tenant has experienced a material loss of revenue during the relevant 
lockdown period; and

● at least one of the parties has 20 or fewer full time equivalent staff (per lease site 
for the lessee, or in total for the lessor).
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New Zealand
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

A director owes a duty not to agree to, cause, or allow the company’s business to be carried on 
in a manner likely to create a substantial risk of serious loss to the company’s creditors (i.e. to 
"trade recklessly"). Directors also have a duty not to agree to a company incurring an obligation 
unless they believe at the time on reasonable grounds that the company will be able to perform 
the obligation when required. The general duty that directors owe to act in good faith and in the 
best interests of the company will continue to be relevant, however in situations of doubtful 
solvency, those duties require directors to consider creditors' interests.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

A director may be personally liable to creditors for debts incurred by the company if they have 
caused the company to trade recklessly in breach of their duty. In addition to this, in the case of 
carrying on business with intent to defraud creditors or dishonestly incurring debt, or for a 
breach of the general duty to act in good faith and in the best interests of the company, a 
director may be liable for imprisonment for a term not exceeding 5 years or to a fine not 
exceeding NZ$200,000.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

At a practical level, directors should be especially vigilant of the financial position of the 
company as circumstances change, as directors are expected to act quickly and responsively 
well before a company's financial position deteriorates, in order to ensure that the company 
continues to remain solvent. Most distributions of value and some other actions by companies 
require directors to sign certificates stating that they believe the company will be solvent 
immediately after the distribution or other action has occurred. As the solvency test includes “all 
other circumstances that the directors know or ought to know affect, or may affect, the value of 
the company’s assets and… liabilities”, the existence of COVID-19 likely means that solvency 
currently has a higher threshold for directors to satisfy. In complying with their duties, directors 
will be relying on expert advice from employees and professional advisers, however the director 
must make its own inquiry and must not know of any reason why reliance on such persons is 
unwarranted.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

The NZ Government introduced new safe harbour legislation to provide insolvency relief for 
directors (as of 3 April 2020). This provided a temporary safeharbour for directors of companies 
from the duty to not trade recklessly and the duty not to incur onerous obligations (i.e. the duties 
noted in column 2) for a six month period if the company is facing, or is likely to face, significant 
liquidity problems because of COVID-19, the company was able to pay its debts as they fell due 
on 31 December 2019 and the directors consider in good faith that it is more likely than not that 
the company will be able to pay its debts as they fall due within 18 months (for e.g. because 
trading conditions are likely to improve or they are likely to reach accommodation with their 
creditors). The period in which the insolvency relief safe harbours applied expired on 30 
September 2020, though the Government can quickly reinstate the relevant provisions if 
necessary.

The new safe harbour legislation also enabled businesses affected by COVID-19 to place 
existing debts into hibernation under an arrangement with their creditors until they were able to 
start trading normally. Directors will put a proposal to their creditors under this business debt 
hibernation regime and creditors have a month to vote on it, with the proposal going ahead if 
50% (by number and value) agree. There will be a 1 month moratorium on the enforcement of 
debt from the date of the proposal, and a further 6 month moratorium if the proposal is passed. 
This business debt hibernation regime is available to businesses until 24 December 2020.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

The voluntary administration process may allow the board of a company to survive significant 
business disruptions caused by COVID-19 by giving the company an opportunity to trade out. 
Voluntary administration is a short-term measure aimed at maximising the chances of the 
company’s survival - it freezes the financial position of the company, and prevents court 
proceedings against the company, while the administrators and creditors determine its future. 
Creditors may vote to return control of the company to its directors, place the company into 
liquidation or execute a deed of company arrangement (which will include compromises binding 
on all creditors and a further moratorium on claims against the company). Another option is a 
creditor compromise, where creditors are requested to approve the company paying a reduced 
amount or the full amount of debt over an extended period of time. Both of these options require 
approval by a majority of creditors holding at least 75% of the value of the company's debt.
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New Zealand

Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Public registries are still operating and accepting filings.

Filing is done electronically.

Initially the Companies Office registrar provided relief in relation to annual return and financial 
statement filings by not taking any enforcement action where filings were late due to 
COVID-19. The registar has now resumed normal compliance enforcement activities.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Courts are still open and many hearings are now being conducted in the usual in person 
manner. In some cases, counsel and parties may apply to participate by audiovisual link. In 
most cases, filing can be in person or by email.

There have been some delays and there is a backlog of jury trials to be carried out.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Notaries are operating and are able to meet people in person. We are not aware of any 
delays in the processing of applications for apostille and authentication, by the Authentication 
Unit at the New Zealand Department of Internal Affairs.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Subject to a few exceptions, an electronic signature will be legally effective if it adequately 
identifies the signatory and adequately indicates the signatory’s approval of the information to 
which the signature relates; and is as reliable as is appropriate given the purpose for which, 
and the circumstances in which, the signature is required.

Standard electronic signatures using software satisfies these requirements.

In response to COVID-19, the Government has also put in place measures to allow, 
witnessing of some documents using audio-visual or audio links or over the phone and oaths 
to be given.

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

Businesses should be especially vigilant of cyber risks and have measures in place to protect 
and secure personal information that may be transmitted via digital channels, as more staff 
use remote working practices and online working tools. Businesses should also be aware of 
applying the 12 privacy principles under the NZ Privacy Act when dealing with personal 
information in the current pandemic. For example, the New Zealand Office of the Privacy 
Commissioner has released guidance on how these principles apply (and whether 
businesses may disclose to others) if a person at the business premises has suspected or 
confirmed COVID-19, or has recently returned from overseas travel.
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New Zealand
Corporate (continued)
Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Board meetings can be held telephonically.

Minutes are required to be kept and we would generally expect a chairperson to sign such 
minutes although this is not required – where a chairperson is signing the minutes a wet 
signature would not be required.

Shareholders can participate in meetings by telephonic means, however, thought will need to 
be given as to how shareholders vote in such circumstances.

Amendments have been made to the Companies Act to allow for this even where this is not 
permitted by the entity's rules. These amendments are in place until 30 November 2020, 
unless further extended by an Order in Council.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Directors can pass resolutions through written resolutions signed by all directors; these can 
be signed in counterparts.

Shareholders can pass resolutions in writing, where 75% (or such higher) of the shareholders 
sign such resolution.

These provisions can be altered by the constitution and the New Zealand Government has 
looked to introduce laws to relax such requirements.

Certain acts will require the signatures of all directors who vote in favour of a resolution – for 
example a solvency certificate – these can be signed in counterparts, and PDF copies will 
suffice.
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Philippines
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Yes.

Furloughed employees may be considered suspended workers, or workers whose 
employment is temporarily suspended by reason of the suspension of operations of the 
employer's business establishment due to COVID-19. These may be considered Alternative 
or Flexible Work Arrangements, which are highly encouraged as alternatives to outright 
termination of the services of the employees, or the total closure of the establishments.

During the COVID-19 situation, there is no specific provisions of law regarding pre-conditions 
for suspending a worker. However, in general, and as ruled by the Philippine Supreme Court, 
the following must be observed in effecting a temporary lay-off:

● it must be done in good faith;

● prior written notice must be provided to Department of Labor and Employment and 
employees at least thirty (30) days prior to the date of the suspension of work; and

● the suspension of work should not last longer than six (6) months.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

Generally, yes.

The employer can direct an employee to take paid leave during the COVID-19 situation or 
even after, provided that it is within the company policy and employment contract.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes.

Where there is a termination due to redundancy, the employee is entitled to separation pay 
equivalent to at least 1 month pay, or at least one 1 month pay for every year of service, 
whichever is higher.

There is some capacity for relief from liability due to financial difficulty where the termination 
is by reason of the closure due to serious business losses or financial reverses. However, the 
employer has the burden to prove such economic loss is serious at the time of the closure.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes

Unpaid salaries and wages of the employees have preference over other claims under the 
Labor Code of the Philippines.

In the event of bankruptcy or liquidation proceedings involving the company, the 
salaries/wages and other monetary claims enjoys first preference and shall be paid prior to 
the claims of the government and other creditors.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

No.

However, as discussed in response to the previous question, there are existing laws which 
give preference to the unpaid employment benefits over other claims against the employer 
during insolvency proceedings.

Contact for Philippines

Alexander Cabrera
Partner
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Philippines content as at 9 April 2020 
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Philippines
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Yes.

The party to the contract may invoke Article 1174 of the Civil Code of the Philippines in 
relation to fortuitous event. The said Article provides that except in cases expressly specified 
by the law, or when it is otherwise declared by stipulation, or when the nature of the 
obligation requires the assumption of risk, no person shall be responsible for those events 
which could not be foreseen, or which, though foreseen, were inevitable.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Generally, this is not required.

The parties may agree on the enforcement or non-enforcement of any provision of their 
contract. In case of dispute or disagreement, a party may seek judicial remedy (court 
intervention) for specific performance or relief.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

Yes.

Commercial property and leasing arrangements are governed by contractual arrangements 
of the parties and the statutory provisions of the Civil Code.

Please note that under a certain circular, a minimum of 30 days grace period shall be granted 
on residential and commercial rents of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) falling 
due within the period of the Enhanced Community Quarantine (ECQ) without incurring 
interests, penalties, fees and other charges. Moreover, lessors are encouraged to extend 
greater generosity to its lessees which shall include waiving of the rental fees. Lastly, no 
eviction for failure to pay the residential or commercial rent due may be enforced within 30 
days after the lifting of the ECQ.

Please note that just recently, the ECQ in the Philippines is extended until 30 April 2020.

Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

The directors may decide to initiate rehabilitation proceeding before the judicial court. This 
action must be authorized by the majority vote of the board of directors and at least two-thirds 
(2/3) of the outstanding capital stock of the company.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Generally, the corporation has a legal personality separate and distinct from the directors. As 
such the liabilities of the corporation may not be passed to the board of directors. However, if 
the directors willfully and knowingly vote for or assent to patently unlawful acts of the 
corporation or who are guilty of gross negligence or bad faith in directing the affairs of the 
corporation which leads to financial dire of the company, the director may be held jointly and 
severally liable for the damages suffered by the corporation.

Further under the Financial Rehabilitation and Insolvency Act (FRIA), the directors may be held 
liable for double the value of the property sold, embezzled or disposed of or double the amount 
of the transaction involved, whichever is higher, if the directors, having notice of the 
commencement of the proceedings, or having reason to believe that proceedings are about to 
be commenced, or in contemplation of the proceedings, willfully commit the following acts:

● Dispose or cause to be disposed of any property of the company other than in the 
ordinary course of business or authorize or approve any transaction in fraud of 
creditors or in a manner grossly disadvantageous to the company and/or creditors; or

● Conceal or authorize or approve the concealment, from the creditors, or embezzles or 
misappropriates, any property of the company.
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Philippines
Insolvency (continued)
What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

The directors should only exercise corporate powers bestowed upon them and this must be 
done in good faith and in the ordinary course of business. Under the business judgment rule, 
the policymaking and decision making are left to the honest decision of the directors and 
officers of the corporation and the court cannot substitute their judgment for that of the directors 
and officers. In other words, decisions made by directors in good faith and in the course of 
business will be deemed valid corporate actions.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

As of to date, there is no moratorium in relation to corporate rehabilitation. Further, there are no 
issuances relative to financial assistance to be offered by the Philippine government to 
businesses. Please note however, that the deadline for necessary tax and corporate filings 
have been moved to a later date. While there is no specific issuance by the Bangko Sentral ng 
Pilipinas on the suspension of payment of loan or interest, the creditors (i.e., bank) are highly 
encouraged to waived bank charges and fees.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

A company may initiate rehabilitation proceedings. Please refer to our previous discussion.

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

There is no particular issuance relating to data security and privacy issues in relation to 
COVID-19 situation.

Nonetheless, based on the Philippine Data Privacy Act, the Philippine business 
establishments should ensure that safeguards are being implemented to protect its computer 
network against accidental, unlawful or unauthorized usage or interference which may leads 
to data privacy breach.

Establishments who process personal information must likewise ensure that their employees 
who are involved in the processing of personal information shall operate and hold personal 
information under strict confidentiality if the personal information is not intended for public 
disclosure. Also, the data sharing of personal information requires the consent of the data 
subject (i.e., the individual). The consent shall be evidenced by written, electronic or recorded 
means and shall contain similar provisions that the data subject agrees to share his or her 
personal information.
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Philippines
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Yes, the Philippine Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is still accepting 
filings/registrations through online submission. However, given the current circumstances, the 
SEC has notified the public there will be delay in the issuance of the Certificate of 
Incorporation or Certificate of Filing of Articles of Partnership. Likewise, the SEC has relaxed 
the period of submission of certain filing (i.e., Mandatory Disclosure Form, 2019 Annual 
Reports).

To further address the effect of the ECQ, SEC allows the remote filing of monitoring 
clearance for amendments to the articles of incorporation and by-laws.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Under the Philippine Supreme Court’s Administrative Circular No. 31-2020, courts are closed 
until the lifting of the ECQ. Moreover, the Circular extends the filing of petitions, appeals, 
complaints, motions, and other related pleadings for thirty (30) days counted from the day of 
the lifting of ECQ.

As part of Supreme Court’s contingency plan, court personnel are requested to report for 
work to accommodate the filings that are not covered by the extension provided in the 
circular. Likewise, the Supreme Court issued Administrative Circular No. 33-2020 allowing 
the online filing of criminal complaint/information and application for bail during the ECQ 
period.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Only few public notaries are available to notarized documents since the public are advised to 
stay at or work from home during the ECQ period.

Likewise, Philippine Consular Offices are closed, and documents may not be 
authenticated/apostilled during this period. Unfortunately, there is no contingency plan yet 
has been arranged to address this matter.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Yes, electronic signature is valid in the Philippines save for certain instances (e.g., if the 
contracts have for their object real properties or right and interests in real properties, the 
transfer agreement/document should appear in a public document and signed with wet ink).

The electronic signature enjoy the presumption that it is the signature of the person to whom 
it correlates and it was affixed by that person with the intention of signing or approving the 
electronic document unless the person relying on the electronically signed electronic 
document knows or has noticed of defects in or unreliability of the signature or reliance on 
the electronic signature is not reasonable under the circumstances.

Electronic signatures refer to any distinctive mark, characteristic and/or sound in electronic 
form, representing the identity of a person and attached to or logically associated with the 
electronic data message or electronic document.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes, pursuant to Section 52 of the Revised Corporation Code, board meeting can be held 
through videoconferencing, teleconferencing, or other alternative modes of communication 
provided that it is allowed in the by-laws of the corporation. If meeting is held through remote 
communication, such must be noted by the Corporate Secretary in the minutes of the 
meeting.

Yes, the minutes of the meeting should be signed by the President or Chairman and the 
Corporate Secretary. Further, it is a best practice to have all director attendees sign the 
minutes as well.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

The directors or trustees can vote through remote communication provided that it is allowed 
under the by-laws or majority of the board have consented to it. The voting and vote 
tabulation must be properly described in the minutes of meeting.

Yes, the minutes of the meeting should be signed by the President or Chairman and the 
Corporate Secretary. Likewise, it is a best practice to have all director attendees sign the 
minutes as well.
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Singapore
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Subject to the terms of the employment contract, generally employers cannot place 
employees on no-pay leave.

There is no furlough scheme applicable in Singapore, though the authorities have 
implemented a Job Support Scheme (details are set out below).

The Ministry of Manpower ("MOM") has issued an advisory on salary and leave 
arrangements on 9 June 2020 (updated on 13 September 2020), the key points of which are:

● The government has implemented a job support scheme under which the 
government co-funds between 25% to 75% of the first $4,600 of gross monthly 
wages paid to each local employee in a 10-month period (up to August 2020) and 
10% to 50% of the same in the subsequent 7-month period (September 2020 to 
March 2021). The scheme applies to Singapore Citizens or Permanent Residents.

● Employers which have been severely affected by COVID-19 may, if required, seek 
employees' consent to take a few days of no-pay leave each month.

● If employers implement cost-saving measures, they must notify MOM if the 
cost-saving measures result in more than 25% reduction in the monthly salaries of 
their employees and the employer has at least 10 employees.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

Generally, no.

However, do note that under Section 88A(9)(a) of the Employment Act (Chapter 91) 
("Employment Act"), the Minister may fix periods when paid annual leave is to be granted to 
employees in different types of employment or in different classes of industries.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Generally, while there is no statutory requirement to provide employees with severance 
payments, it should be noted that the prevailing norm is to pay a retrenchment benefit of 
between 2 weeks to 1 month per year of service, depending on the company's financial 
position and industry. In unionised companies where the amount of retrenchment benefit is 
stated in the collective agreement, the norm is 1 month's salary for each year of service.

Employees who have served the company for at least 2 years are eligible for retrenchment 
benefits and those with less than 2 years' service could be granted an ex-gratia payment out 
of goodwill. Under Section 45 of the Employment Act, no employee who has been employed 
for less than 2 years shall be entitled to any retrenchment benefit on his dismissal on the 
ground of redundancy or by reason of any reorganisation of the employer’s profession, 
business, trade or work.

There is no relief from such claims due to financial difficulty.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Under section 203(1) of the Insolvency, Restructuring and Dissolution Act 2018, the costs 
and expenses of the winding up will be paid first. Thereafter, the general priority of payments 
due to employees are as follows:

● wages and salaries;

● retrenchment benefits or ex gratia payment under an employment agreement (if 
any);

● superannuation contributions; and

● remuneration in respect of vacation leave.
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Singapore
Labour Law (continued)
Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

Generally, no.

However, the government has announced a number of supplementary budgets under which 
there are various grants and loans which employers may apply for. Some examples include:

● The Enterprise Development Grant which helps to support businesses in their 
innovation and productivity measures. It covers third party consultancy fees, 
software and equipment and internal manpower costs.

● The SME Working Capital Loan now has an increased maximum loan quantum of 
S$1m (previously S$300,000).

● Temporary Bridging Loan Programme which enables eligible enterprises to borrow 
up to S$5m with the interest rate capped at 5% per annum.

Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Yes.

Contractually, it is possible to rely on a force majeure clause assuming the COVID-19 
outbreak falls within the scope and ambit of the clause as drafted. It should be noted 
however that even if an affected party is able to invoke the force majeure clause in the 
contract, the consequence or effect may vary. Some force majeure clauses merely suspend 
temporarily the performance of the contract and do not operate to discharge or terminate the 
contract in its entirety. Others may only afford a right to renegotiate the terms of the contract, 
or excuse performance of the contract in part.

In the absence of a force majeure clause, it is possible to rely instead on the common law 
doctrine of frustration, which operates to discharge both parties automatically from the 
contract by operation of law, without the default of either party, if a supervening event occurs 
after the formation of the contract to render the contractual obligation radically or 
fundamentally different from what had been agreed. It should be noted that the doctrine of 
frustration is invoked on in exceptional circumstances, and mere expense, delay or 
onerousness is not sufficient. In other words, whether the COVID-19 outbreak can amount to 
a frustrating event will well depend on the nature of the contract in question, the subject 
matter of the contract, and whether the outbreak and consequential measures taken would 
render the contractual performance in question impossible.

In respect of the construction industry in Singapore, the Building and Construction Authority 
("BCA") has advised government agencies to take a sympathetic view of construction project 
delays and grant requests for extensions of time to project completion dates, and the 
government has also sought the support of the Real Estate Developers' Association of 
Singapore ("REDAS") for private sector developers to take the same approach.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Yes.

The COVID-19 (Temporary Measures) Bill ("COVID-19 Bill") which was passed by Parliament 
on 7 April 2020, aims to give relief for failure to perform contractual obligations for a 
prescribed period of 6 months from its commencement (subject to extension of up to a year). 
Generally, the COVID-19 Bill will provide temporary relief from legal action over the following 
contracts: 

● leases of licences for non-residential immovable property, 

● construction or supply contracts, 

● contracts for provision of goods and services, 

(Continued on next page)
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Singapore
Contract Law (continued)

● certain contracts for goods and services for visitors to Singapore, domestic tourists 
or outbound tourists, or the promotion of tourism, 

● certain loan facilities granted by a bank or finance company to SMEs where loans 
are fully or partially secured against commercial or industrial immovable property, 
plant, machinery or other equipment used for business purposes in Singapore; and 

● certain hire-purchase agreements. 

On 12 October 2020, the Ministry of Law announced an extension of the relief period for a 
minimum of one month across all categories of contracts covered. In particular the relief 
period will be extended by more than one month for certain sectors that face longer-term 
effects due to the pandemic.

In particular, the party seeking relief as a result of COVID-19 must serve a notification for 
relief on the other party. Upon receiving the notification for relief, a party cannot take any 
prohibited action against the other party during the prescribed period. Proceedings relating to 
a prohibited action that have already commenced must be stayed. Non-compliance in 
relation to a prohibited action will be an offence.

In addition, to ameliorate any potential outcomes that may arise from the proposed 
measures, the Ministry of Law will be appointing assessors to resolve disputes. Such 
assessors, who are professionals such as lawyers or accountants, will decide whether the 
inability of the tenants to perform their contractual obligations is due to the COVID-19 
outbreak, and will have the power to grant relief that is "just and equitable in the 
circumstances".

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

Yes.

The COVID-19 Bill aims to give relief for failure to perform contractual obligations for a 
prescribed period of 6 months from its commencement (subject to extension of up to a year). 
In the first instance, the period of relief will last for six months from 20 April 2020 to 19 
October 2020. On 12 October 2020, the Ministry of Law announced an extension of the relief 
period for failure to perform contractual obligations in relation to:

● options to purchase and sale and purchase agreements with developers to 31 
December 2020; and

● leases and licences of non-residential property to 19 November 2020. 

In particular, if the relevant criteria is satisfied, landlords cannot take any of the following legal 
actions against their tenants: 

● institute court and insolvency proceedings; and 

● terminate leases. 

These measures will cover relevant contractual obligations that are to be performed on and 
after 1 February 2020 for lease agreements that were entered into or renewed before 25 
March 2020. It should however be noted that the proposed bill does not cancel the tenant's 
obligations and the tenant's obligations (such as rent payments) will continue to accrue.

In addition, pursuant to the government's announcement of a property tax rebate of up to 
100% for non-residential properties for the tax payable in 2020, the COVID-19 Bill places an 
obligation on property owners to pass on to their tenants the property tax rebate attributable 
to the rented properties. The Bill will also ensure that rebate is passed on in a timely manner 
according to a stipulated timeline and prohibit property owners from imposing conditions 
when passing on the property tax. A valuation report panel will also be constituted to 
adjudicate disputes between the property owner and the tenant in relation to the property tax 
rebate to be passed on to the tenant.
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Singapore
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies that 
are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

Directors have a general fiduciary duty to act in the best interests of the company as a whole. When a 
company is insolvent or nearing insolvency, directors have a fiduciary duty to take into account the 
interests of the company’s creditors when making decisions on behalf of the company (Chip Thye 
Enterprises (in Liquidation) v Phay Gi Mo [2003] SGHC 307 at [12] – [13]; and Living the Link Pte Ltd v 
Tan Lay Tin Tina and others [2016] SGHC 67 at [77]).

This includes ensuring that, among other things: 

● the company’s assets are not misapplied to the prejudice of the interests of the 
company’s creditors (Sections 224 to 229 of the Insolvency, Restructuring and 
Dissolution Act 2018 (“Insolvency Act 2018”)); 

● the company does not incur any debt or other liability which would result in a company 
becoming insolvent or which the company has no reasonable prospect of repaying or 
satisfying in full (Section 239 of the Insolvency Act 2018); and 

● the business of the company is not carried on with the intent to defraud the company’s 
creditors or creditors of other persons or for any fraudulent purpose (Section 238 of the 
Insolvency Act 2018).

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Personal liabilities to which a director could potentially be exposed include both civil and criminal 
penalties. For example:

Wrongful trading (Section 239 of the Insolvency Act 2018: Where a director was knowingly a party 
to the contracting of a debt by the company and, at the time the debt was contracted, such director 
knew or ought to have known, in all circumstances, that the company had no reasonable prospect 
to repay the debt (“Wrongful Trading”), the director shall be guilty of an offence under the 
Insolvency Act 2018 and be liable on conviction for a fine of up to $10,000 and/or imprisonment for 
a term of up to 3 years. Additionally, the court may, if it deems appropriate, declare the director to 
be personally responsible, without any limitation of liability, for all of any of the debts or other 
liabilities of the company (Section 239(1) of the Insolvency Act 2018).

Fraudulent trading (Section 238 of the Insolvency Act 2018): Where it is established that the 
business of the company has been carried on with intent to defraud the company’s creditors or 
creditors of other persons or for any fraudulent purpose, a director who was knowingly a party to 
the carrying on of the business with such intent shall be guilty of an offence under the Insolvency 
Act 2018 and be liable on conviction for a fine of up to $15,000 and/or imprisonment for a term of 
up to 7 years. Additionally, the court may, if it deems appropriate, declare the director to be 
personally responsible, without any limitation of liability, for all or any of the debts or liabilities of the 
company as the court may direct (Section 238(1) of the Insolvency Act 2018).

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a company 
nears insolvency?  Is there any 
safe harbour legislation?

Practical measures could include directors adopting a more consistent and vigilant approach in 
monitoring the affairs and overall financial health of the company, so as to ensure that no 
transaction or course of action is taken that could potentially result in a breach of the directors’ 
duties in the event of the company’s insolvency. Another practical option would be to for a director 
to obtain suitable insurance coverage (for example, directors and officers liability insurance).

The COVID-19 (Temporary Measures) Act 2020 (“COVID-19 Act”) which was passed by Parliament 
on 7 April 2020, provides that for the purposes of the provisions in respect of Wrongful Trading 
under the Insolvency Act 2018, a company is not to be treated as incurring debts or other liabilities 
without reasonable prospect of meeting them in full if the debt or other liability is incurred where 
such debts are incurred (Section 23(2) of the COVID-19 Act):

● in the ordinary course of business of the company;

● within a period as prescribed (currently, from 20 April 2020 until 20 November 2020 
("Prescribed Period") pursuant to the COVID-19 (Temporary Measures) (Extension Of 
Prescribed Period) Order 2020); and

● before the appointment of a judicial manager or liquidator of the company.

However, the COVID-19 Act does not vary or amend the provisions on fraudulent trading under the 
Insolvency Act.

However, directors will remain liable for debts incurred fraudulently.
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Singapore
Insolvency (continued)
Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

Sections 20(1) and 22(1) of the COVID-19 Act provides temporary relief for individuals and 
businesses in financial distress by, among other things, temporarily increasing:

● the monetary threshold for bankruptcy (for individuals) from S$15,000 to S$60,000, 
and the monetary threshold for insolvency from S$10,000 to S$100,000 for 
companies / partnerships; and

● the statutory period to respond to creditor demands has been lengthened from 3 
weeks to 6 months.

Additionally, the COVID-19 Act provides temporarily relief for contractual parties who are unable 
to fulfil any obligation to be performed on or after 1 February 2020 under certain types of 
contracts (as specified under the COVID-19 Act) which have been entered into prior to 25 
March 2020. Such contracts include, among others:

● certain loan facilities granted by licensed banks or licensed finance companies to 
Singapore enterprises (which is at least 30% owned by a Singapore citizen or 
permanent resident and has a turnover, at a consolidated group basis if applicable, 
not exceeding $100 million in the latest financial year)

● performance bonds (or equivalent) granted pursuant to a construction contract or 
supply contract;

● hire-purchase agreements or conditional sales agreement, where the good hired or 
conditionally sold is any: (A) any plant, machinery or fixed asset located in Singapore 
which is used for manufacturing, production or other business purposes; or (B) a 
commercial vehicle;

● event contracts (involving the provision of goods and services for a business meeting, 
incentive travel, conference, exhibition, sales event, concert, show, wedding, party or 
other social gathering or sporting event);

● tourism-related contracts;

● construction contracts or supply contracts;

● a lease or licence of non-residential immovable property.

Additionally, Part 8 of the COVID-19 Act and the COVID-19 (Temporary Measures) (Part 8 
Relief) Regulations 2020) provide that parties to a prescribed lease agreement or goods rental 
contract, who have been affected in the prescribed manner by a delay or breach to certain 
construction or supply contract (such delay or breach and occurring on or after 1 February 2020 
and before the expiry of the Prescribed Period, and being to a material extent caused by a 
COVID-19 event), may apply to the registrar of assessors (appointed pursuant to the COVID-19 
Act) for: 

● any prescribed obligation or prescribed right under the contract to be performed or 
exercised in a manner other than in accordance with the terms of the contract; and 

● for any prescribed term in the contract to be varied, released or discharged.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

A company may elect to commence voluntary reorganisation by way of either:

● scheme of arrangement; or

● judicial management (provided that certain statutory requirements are met).

Scheme of arrangement (Sections 210 to 212 of the Companies Act and Part 5 of the 
Insolvency Act 2018): Under a scheme of arrangement, the management of the company 
retains control while the company seeks its creditors’ approval for the proposed scheme 
(essentially, a compromise arrangement between the company and its creditors) followed by 
obtaining a court sanction for the scheme.

(Continued on next page)
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Singapore

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of 
in the current pandemic?

As part of the implementation of precautionary measures undertaken by organisations in 
Singapore to minimise the risk of further transmission of COVID-19 in the community, 
organisations should be aware that large amounts of personal data may be collected and 
should be aware of its obligations under the Personal Data Protection Act 2012 (""PDPA"") of 
Singapore when collecting, using and disclosing these personal data.

In particular, the collection, use and disclosure of an individual's personal data (such as 
name, date of birth and contact details) would typically require the individual's consent under 
Singapore law. Personal data is defined in section 2 of the PDPA as ""data, whether true or 
not, about an individual who can be identified – (a) from that data, or (b) from that data and 
other information to which the organisation has or is likely to have access"". However, in light 
of curbing the spread of COVID-19, organisations may rely on the exceptions set out in 
Paragraphs 1(b) of the Second, Third and Fourth Schedules to the PDPA which permits the 
collection, use and disclosure of personal data without consent where the collection, use or 
disclosure of the said personal data is ""necessary to respond to an emergency that 
threatens the life, health or safety of the individual or another individual"".

The Personal Data Protection Commission has released the following advisories on the 
collection of personal data for COVID-19 contact tracing and use of the 
Government-developed SafeEntry system (""SafeEntry""): (1) Advisory on Collection of 
Personal Data for COVID-19 Contact Tracing (""First Advisory""); (2) Advisory for Premise 
Owners (""Second Advisory""); and (3) Advisory for Employers (""Third Advisory"").

The First Advisory provides that organisations may collect personal data of visitors to their 
premises for the purposes of contact tracing and other response measures. Organisations 
may collect visitors' national identification numbers (such as NRIC, FIN or passport numbers) 
for the purposes of contact tracing, in addition to other personal data which may be 
necessary for contact tracing (such as an individual's name, date and time of visit, and 
contact details). Such collection of information is necessary to respond to an emergency that 
threatens the life, health or safety of other individuals.

Organisations that collect personal data must comply with the Data Protection Provisions (i.e. 
Parts III to VI) of the PDPA, such as making reasonable efforts to ensure that the personal 
data collected is accurate and complete, making reasonable security arrangements to protect 
the personal data in their possession from unauthorised access or disclosure, and ensuring 
that the personal data is not used for other purposes without consent or authorisation under 
the law.

The Second Advisory sets out the information on the setting up of SafeEntry and other safe 
management measures for organisations who may be required to implement SafeEntry for 
visitors entering their premises, for the Government's contact tracing purposes. Collection of 
personal data for the Government's contact tracing purposes should only be done through 
the use of SafeEntry. The data collected will be stored in Government's servers and used for 
contact tracing purposes by the Government. In addition, the Second Advisory sets out the 
considerations (e.g. administrative processes and controls) which the organisation should 
take into account when implementing SafeEntry on their premises. This is to ensure the safe 
and secure collection of personal data.

(Continued on next page)

Insolvency (continued)
Judicial management (Part 7 of the Insolvency Act 2018): A company can only be placed 
under judicial management by way of a court order if the court is satisfied that there is a 
reasonable probability of rehabilitating the company or of preserving all or part of its business 
as a going concern or that otherwise the interests of creditors would be better served than by 
resorting to a winding up. The appointed judicial manager takes custody and control over all 
the property of the company, and takes over all the powers and duties of the directors to the 
exclusion of the existing directors.
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Singapore

Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

The Singapore government has announced that from 19 June 2020 onwards most activities 
may be resumed. 

Various government service centres will gradually resume operations but on an appointment 
basis only. 

Electronic services remain available and transactions may still be filed on electronic portals.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

While hearings for most cases have resumed, the courts have also adopted the use of 
remote hearings for certain hearings. 

Where there are physical hearings, certain safeguards will remain to prevent further 
transmission.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Notaries can resume their operations from 19 June 2020. 

Delays in legalising documents are expected since most Embassies and Consular Office are 
closed or have shorter opening hours.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Yes.

Electronic signature is permitted.

However, it is not permitted for wills, bills of exchange, declarations of trust, power of 
attorney, contracts for the sale of immovable property or the conveyance of immovable 
property.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes.

Meetings can be held telephonically if the constitution of the company permits the board 
meeting to be conducted in this manner.

The meeting minutes should be signed by the chairman of the meeting or the chairman of the 
next succeeding meeting.

Cyber & Privacy (continued)
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of 
in the current pandemic?

The Third Advisory sets out the information for employers who may be required to implement 
SafeEntry for employees entering the workplace, for the Government's contact tracing 
purposes. An organisation may collect personal data of individuals for purposes of COVID-19 
response measures, as this is necessary to respond to an emergency that threatens the life, 
health or safety of other individuals. In addition, the employer may also collect personal data 
of employees when implementing safe management measures at the workplace, as this is 
reasonable for managing the employment relationship. However, personal data collected for 
these purposes should not be used or disclosed for any other purposes, unless consent is 
obtained for such purposes or it is authorised under the law. In addition, employers should 
also put in place security and access controls to protect the personal data.
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Singapore
Corporate (continued)
Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes.

Meetings can be held telephonically if the constitution of the company permits the board 
meeting to be conducted in this manner.

The meeting minutes should be signed by the chairman of the meeting or the chairman of the 
next succeeding meeting

Singapore content (Corporate) as at 3 July 2020 
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South Korea

Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Public registries are open and operating as usual.

There may be some delay on the processing time, but it is minimal.

Best practice is to prepare registration papers 2-3 days earlier than usual to account for 
these delays.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Courts are open and operating as usual.

Regarding filing, there is no delay.

For Civil and Administrative litigation, online filing is in place. However, there is a backlog of 
cases, so there may be a delay in cases being dealt with.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Notaries are open and operating as usual.

Delays have not been experienced.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Electronic signatures are not permitted.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Board meetings can be held telephonically.

All members of the board who attend the meeting have to sign the minutes.

The signing can be done in counterparts.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Under Korean Commercial Act, a written resolution for board meeting is not permitted.

However, board meetings can be held telephonically.

Contact for South Korea

Jung-Il Joo 
Partner
Samil PricewaterhouseCoopers

T: +82 2 709 0722

@: jung-il.joo@pwc.com

South Korea content as at 27 April 2020 
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Thailand
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

No

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

Yes.

According to section 30 of the Labour Protection Act, it is a right of employer to fix the annual 
leave (paid annual leave) for their employees.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes. According to section 118 of the Labour Protection Act.

There is no capacity for relief from liability for terminations benefits due to financial difficulty.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes, the employees will be treated as one of priority creditors.

Basic pay, overtime pay, holiday pay, holiday overtime pay, severance pay, special severance 
pay, and other money to which the employee is entitled for services rendered to, for four 
months back not exceeding one hundred thousand baht for each employee.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

Yes, Social Security Fund and Workmen's Compensation Fund will help for unpaid 
employment benefits in an insolvency scenario under their conditions and limitation.

Thailand content as at 19 October 2020 

Contact for Thailand

Vunnipa Ruamrangsri 
Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers Legal &Tax 
Consultants Ltd

T: +66 2 844 1284

@: vunnipa.ruamrangsri@pwc.com
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Thailand
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Yes, the concept of force majeure justifies under section 219, 370, 371 or 372 of Civil and 
Commercial Code.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Yes

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

There is no special new legislation enacted or changes made to the applicable legislation 
governing the rights and obligations of contracting parties due to the COVID-19 situation. 
Ordinary rules of contract as well as the applicable laws apply.

Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

According to section 1172 of Civil and Commercial Code, The directors may summon 
extraordinary meeting without delay when the company has lost half the amount of its capital, in 
order to inform the shareholders of such loss.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

The Directors shall only be jointly or severable liable for all liabilities if the insolvency occurs due 
to the fault or negligence of the Directors.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

There are no options to limit the Directors’ liability in insolvency due to its fault or negligence.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

No.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

There is no insolvency regime which regulates related insolvency procedures under COVID-19 
pandemic.

The insolvency regimes are still subject to the general concept under Bankruptcy Act.
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Thailand

Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Yes, the Department of Business Development, as public registries still open.

There is no delay in the processing.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Yes, the courts are open.

Regarding the case filling process, there is no delay.

Regarding the hearing process, all cases are postponed with a few exceptions (e.g. criminal 
case and inheritance administration suit, etc).

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Notarial services are provided by legal practitioners qualified as a notary public in Thailand. 
The availability of a notary public will be on a case by case basis depending on the particular 
notary public.

The Notarial services are still operating.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Yes.

Electronic signatures are permitted.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes.

A board meeting can be held telephonically as an electronic meeting.

The electronic meeting must comply with the security standards specified by the Ministry of 
Digital Economy and Society.

The minutes with the Chairman's signature are required to comply with Section 1207 of the 
Civil and Commercial Code.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Under Thai law, the directors must attend board meetings in person. And, a paper meeting is 
prohibited.

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

At this moment, there are no data security and privacy issues that businesses need to be 
particularly aware of in the current pandemic. Because the Data Protection Act will be fully 
enforce on 1 June 2021.

However, the businesses should be starting to prepare and aware in order to get ready to 
comply with this law.
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Vietnam
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Generally, no.

While there is a possibility for stand down or suspension of operations, payment to 
employees must still be made.

The value of the wages can be agreed with employees, provided that the amount does not 
fall below the statutory minimum salary (which varies between location and regions).

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

No.

Employees will need to agree to take annual leave or unpaid leave.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes.

If a labour contract is terminated due to job elimination/redundancy, an employer must pay 
the employee a retrenchment allowance equal to one month’s salary for each year of 
employment, and a minimum of at least two months’ salary (where applicable).

However, retrenchment allowance will not be applicable to the working period for which the 
employer and the employee have paid unemployment insurance (UI) premium to the State's 
UI Fund, and to the working period for which the employer has already paid a 
severance/retrenchment allowance to the employee.

There is no capacity for relief from this liability due to financial difficulty.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

Employees will be treated as priority unsecured creditors, and all their statutory entitlements 
apply.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

No.

Contact for Vietnam

Phan Thi Thuy Duong
Partner
PwC Legal (Vietnam) Co., Ltd

T: +84 28 3823 0796

@: phan.thi.thuy.duong@pwc.com

Vietnam content as at 6 October 2020 
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Vietnam
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Yes.

The Civil Code provides that if the obligor fails to perform the obligation due to a force 
majeure event, they shall not be liable to civil liability, unless otherwise agreed by the parties, 
or the law stipulates otherwise.

The Commercial Law also has a provision discharging a defaulting party from obligations due 
to a force majeure event.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Generally, this is not required.

This will depend on the terms of the contracts signed by the parties. Generally, no 
procedures for court to determine such matters. Courts will only become involved if there are 
disputes.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

No.

Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

The law does not specifically stipulate the legal duties of directors toward companies that are 
insolvent or are nearing insolvency.

The law requires that directors to be personally responsible for damages caused by their 
violations of obligations stated in the law and charter of the company.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

N/A unless the directors do not perform within their authorised duties and obligations.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

No specific provisions in the law. Practically they may need to take measures such as 
restructure the operations, discuss with creditors to restructure the loans and debts, re-organise 
business. There are some provisions in the bankruptcy law prohibiting the insolvent/bankrupt 
company to conduct certain action eg pay undue debts or dispose of assets and so on.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

If the enterprise is not at the level of insolvency, in addition to dissolution (as mentioned in 
Column D), it may choose to suspend its business and wait for the pandemic to end and for the 
economy to stabilize to continue its operation.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

N/A
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Vietnam
Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

No specific provisions in the law regarding this during pandemic.

Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Yes, public registries resume operations now. However, online or courier submissions are 
encouraged.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Yes, courts resume operations now and accepting filings.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Yes, some were still open during the social distancing period. All notaries resume operations 
now nation-wide.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

For submission to authorities they still request wet signatories (except e-invoice or some 
other admin procedures where the e-signature has been registered and approved by the 
relevant authorities).

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes (subject to charter of the company) but the hard copy documents with wet signatures are 
still required for submission to authorities.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes (subject to charter of the company) but the hard copy documents with wet signatures are 
still required for submission to authorities.
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Algeria
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Generally, no.

There are no provisions allowing for dismissal without payment of salary. Nevertheless, in 
accordance with Algerian labour relations law, an employee may not be paid for a period not 
worked.

Due to COVID-19, the Algerian government has proceeded with the temporary suspension of 
work for 50% of employees in private and public sectors with payment of salary. However, Art 16 
of decree 20-70 provides that the modalities of compensation for any damage caused by 
preventive measures will be the subject of a specific text.

Hence, technical unemployment is defined as a temporary suspension of the employment 
relationship for an economic or political or unforeseeable cause directly impacting the activity of 
the company. However, technical unemployment is not defined in Law N°90-11 related to labor 
relations

In order to apply technical unemployment, the trade union of the company must sign a collective 
agreement under which the technical unemployment and the modality of compensation are 
defined.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

In general, the entitlement to annual leave is based on work performed during a reference period 
running from 1st July of the year preceding the leave to 30th June of the year of the leave.

In this case, the employer can’t direct employees to take paid annual leave before the period 
above mentioned.

Both parties may agree that a request would be made by the employee to take annual leave 
before that period, but this should be subject to the employer’s approval.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes.

An employee who has been dismissed in the context of a workforce reduction and who benefits 
from admission to the unemployment insurance system is entitled to an indemnity equal to three 
3 months' salary payable by the employer.

This indemnity is paid to at the time of termination.

The implementation by the employer of staff reduction measures must be compulsorily 
accompanied by:

● the establishment of individual decisions terminating the employment relationship;

● the payment of redundancy pay;

● the establishment and communication to the territorially competent labour inspectorate 
and 

to the unemployment insurance and early retirement funds of the lists of names of the 
employees affected by the staff reduction.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

In accordance with the Algerian law remuneration or advances on remuneration shall be paid in 
preference to all other debts, including those of the treasury and social security, whatever the 
nature, validity and form of the employment relationship.

Moreover, the remuneration contained in the sums owed by the employer may not be subject to 
opposition, seizure or withholding for any reason whatsoever, to the detriment of the employees 
to whom they are owed.

Contact for Algeria

Lazhar Sahbani 
Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers Algérie

T: +21 3 2198 2147

@: lazhar.sahbani@advocats.pwc.com

Algeria content as at 9 April 2020 
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Algeria
Labour Law (continued)
Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

The Algerian legislation includes a National Unemployment Insurance Fund which 
implemented a legal unemployment compensation plan for the benefit of salaried workers 
who have involuntarily lost their jobs for economic reasons.

In addition to that, Any employer who implements measures to reduce or avoid recourse to 
downsizing may be eligible for public assistance including one or more of the following 
measures:

● Tax and/or parafiscal relief or exemptions within the framework of finance laws;

● Subsidy for the partial financing of training, retraining or business creation courses 
for the benefit of the company's employees within the framework of an agreement 
between the employer and the services of the administration in charge of the 
management and administration of the national fund for the promotion of 
employment;

● Granting by the national fund for the promotion of employment of the guarantees 
necessary for access to loans to finance investments to upgrade installed 
production capacity and/or to create new activities.

Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

It depends on both of them, in the absence of a contractual provision, a person who proves 
that a damage is due to force majeure is not obliged to repair it in accordance with the 
Algerian Civil Code.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

In general, and subject to force majeure, this will depend on the existing terms and conditions 
of the contract.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

Algeria did not yet introduce specific measures related to commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements. However, force majeure can be used to exonerate a party of its 
contractual obligation for the duration of the event.
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Algeria
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

In the event of judicial settlement or insolvency, the members of the Management Board and 
the Supervisory Board shall be held legally responsible for the company's debts and assets.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Directors can be held to be personally liable for certain obligations of the company where the 
company has incurred those liabilities while insolvent. In addition, a director can be liable for 
civil penalties and in cases where the conduct is dishonest liable for criminal penalties of up to 2 
years in prison.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

The directors are invested with the widest powers to act in all circumstances on behalf of the 
corporation as established in the Algerian commercial law. Therefore, they should find solutions 
to the critical financial situation of the company near insolvency.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

Within this framework, banks and financial institutions will study the personal situation of each 
client (individuals, professionals, small and medium-sized companies, large companies, etc.) 
and take appropriate measures. These measures concern:

● The extension and/or renewal of loan maturities due on 31 March 2020 and beyond;

● Rescheduling of debts outstanding on 31 March and beyond;

● Extension of deadlines for the use of loans and deferred payments;

● Removal of late penalties for debts due on and after 31 March 2020; and

● Maintenance and/or renewal of operating loans.

The measures established are applicable for a period of six (6) months from March 31, 2020.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

The company which stops its payments must within fifteen days, make the declaration for the 
opening of legal proceedings or bankruptcy.The judicial settlement is a collective procedure of 
commercial law intended to allow the safeguard of the company when this one is in cessation of 
payments, the maintenance of the activity and the employment and the clearance of the 
liabilities, it is preliminary bankruptcy, except in the event of unavoidable bankruptcy. During the 
judicial settlement, a concordat will be concluded. The Concordat is an agreement between the 
debtor and his creditors by virtue of which the latter grant him payment deadlines or a partial 
forgiveness of his debt.

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of 
in the current pandemic?

Algerian legislation provides a complete reglementation regarding data security by Law 18-07 of 
June 10th, 2018. Nevertheless,there are no specific changes in the legislation in the current 
pandemic (COVID -19).
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Algeria
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

The public registries are still open and accepting filings subject to respecting the current 
curfew (3pm to 7am).

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

An internal instruction for the Algerian Court has been issued in order to suspend the current 
case in the end of the COVID-19.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

An internal instruction has been published dated April 5, 2020, in order to recommend the 
public notary stopping their activities during the COVID-19.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Algerian law attributes the quality of equivalence to a handwritten signature, to the only 
qualified electronic signature (benefiting from a qualified electronic certificate), while not 
depriving all other electronic signatures of their legal effectiveness, unless this signature was 
originally conditioned by its handwritten character, in which case except the certified 
electronic signature can ensure this effectiveness (see Articles 7, 8 & 9 of Act No.15-04 )

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

The board meeting held telephonically depends on whether it is provided in the articles of 
association of the company

The signature of the chairman can be done electronically ( please refer to Act No 15-14)

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

As mentioned above, it depends on whether it is provided by the articles of association. In all 
case, a minutes of meeting should be signed.
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Angola
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

This is generally possible. However, in the context of the State of Emergency declaration, a 
special regime was put in place which does not allow for the suspension of the payment of 
salaries where there is a suspension of work activities.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

Yes.

The partial or total suspension of the work activities will generally be considered holidays 
where it can be justified for economic reasons.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes:

For large-sized companies, the compensation corresponds to 1 salary per year of seniority 
until the 5th year, and 50% of the salary from the 5th year onwards.

For medium-sized companies, the compensation corresponds to 1 salary per year of 
seniority until the 3rd year, and 40% of the salary from the 3rd year onwards.

For small-sized companies, the compensation corresponds to 2 salaries, and 30% of the 
salary per each year exceeding 2 years of seniority.

For micro companies, the compensation corresponds to 2 salaries, and 20% of the salary for 
each year exceeding 2 years of seniority.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

Salaries and wage benefits accrued in the 6 months preceding the opening of bankruptcy 
proceedings, the minimum compensation amounts calculated in accordance with the law due 
three months before the opening of bankruptcy proceedings, and wage benefits or 
compensations prior to 6 or 3 months, respectively, if the respective legal action was brought 
before the opening of bankruptcy proceedings.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

No.

Contact for Angola

Jaime Esteves 
Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers Angola Limitada

T: +351 225 433 212

@: jaime.esteves@pt.pwc.com

Angola content as at 9 April 2020 
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Angola
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Yes.

It was also specifically determined the ineffectiveness of interpellations, arrears and 
executions arising from the delay in the fulfilment of obligations relating to bank credits which 
cannot be carried out as a result of the State of Emergency declaration

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Yes.

This should be agreed between the parties. Application to court should only occur in case of 
any dispute between the parties in respect thereof.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

Yes.

Prohibition of evictions of tenants in housing leases - this measure does not exonerate the 
tenant from the duty to pay the rent.

Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

If half of the company's net assets are lost, the directors should propose to the shareholders 
either winding-up the company or a share capital reduction, unless the shareholders undertake 
the obligation to execute new entries to ensure a minimum coverage of 2/3 of the share capital.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Directors shall be liable towards the company's creditors when the company's assets become 
insufficient to satisfy the respective claims in result of any faulty non-compliance with the legal 
or contractual provisions designed to protect the creditors.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

N/A

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

Regarding banking loans, a 60-day moratorium for reimbursement of capital and interest may 
be requested on credit obligations in good standing that are in a reimbursement period, or 
where the reimbursement period started in March 2020.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

N/A
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Angola
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

No.

However, minimum or urgent services remain open. Online services are working

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Yes.

However, special rules have been enacted in the context of the State of Emergency 
declaration which determine that the functioning of courts during this period is still to be 
defined by the Ministry of Justice.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

No

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

No

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

No.

The only options legally provided for non-presential shareholders' meetings are unanimous 
written resolutions and resolutions by written vote (this latter not admissible in joint-stock 
limited liability companies - sociedades anónimas).

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

No.

The only options legally provided for non-presential shareholders' meetings are unanimous 
written resolutions and resolutions by written vote (this latter not admissible in joint-stock 
limited liability companies - sociedades anónimas).
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Egypt
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

No.

Leave without pay is not covered under the Egyptian Labor Law No.12/2003 (the “Labor 
Law”). Any reduction of rights, whether reduction of salary or unpaid leave or other, is 
considered unlawful as it is in violation of the concept of acquired rights under the Labor Law.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

Leave without pay is not covered under the Egyptian Labor Law No.12/2003 (the “Labor 
Law”). Any reduction of rights, whether reduction of salary or unpaid leave or other, is 
considered unlawful as it is in violation of the concept of acquired rights under the Labor Law.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

The minimum compensation rendered by court for unlawful termination of an indefinite term 
contract is two months for each year of service. As for definite term contracts, the minimum 
compensation amounts to the salary of the remaining period of the contract. There is no relief 
from liability in an unlawful termination situation.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes

Employees are treated as priority unsecured creditors. Under the Egyptian Bankruptcy Law, 
all compensation due to employees is considered as priority unsecured debt.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

Egyptian President Abdel Fatah El Sisi has allocated a stimulus package of EGP 100 bn 
($6.39 billion) on March 14th, 2020, part of which shall be allocated to employees and daily 
wage workers. The exact percentage has not been published.

Egypt content as at 9 April 2020 

Contact for Egypt

Darren Harris
Director
PricewaterhouseCoopers Legal Middle East LLP

T: +971 56 418 9768

@: darren.harris@pwc.com
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Egypt
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon 
legislative provisions or general 
law for relief from contractual 
obligations in the event of 
pandemic or similar?

The Egyptian civil law permits the competent judge to amend a contract in the event of public 
exceptional and unforeseen events, by reducing the onerous obligation to a reasonable extent, 
known as the “unforeseen events” or “hardship” doctrine, which relies on four cornerstones;

● the existence of a contract;

● the occurrence of the exceptional events after concluding the contract;

● that such exceptional events are unforeseen; and

● that these events make the performance of the contractual obligation onerous.

The difference between hardship and force majeure lies in the fact that with the former, the 
competent judge reduces the onerous obligation to a reasonable extent, whereas with the latter, 
the obligation for performance ceases to exist, without any liability on the non-performing party. 
Since COVID-19 meets the criteria of the hardship doctrine, the parties to a contract may invoke 
it before court.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Any party may apply to court to be temporarily relieved from its contractual obligations due to 
unforeseen circumstances or hardship, as described above. However, given the current 
circumstances, it is not practically possible to apply to court since all courts are closed until April 
15th, 2020.

Are commercial property or 
other leasing arrangements 
subject to any special 
arrangements?

Such arrangements are subject to the contractual terms and to the agreement of the parties.

Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

The directors should review the company’s liabilities and outgoings, undertake short-term cash 
flow forecasting, and assess the company’s compliance with its banking covenants. The 
directors should consider pushing out terms on debt facilities, obtaining standstills, additional 
funding, and drawing down any available revolving credit facilities. Finally, directors should be 
aware of preventive mechanisms that they may resort to under the Bankruptcy Law, to avoid 
bankruptcy and/or liquidation, as the case may be.

Mandatory filing obligation applies to the directors of companies that are insolvent: The 
statutory timeline for filing for bankruptcy proceedings is within fifteen (15) days of the company 
ceasing to pay debts. A company may only be declared insolvent through a court order. It is 
worth noting that the debtor can file for voluntary bankruptcy only when the majority of the 
shareholders approve of doing so.
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Egypt
Insolvency (continued)
What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Directors may be exposed civilly and criminally.

Civil liability: The Egyptian Companies’ Law No. 159 of 1981 allows the shareholders of a 
company to file for civil lawsuits against directors in the event of breach of their fiduciary duties 
towards the company. In the event the assets of the bankrupt company are insufficient to pay at 
least 20% of its debts, the court may hold all or any of the board members or the managers 
jointly or severally liable to pay all or part of the debts of the company unless they prove that 
they have managed the company prudently and diligently

Criminal liability: Without prejudice to the violations set out under the Egyptian Penal Code for 
fraud, embezzlement and misappropriation of funds, under the Bankruptcy Law, directors are 
subject to the following penalties:

● Imprisonment of three to five years and a fine ranging between EGP 50,000 to EGP 
500,000 in the event of fraudulent bankruptcy as set out above;

● A fine ranging between EGP 50,000 to EGP 200,000 in the event of bankruptcy due 
to gross negligence, provided that the directors are determined to have performed the 
violations set out above.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

Generally, directors should refrain from: delaying or suspending payment obligations, 
discriminating against stakeholders/creditors, concealing or destroying documents or records, 
and entering into wrongful or fraudulent trading. Directors will not be held personally liable 
should they be able to prove that they have managed the company prudently and diligently and 
should there not be any proof of fraudulent bankruptcy or gross negligence.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

With regards to the repayment of loans from banks, the Central Bank of Egypt (“CBE”) has 
declared a six-month moratorium on all repayments of principal and interest under existing 
facilities as part of a package of relief measures the CBE has taken in response to the 
economic shock and disruption caused by the COVID-19 outbreak.

The CBE directive provides for a suspension of interest payments; however, it does not 
suspend the accrual of any such interest. In fact, the CBE directive stipulates that interest 
should continue to accrue normally in accordance with the terms of the relevant facility 
agreement and be repayable after the moratorium period.

The CBE directive applies to:

● repayments of principal and current and future interest under existing credit facilities 
to individuals, including:

(i) personal loans;
(ii) credit cards;
(iii) financing of vehicles for personal use; and
(iv) real estate financing, and

● repayments of principal and current and future interest under existing credit facilities 
to corporations.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

Other insolvency regimes include mediation, reorganization and preventive composition 
procedures.
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Egypt
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

All operations of public registries are currently closed. It is only possible to obtain an extract 
of a specific document, however filings and registrations are not currently accepted

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

By virtue of Ministerial Decree No.206/2020, all administrative court hearings at the Conseil 
d’Etat are postponed until 15 April 2020. The same applies to all other courts. There are no 
online filings.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

The Notary Public is officially closed since 1 April 2020 by virtue of the Periodic Circular No. 
137/2020. No documents are currently being notarized/apostilled.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Yes, e-signatures are valid and regulated under Law No.15/2004.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

According to a Decree recently issued by the General Authority for Investment and Free 
Zones (“GAFI”), all board meetings as well ordinary and extraordinary general assembly 
meetings may be convened by means of conference call or video call.

Resolutions shall be submitted to GAFI on a CD. The signature of the Chairman may be 
collected electronically. The documents may be ratified online through the website of GAFI. 
However, online ratification has not yet been tested in practice.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Same as above.
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Ghana
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Although there is no provision in the Labour Act to this effect, in practice it is staff who usually 
request for leave without pay subject the terms of employer's policy.

Notwithstanding the above, it is not out of place for an employer to ask employees to take 
leave without pay. However, this could not be done under compulsion. To make this 
workable, the condition may be that, the employee may return any time after the lock down is 
over. The reason for that appeal is financial difficulty the company may be in due to the lock 
down. This way, it does not push the employer to severe their employment relationship with 
the employee which may call for severance pay.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

If employees are not working from home and are idle due to the lock down orders of the 
government, the employer may by an administrative order, direct that employee whose 
services are currently on suspension due to the lock down, to take their paid leave. This shall 
be compulsory for all employees due to their absence from work.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

There is no minimum statutory severance of redundancy pay in Ghana. Severance or 
redundancy pay arising from termination are subject to negotiation between the employer 
and the employees. Where a company terminates the employment of its employees on 
grounds of financial difficulty and it is proven as such, a Court could provide a company relief, 
but this will be based on a number of circumstances. It could also be made to honour the 
payment if the company continues to operate and its financial position improves.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Severance pay of employees are ranked equally with unsecured creditors. However, to the 
extent that emolument of employees are outstanding or unpaid for four months prior to the 
liquidation, such emoluments will rank preferential to unsecured creditors.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

Not aware of any such benefits

Contact for Ghana

George Kwatia
Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers Ghana Limited

T: +233 54 433 4009

@: george.kwatia@pwc.com

Ghana content as at 9 April 2020 
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Ghana
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

No, it is largely dependent on the terms of the contract and what is included.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

The Courts generally enforce performance of contracts on many fronts. To the extent that the 
subject matter of the contract is not illegal; is not frustrated; performance is not excepted 
because of force majeure provisions among many others, it is in the interest of a party in 
breach of a contractual obligation to resolve the contract with the other party.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

No special arrangement or requirement in place.

Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

No specific legal provision has been made for director's duty in times of insolvency. However, it 
is generally required that, every Director owes a fiduciary duty to the company which include the 
duty to act in the best interest of the company and to protect its assets. Upon becoming aware 
that a company is insolvent, directors are to ensure that business operations are brought to a 
halt so as not to incur any further debts. It should be possible to make directors personally liable 
for any further debts that are incurred upon becoming aware of the insolvency status of the 
company.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Potentially, under the Companies Act, directors can be charged or convicted of a criminal 
offence relation to the promotion, incorporation, or management of a company, should a 
company become insolvent.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

The directors on becoming aware of the insolvency must meet and pass a resolution declaring 
the company insolvent. The company must detail in the resolution that a hold must be put on 
carrying out any further business operations, to avoid incurring further liability. Directors must 
decide the next line of action, whether to ask for shareholder funding to reverse the insolvency 
or to call for a shareholders meeting to consider liquidation of the company if nothing can be 
done about the situation. There are not any safeguards we are aware of under any such 
circumstance.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

Not aware of any at this time.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

Not aware of any.
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Ghana
Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

We are not aware of any major issue of data security and protection that has come up yet. 
Companies in Ghana will be required to adhere to the requirements of the Data Protection 
Act and report any matters relating to that to the Data Protection Commission. Generally, 
data controllers are required to put in place adequate measures to ensure that personal data 
is protected.

Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Most public offices are closed. A few are working but with skeletal staff. The tax offices in 
Ghana are closed during the period of locked down.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

High Courts in Accra at the time of completing this are still working. Registries are working 
with few staff. Some of the lower Courts are also working. We could not get a firm 
confirmation on the higher Courts such as the Court of Appeal and Supreme Courts. The 
information I gathered about these Courts are that they are not working.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Private Notaries are still operating from their firms. Those in Public practice may not if their 
office have been closed. Notarising a document through a Notary Public in private practice 
should can be done. We have contacts of Notary Public in private practice and we can 
arrange for them to notarise documents in a timely manner.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Generally, legal documents including those for filing are required to have original signature 
and most regulators and government agencies and departments insist on the original signed 
documents. Other documents for internal uses such as internal memos and other 
administrative documents can be signed electronically. In the case of tax returns, electronic 
signatures are fine and scanned tax returns could be filed.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes, a board can hold its meeting by teleconference or video conference if agreed by all of 
the board members. Every board meeting is required to be confirmed and signed by the 
Chairperson of a meeting. Signed minutes is an evidence that the minutes have been 
accepted by the board as a true record of proceedings that took place at that meeting.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Written resolution of a board is an alternative to holding of board meetings and is acceptable 
under the Companies Act. Telephonic board meeting such as teleconference or video 
conference meeting is also an acceptable practice if agreed by the members of the board. 
The minutes containing the record of the proceedings or decisions of the board will be 
required to be signed by the Chairperson.
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Kenya
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Only after meeting certain requirements.

Employers have the ability to send their employees on unpaid leave to the extent that such 
action is carried out in consultation with the employees. The employer therefore needs to 
seek the consent of the employee in this regard. Such consent ought to be in writing.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

No, consent is a requirement.

Employers have the ability to send their employees on annual leave, holiday or similar leave 
to the extent that such action is carried out in consultation with the employees. The employer 
therefore needs to seek the consent of the employee in this regard. Such consent ought to 
be in writing.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes.

If the employment contract is silent on the severance pay applicable, the statutory minimum 
severance pay of 15 days pay for every year of service would then apply.

There is no capacity for relief from liability for termination benefits due to financial difficulty, 
this is a strict statutory requirement.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

Employee costs rank as second priority claims and rank second to liquidator's/administrator's 
costs. Employee costs payable include wages and salaries up to a maximum of KES 
200,000, statutory deductions (such as employment taxes, social security contributions, 
statutory health contributions), leave entitlements and redundancy dues.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

No.

There does not appear to be any such relief mechanisms for unemployment benefits.

Contact for Kenya

Joseph Githaiga
Director
PricewaterhouseCoopers Limited

T: +254 07 4002 0151

@: joseph.githaiga@pwc.com

Kenya content as at 29 October 2020 
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Kenya
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Parties may rely on the force majeure clause of their contracts to exonerate them from their 
contractual obligations to the extent that the clause contemplates pandemics. This would 
have to be considered on a case by case basis and where applicable, the parties ought to 
trigger the force majeure provisions of the contract. Where the contracts are silent on this 
issue, parties can claim frustration of the contract. This latter option would, however, result in 
a termination of the contract.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Parties may apply to the court to be relieved from contractual obligations where attempts at 
mutual agreement between the parties have failed. In such an instance, the parties would 
need to demonstrate to the court that the contract has been frustrated i.e. that which was to 
be performed by one of the parties has become impossible to perform due to the ongoing 
pandemic.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

Commercial property and leasing arrangements would be governed by the particular 
agreements such as the lease agreement. However, it is the case that most landlords may 
consider applying a moratorium on rental payments however this is entirely discretionary.

Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

Directors of a company nearing insolvency have a duty to ensure that the company does not 
engage in trade that can be construed as damaging the position of creditors once the directors 
become aware of the imminent insolvency of the company. Failure to do so may lead to a 
finding of wrongful trading or fraudulent trading against the directors.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Directors found guilty of fraudulent trading or wrongful trading can be disqualified from acting as 
directors in future for a period not exceeding 15 years. If found guilty of wrongful trading, a 
director is liable on conviction to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 10 years or a fine not 
exceeding KES 10 million or to both.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

As there is no safeharbour legislation, directors need to ensure that they can prove they have 
acted in accordance with their duty to exercise independent judgment, duty to exercise 
reasonable care, skill and diligence, duty to promote the success of the company and their duty 
to avoid conflicts of interest.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

We are not aware of any such moratorium. However, the government of Kenya as well as a 
number of regulators have implemented response measures that are intended to ease the 
financial burden on businesses during this pandemic such as suspending interest payments on 
loans issued by banks from April 2020.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

The Insolvency Act allows for companies to enter into company voluntary arrangements 
whereby companies can enter into payment arrangements with their creditors. Companies can 
also opt for administration whereby an administrator is appointed to run the company in a 
manner that will avoid liquidation.
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Kenya
Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

The Data Protection Act, 2019 provides that personal data relating to health of a data subject 
may only be processed by or under the responsibility of a healthcare professional or by a 
person subject to the obligation of professional secrecy under any law. However, given the 
nature of the current pandemic, it may be the case that the public benefit that would accrue 
to the processing of such data e.g by an employer may outweigh the obligation to only have 
this information processed by a healthcare provider. Additionally, a data subject ordinarily has 
the right to object to the processing of their personal data such as that of their health status. 
However, it is not clear whether a data subject may exercise this right without any limitation 
given the fact that such information is critical in curbing and mitigating the current pandemic.

Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Public Registries are operational and are accepting filings. There has, however, been a 
change in the workflow for most registries in the major cities/towns and this has delayed 
processing times.

While some registries have implemented some form of e-filing, there have been 
complications requiring physical follow ups.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

The Courts have an e-filing system and all hearings are now conducted online.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Documents can only be notarised physically by a Notary Public, so there may be delays in 
getting documents notarised. Kenya does not have apostille services.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

The Business Laws (Amendment) Act 2020 that was passed in March allows for the 
electronic signing of documents using unique electronic signatures. As this law is fairly new, it 
remains to be seen how this will be applied.
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Kenya
Corporate (continued)
Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Board meetings of a company can be held via teleconference or via videoconference to the 
extent that the company's articles of association provide for this. Electronic signatures can be 
affixed to the minutes of the meeting.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Telephonic board meetings can be held in lieu of written consents. The telephonic board 
meetings would still be subject to the notice provisions of meetings as per the company's 
articles of association.
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Lesotho
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Yes. But both parties must agree. Such measures cannot be forced on the employees

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

No

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

2 weeks for each completed year of service. The employer is allowed to hold the severance 
for 12 months and pay it with interest.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes. Up to 14 days of leave is preferent and anything more is concurrent (normal). Salary, 
only M100.00 is preferent and the rest is concurrent.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

None

Lesotho content as at 20 April 2020 
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Lesotho
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

General law. You could rely on vis major if the parties have such provision in your contract. 
Otherwise on the common law principle of impossibility to perform

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Usually this is a defence but the instance of Lesotho it is probably possible to ask for a 
declaratory

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

No special arrangements

Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

Duty of care

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Sec 63 of the Companies Act (applies in the ordinary course of business) says directors must 
act in good faith in the interest of the company failure of which they will be liable to the 
company. Section 134 of the Insolvency Proclamation gives penalty for failure to keep proper 
records. Further, directors must avoid making dispositions of property which are not allowed. 
Any failure could result in the liquidator proceeding against the directors to recover any 
impeachable disposition or to pierce the corporate veil.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

Apply for liquidation themselves

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

The lockdown in Lesotho requires people to stay at home except for ‘essential businesses’. 
Non-essential businesses can work remotely if possible.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

Normal solutions to distressed assets, judicial management and liquidation
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Lesotho
Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

There are no specific new Data Security and Privacy provisions provided for during the 
current Pandemic. All Data Controllers must still comply with the Data Protection Act of 2011. 
This includes obtaining consent from data subjects for all processing of personal data or 
information as provided.

Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Lesotho is currently under a lockdown, which is intended to end on 21 April 2020. During this 
time, no filings are being processed by the Companies Registry.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Presently, courts are not accepting filings other than filings related to urgent matters. 
Although no formal communication has been provided, it is understood that filing processes 
are now suspended for the time-being. There are no contingency plans in place for 
completing filings.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

We are not aware of any Notaries operating during lockdown. We do not believe that that 
Notaries would be considered essential services for period during which the Country is on 
lockdown. There are presently no contingency plans for arranging documents to be 
notarized.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Lesotho has no legislative provision for the acceptance of electronic signatures.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Under the Companies Act, subject to the company’s Articles of Association, Board Meetings 
can be held telephonically.

Normal rules related to signatures apply.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

The Lesotho Companies Act does not make provision for telephonic board meetings in lieu of 
required written consents.

As stated, a board meetings can be held telephonically and provided quorum and other 
requirements for a valid meeting are present, a valid resolution can be passed by the Board.

We are not aware of any strict signature requirements. The normal rules relaed to signaures 
apply.
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Mauritius
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

No.

This scenario is only permissible by agreement.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

In some circumstances.

For employees earning under Rs.50,000 of basic pay per month, it will be allowed by law. 
Unless the parties have agreed otherwise, the employer will have the right to choose the 
timing of 50% of the number of annual leave days to be taken by the employee.

For employees earning more than Rs.50,000, it will be allowed only if the parties have 
contractually agreed to it.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Generally, there is a requirement to make payment where a contract is terminated.

The termination of a contract is permissible if there is a valid reason for the termination. The 
law does not state what constitutes a valid reason, but case law has accepted "termination 
for economic reasons" as a valid reason. If the employer has more than 15 employees, or if 
its turnover is more than Rs.25 million, the employer must obtain the approval of the 
Redundancy Board prior to terminating the contract. Other employers do not require 
approval. Employers may proceed to terminate without approval, but will bear the risk of a 
potential suit if they cannot show a valid reason for the termination.

An employer who terminates an employment contract of an indeterminate duration after 12 
months of service is liable to pay 3 months of remuneration per year of service.

If wrongful termination occurs in the first 12 months, the liability of the employer is the 
remuneration owed during the notice period and a pro-rate statutory end-of-year bonus.

For fixed term contracts:

● if termination occurs prior to 12 months, the liability is the remuneration owed for 
the remainder of the duration of the contract.

● If termination occurs after 12 months, the employer will be liable either to pay 3 
months severance payment (under employment law), or the remainder of the term 
(under contract law).

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Wages or salaries owed in respect of the period of one month before the commencement of 
the winding up, are treated as preferential claims. They rank third after the costs of the 
liquidator, and the amount due to Government and its agencies.

Compensation for unjustified termination of employment is ranked in the fifth position.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

No.

Contact for Mauritius

Anne-Sophie Jullienne
Partner
PwC Legal (Mauritius) Ltd

T: +230 404 5401

@: anne-sophie.jullienne@pwc.com

Mauritius content (all topics except Corporate) as at 9 April 2020 
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Mauritius
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Yes.

The Civil Code provides for relief from non-performance of contractual obligations in cases of 
force majeure. Force majeure is implied in all contracts.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Yes.

It is possible on the ground of force majeure, but this may not be of much practical use as it 
takes year to obtain a court judgment.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

No.

There is nothing in our laws that contemplate the current COVID-19 scenario other than the 
ordinary rules of contract.

Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

Where a director believes that the company is unable to pay its debts as they fall due, he shall 
immediately call for a board meeting whereby the board shall consider whether to appoint a 
liquidator or an administrator or to carry on the business of the company.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

There are two possible scenarios whereby directors could be personally liable:

Firstly:

● If a director fails to convene a board meeting; and

● at the time of that failure the company was unable to pay its debts as they fell 
due;and

● the company is subsequently placed in liquidation,

the Court may, on the application of the liquidator or of a creditor of the company, make an 
order that the director shall be liable for the whole or any part of any loss suffered by creditors 
of the company as a result of the company continuing to trade.

Secondly:

● If the director calls for a board meeting but the board fails to resolve to appoint a 
liquidator or an administrator; and

● at the time of the meeting there were no reasonable grounds for believing that the 
company was able to pays its debts as they fell due; and

● the company is subsequently placed in liquidation,

the Court may, on the application of the liquidator or of a creditor of the company, make an 
order that the directors, other than those directors who attended the meeting and voted in 
favour of appointing a liquidator or an administrator, shall be liable for the whole or any part of 
any loss suffered by creditors of the company as a result of the company continuing to trade.
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Mauritius
Insolvency (continued)
What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

Directors are afforded, under the laws of Mauritius, the right to raise a statutory defence, whilst 
having to discharge the burden of proof, to a charge of fraud, intent to conceal the states of 
affairs of the company or to defeat the purpose of the Mauritius Insolvency Act 2009. Measures 
that may be put in place by directors to limit their personal exposure include, inter alia:

● within 12 months preceding the commencement of the winding up, not conceal any 
part of the property of the company and any debt due to or from the company;

● disclose, to the best of their knowledge and belief, to the liquidator all the property of 
the company and how and to whom and for what consideration and when the 
company disposed of any part of that property , except such part as has been 
disposed of in the ordinary way of the business of the company;

● deliver to the liquidator all the property of the company in his custody, control or 
possession and which he is required by the liquidator to deliver up;

● deliver all books and papers in his custody, control or possession belonging to the 
company and which he is required by the liquidator to deliver up

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

The Mauritius authorities have not put in place measures to cease trading or suspend any of 
the companies commercial activities. However, given the curfew order currently in force, 
employers have no other option but to make use of the technological means at their disposal to 
continue with their business activities. Given the severe impact on the activities of companies 
within a jurisdiction that is in confinement, the Government of Mauritius has put in place the 
following measures amongst others, to support companies during the COVID-19 -

The Bank of Mauritius Special Relief Programme including -

● Special Relief Amount

The Bank of Mauritius is introducing a Special Relief Amount of Rs 5 billion to meet 
cash flow and working capital requirements of economic operators which are being 
directly impacted by COVID-19. This Special Relief Amount will be made available, 
through commercial banks at an interest rate of 2.5% yearly and a moratorium of six 
months on capital and interest repayments will be available, with the loan repayment 
period being two years.

● Reduction of Cash Reserve Ratio

The Cash Reserve Ratio applicable to commercial banks has been reduced from 9% 
to 8% to support commercial banks to help businesses which are being directly 
impacted by COVID-19.

● Easing of Banking Guidelines

The Bank of Mauritius has put on hold the Guideline on Credit Impairment 
Measurement and Income Recognition, which was effective since January 2020, 
allowing commercial banks to continue supporting enterprises facing cash flow and 
working capital difficulties due to COVID-19.

● 2020 Savings Bond

The Bank of Mauritius has introduced a 2.5% Two-Year Bank of Mauritius 2020 
Savings Bond for an amount of Rs 5 billion from 23 March 2020 aiming at further 
assisting depositors to diversify their savings portfolio.

● Moratorium on capital repayment for loans

Commercial banks will provide a moratorium of 6 months on capital repayment for 
existing loans for economic operators that are being affected by COVID-19.

(Continued on next page)
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Mauritius
Insolvency

● Special Foreign Currency (USD) Line of Credit

The Bank of Mauritius is introducing a Special Foreign Currency (USD) Line of Credit for 
an amount of USD 300 million, available through commercial banks, targeting operators 
having foreign currency earnings, including Small and Medium Enterprises. Funds is made 
available to commercial banks at 6-month USD Libor for this facility. This line of credit is 
available since 24 March 2020 to 30 June 2020 with a repayment period being 2 years 
from the effective date of disbursement.

● Swap arrangement to support import-oriented businesses

The Bank of Mauritius has introduced a USD/MUR swap arrangement with commercial 
banks for an initial amount of USD 100 million.  This arrangement, effective since 24 
March 2020 to 30 June 2020, enables commercial banks to support import-oriented 
businesses, except for the State Trading Corporation which will be dealing directly with the 
Bank of Mauritius for its foreign currency requirements until further notice.

Wage Assistance Scheme

Employers in the private sector are entitled to receive in respect of its wage bill for the month of 
March, an amount equivalent to 15 days’ basic wage bill for all of its employees drawing a monthly 
basic wage of up to Rs 50,000 subject to a cap of Rs 12,500 per employee.

Equity Participation Scheme

The State Investment Corporation Ltd has launched an Equity Participation Scheme to assist 
enterprises with annual turnover exceeding Rs 250 million to overcome their financial difficulties due 
to COVID-19.

Investment Support Programme Limited (ISP)

● SME Factoring Scheme

Enterprises with annual turnover of up to Rs 50 million will benefit from a reduced interest 
rate of from 2.5% instead of 3.9%.

● Leasing Equipment Modernisation Scheme

Enterprises with annual turnover ranging between Rs 50 million and Rs 1.5 billion will 
benefit from a reduced yearly interest rate ranging between 2.5% and 3.35%.

● Corporate Guarantees to banks

ISP Ltd will issue corporate guarantee to banks enabling them to grant loans to companies 
affected by COVID-19, on a case to case basis.

Equity Financing by SME Equity Fund Ltd

The SME Equity Fund Ltd will reduce its minimum return dividend rate requirement on equity 
/quasi-equity financing from 6% to 3% up to 31 December 2020, following which normal conditions 
and dividend rate of 6% will apply.

 Development Bank of Mauritius Ltd (DBM)

● Enterprise Modernisation Scheme (EMS)

Enterprises with annual turnover of up to Rs 10 million will benefit from a reduced interest 
rate 2.5% instead of 3.5% up to 31 December 2020 and a grant of 15% up to a maximum 
of Rs 150,000.

● Revolving Credit Fund

The DBM has set up a Revolving Credit Fund of Rs 200 million to help companies with 
turnover of up to Rs 10 million to ease cash flow difficulties up to Rs 1 million with 
repayment period being 2 years. Interest will not be payable if loan is repaid within 9 
months. Otherwise, interest a yearly 6% interest rate will apply.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be 
relevant to a company in the 
current pandemic?

The company may be placed into voluntary administration. The administrator appointed is 
responsible for the management of the company. The directors are not removed from office as a 
result of the appointment of the administrator but their powers are suspended during this period so 
that no such powers may be exercised by them unless written approval is obtained by the 
administrator and the directors would be required to act at all times in accordance with the relevant 
provisions of the insolvency act in such circumstances. During the administration of a company, no 
person shall enforce a charge over the property of a company except with the administrator's written 
consent or with the permission of the Court. During the administration of a company, an enforcement 
process in relation to the company's property shall not be commenced or continued except with the 
permission of the Court and on terms that the Court thinks appropriate.

To summarize, while a company is in administration, the administrator:

● has control of the company’s business, property, and affairs;

● is required to investigate the company’s affairs and consider possible ways of salvaging 
the company’s business in the interests of creditors, employees and shareholders;

● may carry on that business and manage that property and those affairs with the objective 
of salvaging the company’s business in the interests of creditors, employees and 
shareholders;

● may terminate or dispose of all or part of that business, and may dispose of any of that 
property; and

● may perform any function, and exercise any power, that the company or any of its officers 
could perform or exercise if the company were not in administration.

The protections afforded by law to a company in administration, taken in the context of the current 
circumstances of severe disruption to businesses which may lead to the liquidation of a large number 
of companies, would give entities the opportunity and time to salvage their businesses and as a 
result the livelihood of their employees.
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Mauritius
Insolvency (continued)
What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be 
relevant to a company in the 
current pandemic?

The company may be placed into voluntary administration. The administrator appointed is 
responsible for the management of the company. The directors are not removed from office as a 
result of the appointment of the administrator but their powers are suspended during this period so 
that no such powers may be exercised by them unless written approval is obtained by the 
administrator and the directors would be required to act at all times in accordance with the relevant 
provisions of the insolvency act in such circumstances. During the administration of a company, no 
person shall enforce a charge over the property of a company except with the administrator's written 
consent or with the permission of the Court. During the administration of a company, an enforcement 
process in relation to the company's property shall not be commenced or continued except with the 
permission of the Court and on terms that the Court thinks appropriate.

To summarize, while a company is in administration, the administrator:

● has control of the company’s business, property, and affairs;

● is required to investigate the company’s affairs and consider possible ways of salvaging 
the company’s business in the interests of creditors, employees and shareholders;

● may carry on that business and manage that property and those affairs with the objective 
of salvaging the company’s business in the interests of creditors, employees and 
shareholders;

● may terminate or dispose of all or part of that business, and may dispose of any of that 
property; and

● may perform any function, and exercise any power, that the company or any of its officers 
could perform or exercise if the company were not in administration.

The protections afforded by law to a company in administration, taken in the context of the current 
circumstances of severe disruption to businesses which may lead to the liquidation of a large number 
of companies, would give entities the opportunity and time to salvage their businesses and as a 
result the livelihood of their employees.

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

Given that employees are all working remotely, there are a number of security and privacy 
issues that businesses should factor in. Some of these are:

● Remote working policy - Specific tools that should be used, outline the prohibited 
actions, reporting an incident

● Use of additional security measures

● Educating employees and raising awareness

● Define an incident management plan

● Protect the personal data of persons who have tested positive or have been in 
contact with persons who have tested positive
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Mauritius
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Since confinement on 19 March 2020 and thereafter a curfew order being imposed in 
Mauritius, (which has been scheduled to end on 04th May 2020, this being contingent on the 
state of affairs prevailing at that time), all public registries have been physically closed. 
However, it is possible to effect filings/registrations online with the Registrar of Companies 
(RoC). As a law firm, we have not had dealings directly with the RoC in relation to filings but 
understand from corporate service providers that the service has slowed down and response 
time is unpredictable. Whilst some applications are treated as per normal processing times, 
others are taking an inordinate amount to be processed so that a backlog is now being 
created. This in our view is due to the lack of availability of staff at all times, with the 
authorities operating with skeleton staff and on a system of rotation.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Courts are physically closed during the confinement period. However, urgent matters such as 
bail applications, applications/injunctions before the Judge sitting in Chambers, at the levels 
of the Supreme, Intermediate and Industrial Courts are still being considered through various 
means, including Webex (details are set out in a public Communique). Therefore, only urgent 
applications/matters are being considered during the confinement/curfew period, which is 
currently scheduled to end on the 4th May 2020. All other matters pending before the Courts 
have been postponed with the continuation date to be communicated to the parties post the 
lockdown period.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Notaries are also subject to the curfew order and unless they are individually able to process 
requests from clients through technological means, notarizations have been put on hold. 
There are practical implications for Notaries to be taken into account, in terms, for instance, 
of the handling of original documents which may not be available to them during the 
confinement period. There is therefore a real risk of inordinate delay to complete the process 
of notarization, taking into account the response time by Notaries during confinement as well. 
Apostille of documents are effected through the Prime Minister's Office. However, given 
severe restrictions during the lockdown and the need for a work access permit to be obtained 
from the police only with respect to matters of an essential nature, availability to offer such 
services during the curfew period has been severely curtailed or will suffer delay.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Yes, documents signed electronically shall be valid under the laws of Mauritius. Documents 
such as title deeds require original signatures. In addition, execution formalities with respect 
to securities taken under facility agreements would be required to be done in writing with the 
words "Good for the sum of" inscribed by the borrower prior to signing the same.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes, board meetings may be held telephonically, so long as the quorum for the meeting is 
constituted. By law, minutes which have been signed correct by the chairperson of the 
meeting constitute prima facie evidence of the proceedings.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes, subject always to the constitution of each company, a board meeting may be held by 
means of audio, or audio and visual, communication by which all directors participating and 
constituting a quorum can simultaneously hear each other throughout the meeting. Yes, 
minutes of board meetings signed correct by the Chairman shall constitute prima facie 
evidence of the proceedings.

Mauritius content (Corporate) as at 28 April 2020 
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Morocco
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Yes.

The Labour code provides for stand down and furlough.

In the context of the COVID-19 crisis, employers and employees may arrange for employees 
to benefit from additional leave without pay (or with partial coverage). This measure cannot 
be imposed on employees, requires written consent, and has to be discussed with the 
employees' representative (where applicable).

An employer that has had to put its activities on-hold is obliged to suspend employment 
contracts and/or to put employees on short-time work.

The temporary suspension of the employment contract may be imposed in cases of force 
majeure and temporary closure of the company because of an administrative decision .

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

No.

The employer must set the dates for departure on paid leave after consultation with the 
employee's representatives and, where appropriate, the trade union representatives in the 
company. Employees affected by the leave must be consulted.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes.

An employee bound by an employment contract for an indefinite period is entitled to 
termination benefits in the event of dismissal after six months of work in the same company.

The employee is also entitled to compensation for loss of employment for economic reasons. 
Termination benefits should be paid by the employer where the job elimination is due to 
financial difficulty or any other reason.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

This will apply to all the employee's due indemnities (severance pay, annual leave indemnity, 
pay in lieu of notice, social welfare contributions.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

Yes.

Employees declared to the CNSS (national security agency fund) of a company encountering 
financial difficulties, and whose contracts have been suspended, will benefit from a monthly 
lump-sum indemnity. They may also benefit from the postponement of the repayment of bank 
loans until 30 June 2020.

For households working in the informal sector, they are eligible for subsistence support. This 
support will be backed by the COVID-19's Special Fund for Pandemic Management created 
after the King Mohammed VI's orders.

Contact for Morocco

Souad El Halfi
Partner
PwC Advisory

T: +212 661-073792

@: souad.el.x.halfi@ma.pwc.com

Morocco content (all topics except Corporate) as at 9 April 2020 
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Morocco
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

The only legal provisions applicable are those of “force majeure” (acts of god), which 
application remains at the discretion of the judges.

We kindly bring to your attention that the Government has proclaimed a national health 
emergency and that during this period, the Government will take all appropriate measures to 
ensure the health safety of citizens by means of decrees, administrative decisions, circulars 
or official communications while ensuring the continuity of vital services. We will keep you 
updated when/if steps are implemented.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Yes.

A party could apply to court to be relieved from contractual obligations but this is unlikely to 
be the case, to be implemented of the "Force majeure" basis, which remain difficult to prove. 
We shall keep you updated in case the Moroccan Jurisdictions rules that a party is relieved of 
its obligation by qualifying the actual pandemic as a "Force majeure".

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

#
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Morocco
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

Normal procedure: When companies are in an insolvency procedure or during the process of 
winding up, a liquidator is appointed when the anticipated dissolution is ruled by the 
extraordinary general meeting.

The appointed liquidator will be held responsible during the liquidation process and will have to 
take the necessary steps during the process, notably pay off the creditors.

For now no exceptional procedures due to COVID-19 has been implemented. We will keep you 
posted in case something arises.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Directors can be held responsible and will engage their civil liability in the following cases:

● In case they infringe on the provisions of the company's bylaws;

● They breach the statutory legislations and regulations pertaining to LLC or PLCs;

● Are guilty of misconduct in the management of the company

On top of that, they will engage their criminal liability in the following cases:

● Abuse of company assets;

● The distribution of fictitious dividends;

● The presentation of inaccurate annual financial statements.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

If the directors have been compliant with the law and with the company's bylaws and have not 
committed any gross misconduct in the management of the company, they shall not engage 
their personal liability.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

Currently in Morocco, several options have been applied by companies:

● Some have decided to terminate their employees' contracts and stop all the activities;

● Others have decided to do part-time work and continue the work in a reduced pace 
but are still impacted by the ongoing crisis.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

For now only the normal regime is applicable (cf. personal liabilities directors can be exposed to 
as a company nears insolvency above)

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

Nothing specific in terms of the pandemic.

#
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Morocco
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

No.

Public registries are not open.

At this stage there are no alternatives.

Due to the state of national health emergency all deadlines provided for by the laws and 
regulations in force during the said period shall be suspended. After this period, all of the said 
deadlines will be resumed.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

No.

The trade courts are closed and will re-open after confinement. (normally after 20th of April)

At this stage there are no alternatives.

Due to the state of national health emergency all deadlines provided for by the laws and 
regulations in force during the said period shall be suspended. After this period, all of the said 
deadlines will be resumed.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Notaries are not operating.

However some local administrations were the signatured can be certified remain open (TBC).

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

No.

For now only the Moroccan administration can issue documents with electronic signatures.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes.

Board meetings can be held by video-conferencing but at the end, the minutes of the meeting 
must be signed and the signatures notarised/legalised. Power of Attorney’s can be used.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes.

Board meetings can be held by video-conferencing but at the end, the minutes of the meeting 
must be signed and the signatures notarised/legalised.

Power of Attorney’s can be used.

Morocco content (Corporate) as at 27 April 2020 
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Mozambique
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Generally, no.

Under Mozambican Labour Law, an Employer can suspend the Employment Contract for 
three months, due to economic reasons derived from market, technology, catastrophes or 
other conditions that have or may predictably affect the normal capacity of the company 
("Impediment").

During this period:

● The Employer has to pay 75%, 50% and 25% of the salary on the 1st, 2nd and 3rd 
months respectively.

● After this 3 month period, if the Impediment persists, the payment of salary is 
suspended but the parties can agree on the termination of the employment 
agreement subject to the compensation foreseen in the law for termination with just 
cause by the Employee. The payment of this compensation can be made in 3 
instalments, if the parties agree.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

No, this is subject to an agreement between the parties.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes.

In cases of termination:

● if the employment is for undetermined period the compensation due corresponds 
to 45 days of salary per year of effective work;

● if the employment is for determined period the employee is entitled to receive all 
salaries due until the expiry date of the employment contract.

In the case of collective dismissal (dismissal at once of more than 10 employees) based on 
structural, technological or market reasons, entitles the employee to receive a compensation 
equivalent to:

● thirty days of salary for each year of service if the employee's basic salary, 
including the seniority bonus, is between one and seven national minimum wages;

● fifteen days of salary for each year of service if the employee's basic salary, 
including the seniority bonus, is between eight and ten national minimum wages;

● ten days of salary for each year of service if the employee's basic salary, including 
the seniority bonus, is between eleven and sixteen national minimum wages;

● three days of salary for each year of service if the employee's basic salary, 
including the seniority bonus, is higher than sixteen national minimum wages;

The Law in Mozambique does not foresee the possibility of relief from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty.

Contact for Mozambique

Ahmad Essak
Partner
Essak & Associados Advogados - 
Sociedade Unipessoal, Limitada

T: +258 21 307 620

@: ahmad.essak@pwc.com

Mozambique content as at 9 October 2020 
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Mozambique
Labour Law (continued)
Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

Employees are treated as preferential creditors and the amount of the credit corresponds to 
the salaries due up to the commencement of the insolvency. They rank after the State.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

No.

Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

The Civil Code in Mozambique determines that when in the bilateral contract one of the 
services becomes impossible (on force majeure grounds), the creditor is released from the 
consideration and has the right, if he has already performed it, to demand its repayment in 
the terms prescribed for unjust enrichment. If the benefit becomes impossible because of the 
creditor's fault, he shall not be released from the consideration; if the debtor has any benefit 
with the release, the amount of the benefit shall be deducted from the consideration.

In addition to this provision, each contract shall be analysed to confirm the existence of force 
majeure provisions and its regime agreed by the parties.

However, considering that the current pandemic situation is regarded as temporary, each 
contract and the use of force majeure grounds must be analysed on a case by case scenario 
as the parties can agree on temporary measures to enable both parties to comply with their 
obligations as soon as the normality is re-established (e.g. temporary suspension of the 
sinalagmatic obligations, payment in instalments, waiver on interests in case of payment 
delay, agree new deadlines, etc).

In line with this solution is also the possibility foreseen in the Civil Code for the termination or 
modification of the contract due to a change in the circumstances. If the circumstances on 
which the parties based their decision to contract have undergone an abnormal change (in 
the current scenario, due to COVID 19 pandemic), the aggrieved party shall have the right to 
terminate the contract, or to amend it in accordance with fairness, provided that the 
requirement of the obligations assumed by him seriously affects the principles of good faith 
and is not covered by the risks inherent in the contract.

If termination is requested, the opposing party may oppose the request by declaring its 
acceptance of the modification of the contract as proposed by the aggrieved party.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Yes. 

It is possible on the grounds of force majeure, but the court will have to validate the merits of 
the request and a court sentence is required. Notwithstanding the suspension of the judicial 
deadlines are not any more in force, it still not the preferable route to follow and one/two 
years may elapse until the party has a final verdict (that can be unfavourable in the end) 
considering the usual morosity of the courts in Mozambique.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

No. 

The special protection to the tenants during the Emergency State is not in force any more. 
Thus, normal contractual terms apply under the legislation in force.

#
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Mozambique
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

The Directors must inform the shareholders of the financial situation of the company and 
propose the reduction of share capital, injection of equity or if none of this situations are 
possible the dissolution of the company. Based on this proposal and depending on the suitable 
solution the shareholders can decide to decrease the share capital, increase the share capital 
injecting additional equity, dissolve voluntarily or file for a recovery plan of the company's 
financial situation in court or insolvency.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Directors can be considered personally liable for the company's debts if they derive directly 
from negligent management. Directors are severable liable between each other, unless they 
haven't participated or voted against in the decision that lead the company to the insolvency. In 
addition, depending on the severity of the situation directors can be criminally liable.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

The directors must perform all management functions and duties that would be requested from 
a bonus pater familia to avoid the insolvency of the company e.g. engage with its creditors and 
seek deferrals on its debts, engage with clients and negotiate anticipated payments, etc.

The Commercial Code in force also determines that as soon as the directors verify that the 
company's net worth is less than half the value of the share capital must propose that the 
company be wound up or the capital be reduced. As a result of this proposal, the shareholders 
have the possibility to, within the following 60 days, inject capital which reincorporates the 
assets to a degree equal to the value of the share capital.

Within their duties as Directors, they also have the prerogative to vote against, If they don't 
agree with measures that are being submitted for Board approval that can aggravate the 
financial situation of the company. In addition, if the decision or decisions that lead to the 
financial problems were taken by the shareholders (and not the directors) the directors cannot 
be liable.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

Not yet.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

In Mozambique companies can file for a Judicial Recovery Plan that will enable then to 
negotiate the payment of debts, renegotiate contracts, obtain waiver on interests, among other 
mitigation measures that can allow the company to go through difficult times but when still 
viable to continue operating after the pandemic.

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of 
in the current pandemic?

Nothing specific in terms of the pandemic, other than the standard data security and privacy 
under the legislation in force. 
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Mozambique
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

The Emergency State has been terminated in Mozambique. The Government has instead 
declared the State of Public Calamity and activated the Red Alert through approval of the 
Decree no. 79/2020 of 4 September.

This diploma defines the measures to prevent and combat the pandemic (masks, wash hands 
regularly, minimum distance between people 1.5 mt, cough etiquette, it is not allowed to share 
personal objects) mandatory to all public institutions.

This diploma also defines the quarantine rules for all people that had any direct contact with 
confirmed cases of COVID-19 (14 days) and also the protocol to be respected by all people 
that tested positive to COVID-19. Due to the cases of COVID detected at public institutions 
several employees remain in quarantine with immediate impact on the services provided and 
effective delays noticed.

Fillings and registrations are being accepted by the authorities. However, from a practical point 
of view, there are still delays in the issuance of documents and a reduced capacity of response 
from the authorities due to the pending work volume since the entrance in force of the 
Emergency State, last April. The issuance of:

● Identity Card

● Driving Licence

● Passport

● Resident Permit

● Identity Card and Residence Permit and temporary visa to foreign citizens

● Temporary Card for importation of motor vehicles

has been resumed by the authorities.

Are courts still open and accepting 
filings? If so, are there delays in 
processing times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings (e.g. online 
filings)?

The measures of suspension of judicial deadlines as well as the exceptional application of 
judicial vacation regime to judicial acts and procedures are not in force any more. Thus, all the 
judicial processes are running in its normal way according to the applicable legislation in force.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Notaries are operating normally albeit delays are noticed due to mandatory quarantines. The 
limitation of staff number working in rotational shifts is not in force any more.

Public institutions continue to abide to distance rules between people and wait in line out of the 
public service. None of the notarisation services are available online in Mozambique.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Most of the authorities are accepting some documents with digitalised signatures but this is 
discretionary and can change at any time as the rule is to submit documents with physical 
signature. Electronic Transactions Law in force in Mozambique foresees the possibility of 
Electronic signature but this is not being implemented yet.
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Mozambique
Corporate
Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting minutes 
(e.g., Chairman's signature) strictly 
required?

According to the Commercial Code in Mozambique Board meetings must be held in person, 
however the articles of association ("AoA") can determine alternative requirements for the 
Board meetings. This must be confirmed on a case by case scenario.

In principle the minutes of the Board must be signed physically and when the Board members 
meet via phone or video conference, written resolutions are issued and signed by all 
participants. Again, specific rules for each company must be confirmed in the AoA in force.

If the AoA do not have any special provision in respect. Subject to all Directors approval, 
considering exceptional circumstances, the minutes can be signed via digitalised signature and 
the minutes ratified in the subsequent meeting in which all Directors attend.

Please note that different rules apply to shareholder meetings.

Can telephonic board meetings be 
held in lieu of written consents? --- 
If so, are any signatures for the 
meeting minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

See previous response. Regardless of the formalities and special circumstances of the board 
meeting, all approvals and decisions passed by the Board need to be reflected in writing.
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Namibia
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

No.

This will only be possible by way of agreement between the employer and employee.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

Yes.

The Labour Act provides that an employer may determine when annual leave is to be taken.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes.

There are minimum severance pay requirement prescribed in the Labour Act.

There is no reference to relief from liability for termination benefits due to financial difficulty.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

No.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

No.

Namibia content as at 9 April 2020 

Contact for Namibia

Chantell Husselmann
Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers Namibia

T: +264 61 284 1327

@: chantell.husselmann@pwc.com
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Namibia
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

By way of common law principles.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Court application can be made, but can only be made after state of emergency has been 
lifted.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

No.

Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

Prepare for and make relevant applications for dissolution, voluntary liquidation or Court 
liquidation.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Directors can be held liable for debts or liabilities of the company if the company was or is being 
carried on recklessly or with the intent to defraud.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

Directors have to ensure that they do not perform any breach of faith or trust and do not carry 
on the business of the company recklessly or with the intent to defraud.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

Essential services may trade with special consent from the relevant government authorities.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

-----
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Namibia
Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

Nothing specific in terms of the pandemic, other than the standard data security and privacy.

Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Public registries limited to online procedures. Expect delays in processing times due to 
limited staff available.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Limited filings available, only urgent applications. Courts are otherwise closed

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Notaries are not operating as part of essential services. No online apostle services available

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Yes

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes.

Signatures required, but may also be signed at next board meeting.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes.

Signatures required.
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Nigeria

Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Public Registries are not open. Online portals are in place to initiate the incorporation of 
companies/registration of business names. The process is not fully automated so delays are 
anticipated.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Each State is empowered to issue a practice direction on Court procedures during this 
period. Currently court activities have been suspended in Lagos State except for extremely 
urgent matters i.e. cases involving capital offences. There is a proposed practice direction 
that will allow the Lagos State Courts operate remotely, however this is yet to be formalised.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Notary services are limited.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Electronic signatures are accepted as satisfactory evidence that a document was properly 
signed. However, the Companies Registry only accepts wet ink for post incorporation filings.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

The Companies and Allied Matters Act does not restrict board meetings to a specific location. 
By implication, board meetings can be held via teleconferencing. The Chairman is required to 
sign minutes of all proceedings of the board.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Where it is impossible to hold meetings, a telephonic board meeting will not be sufficient if 
the proposed resolution is to be passed as a written resolution.The Chairman, and all the 
other directors must sign such resolution.

Contact for Nigeria

Agnes Osiyemi
Senior Manager
PricewaterhouseCoopers Limited

T: +234 805 330 4042

@: agnes.o.osiyemi@pwc.com

Nigeria content as at 27 April 2020 
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Qatar
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If so, 
are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a contingency 
plan in place for completing filings 
/registrations?

Most public registries are still operating remotely. Filings can be completed via email 
processing and online portals.

Are courts still open and accepting 
filings? If so, are there delays in 
processing times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings (e.g. online 
filings)?

The Supreme Judicial Council of Qatar has suspended several in-person state court 
proceedings.

However, judges are to attend to urgent cases and new dates will be assigned for the 
adjourned hearings.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents being 
notarised and/or apostilled? If not, 
are there any contingency plans for 
arranging for documents to be 
notarised and/or apostilled online?

All Notary Public/notarisation services may be conducted through the Ministry of Justice 
counters at Government Services Complexes.

New working hours have been introduced which are: 7am to 1pm, Sunday to Thursday. 
Qatar notaries are not yet working with online notarisation.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF Reader)

Electronic signatures are generally not recognised in Qatar. However, certain authorities 
do accept and facilitate e-signatures.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting minutes 
(e.g., Chairman's signature) strictly 
required?

The QFC Company Regulations provision say the following:

Article 75–Participation in meetings
Unless the articles of association of the LLC provide otherwise, a meeting of directors or a 
committee of directors or of the Members or any class thereof may be held by means of 
such telephone, electronic or other communication facilities as permit all persons 
participating in the meeting to communicate with each other simultaneously, and 
instantaneously, and participation in such a meeting shall constitute presence in person at 
such meeting. For State Entities, or the State, there is no specific provision stating that it 
needs to be a physical meeting but the way the provisions are worded make it clear. For 
example, the provision for proxy says - Every partner is entitled to attend the general 
assembly regardless of the number of shares they own. They may deputise another 
partner who is not a manager to represent them in the assembly via a specific 
authorisation, and every partner has a number of votes equal to the number of shares 
they own or represent.

By inference this would mean a physical meeting. Also, in practice it is always a physical 
meeting that is required. In relation to signatures, there are two possibilities. For State 
companies, the normal requirement is to have the signatures of everyone. For QFC 
companies, only the chairman needs to sign.

Can telephonic board meetings be 
held in lieu of written consents? --- If 
so, are any signatures for the 
meeting minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Board meetings are permitted to be held telephonically / remotely in lieu of written 
consents, subject to the company Articles of Association. In relation to signatures, there 
are two possibilities.

For State companies, the normal requirement is to have the signatures of everyone. For 
QFC companies, only the chairman needs to sign.

Contact for Qatar

Stephanie Williams-Quinn
Director
PricewaterhouseCoopers Legal Middle East LLP

T: +971 54 793 3941

@: stephanie.williams-quinn@pwc.com

Qatar content as at 9 April 2020 

Contact for Qatar

Darren Harris
Director
PricewaterhouseCoopers Legal Middle East LLP

T: +971 56 418 9768

@: darren.harris@pwc.com
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Saudi Arabia
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Public registries are closed and working remotely. Some authorities have been accepting 
filings via email submission, provided that the documents are fully authenticated. However, 
there are delays in processing.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

All court cases have been deferred until further notice, except for urgent cases (which will be 
determined at the court's discretion). Delays are expected. Trial procedures and pleadings 
which do not require parties physical attendance shall continue through the Ministry of 
Justice's electronic portals.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

No. Notaries are closed until further notice and there is currently no contingency plan. There 
are certain attestation services that can be undertaken by the Ministry of Justice through 
online portals.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes, provided that the company's Articles of Association permits. The requirement to execute 
minutes differs according to the type of legal entity and what the Articles of Association 
stipulate.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes, provided that the company's Articles of Association permits. The requirement to execute 
minutes differs according to the type of legal entity and what the Articles of Association 
stipulate.

Saudi Arabia content as at 9 April 2020 

Contact for Saudi Arabia

Alan Wood
Director
PricewaterhouseCoopers Legal Middle East LLP

T: +971 56 417 6723  / T: +966 53 105 4637

@: alan.wood@pwc.com

Contact for Saudi Arabia

Darren Harris
Director
PricewaterhouseCoopers Legal Middle East LLP

T: +971 56 418 9768 

@: darren.harris@pwc.com
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South Africa
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

No.

There is no capacity for leave without pay for permanent employees.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

Generally, yes.

The Department of Employment and Labour ("Dept of Labour") recently issued a directive 
which confirmed that the Basic Conditions of Employment Act ("BCEA") recognises certain 
forms of leave (including, inter alia, annual, sick and family responsibility leave), which may 
be applicable to an employee's absence as a result of COVID-19.

The Dept of Labour's directive goes on to state that during the lockdown period, employers 
may request employees to take annual leave form his/her annual leave credits. The directive 
furthermore confirms that the BCEA allows employers to determine the time that employees 
can take their annual leave.

Notwithstanding the above, in its directive, the Dept of Labour stated that "In as much as 
employers are within their rights to insist that employees take annual leave during the 
lockdown, as the Department, we encourage employers not to request employees to utilise 
their annual leave credits for the lockdown, but to rather utilise the financial assistance
that the department has placed at their disposal through the COVID-19 Temporary 
Employer/Employee Relief Scheme (TERS) in cases where companies cannot afford to pay
employees".

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes.

To the extent that an employee is retrenched, such retrenchment will have to be done strictly
in accordance with the provisions of s 189 of the Labour Relations Act ("LRA").  An employer 
would have to have valid and cogent reasons for the retrenchment which must be based on 
the employer's operational requirements.

Employees who are retrenched are entitled to severance pay calculated based on 1 week for 
every year of completed service. The calculation is based on "remuneration" as defined in the 
LRA.

There is no relief from liability for termination benefits due to financial difficulty. But, as a 
result of the lockdown, the Dept of Labour implemented the COVID-19 Employer / Employee 
Temporary Relief Scheme (C19 TERS), through Government Notice 43161, which states 
"Should an employer as a direct result of Covid-19 pandemic close its operations for a 3 
(three) months or lesser period and suffer financial distress, the company shall qualify for a 
Covid-19 Temporary Relief Benefit". The Government Notice sets out certain qualifying 
requirements.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

In an insolvency scenario, employees claims (i.e. claims for salary, wages, leave pay, any 
form of paid absence, severance or retrenchment pay) are preferent claims. Put differently, 
employees claims stand second in line for payment after claims by secured creditors.

In terms of the Insolvency Act, certain portions of an employee's salary, wages, leave and 
severance pay are considered as preferent claims (subject to certain limits). The employees 
claims are as follows: (i) any salary or wages, for a period not exceeding 3 months; (ii) any 
payment in respect of any payment of leave or holiday, accrued in the year of insolvency or 
the previous year; (iii) any payment due in respect of any other form of paid absence, for a 
period not exceeding 3 months; and (iv) any severance or retrenchment due to the the 
employee.

South Africa content (all topics except Corporate) as at 9 April 2020 

Contact for South Africa

James Whitaker
Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers SA

T: +27 72 117 2180

@: james.whitaker@pwc.com
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South Africa
Labour Law (continued)
Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

In an insolvency scenario, an employee whose contract of service has been suspended, is 
entitled to claim unemployment benefits in terms of Unemployment Insurance Act (s 35).

Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Yes.

If the relevant contract does not legislate for situations where it is impossible for a party to 
perform as a result of a, for example, national disaster of war (i.e. any situation which would 
make the performance impossible - commonly referred to as a 'force majeure' or a 'vis major' 
clause), a non-performing party can invoke its rights in terms of the common law principle of 
‘supervening impossibility’. This principle allows for a party to be 'excused' from performing 
its obligations if a situation arises without any act or fault of either of the parties to the 
agreement, and such situation renders the performance of a contractual obligation 
impossible.

It is important to note that the non-performing party must objectively prove that performance 
is impossible due to the event or occurrence and that it was not in such party's control. The 
South African courts have placed a high standard on parties claiming ‘supervening 
impossibility’ and have held that in the event where a party can continue performing its 
obligations, regardless of economic hardship and increased costs, it will unlikely be able to 
rely on the principle of supervening impossibility.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Generally, this is not required.

A non-performing party may rely on the supervening impossibility principle without having to 
bring an application to the court. The counterparty may approach the court to challenge 
whether the non-performing party may rely on the principle.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

No.

The principles set out above will apply equally to commercial or other leasing arrangements. 
However, most commercial leases (or similar agreements) will contain 'force majeure' or 'vis 
major clauses which will govern the relevant circumstances.
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South Africa
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

Directors have a duty to act in good faith for a proper purpose, in the best interests of the 
company and with due care, skill and diligence.

A company is precluded from carrying on business recklessly, with gross negligence, with intent 
to defraud any person or for any fraudulent purpose (s 22 of the Companies Act (“the Act”). If a 
company continues to incur debts, in circumstances where it is unlikely that creditors will 
receive payment when due, the business of the company may be carried on recklessly or 
negligently.

However, South Africa’s Companies and Intellectual Property Commission (“the Commission”) 
recently issued a practice note stating it would not be invoking its powers under s 22 of the Act 
(which allows it to issue compliance notices to companies if the Commission has reasonable 
grounds to believe a company is trading in circumstances prohibited by s 22) in the case of a 
company which is temporarily insolvent and still carrying on business or trading, where the 
insolvency is caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. The Commissions practice note in this regard 
shall, at this stage, lapse after the declaration of a national disaster has been lifted.

Although dealt with further under the question “other insolvency regimes”, if directors have 
reasonable grounds to believe the company is financially distressed, they are required to adopt 
a resolution placing the company into voluntary business rescue and if they do not, they are 
required to provide reasons why not.

The directors have a duty to place the company into liquidation if business rescue is not 
appropriate because there is no reasonable prospect of rescuing the company, and the 
company is trading in insolvent circumstances.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

A director may be held personally liable by the company and/or creditors for any loss, damages 
or costs sustained by the company and/or creditors should a director breach any of his/her 
duties. In addition, a director faces being declared a delinquent and being summoned to appear 
before post liquidation enquiries.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

There are safe harbour provisions in the Act which directors may rely on as a defence against 
liability.

Practical measures directors could consider:

● taking professional advice regarding their duties as directors and acting in 
accordance with such advice;

● taking out, and maintaining in force, relevant insurance policies;

● directors should be encouraged to “do the right thing” and to persuade other directors 
to “do the right thing”.

If other directors are not inclined to be so persuaded, a director should consider resigning and, 
in doing so, should expressly set out the reasons for doing so in a resignation letter.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

See our answer under “other insolvency
regimes”.
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South Africa
Insolvency (continued)
What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

The other regime is business rescue, which seeks to allow companies that are financially 
distressed to file for business rescue and with the aid of a business rescue practitioner, to 
restructure and/or reorganise the business with the goal of turning the company around.

A company is financially distressed if, within the immediately ensuing 6 months, it appears 
reasonably:

● unlikely it will be able to pay all its debts as they become due and payable; or

● likely it will become insolvent.

During the business rescue process, a general moratorium applies which precludes legal 
proceedings being taken against the company.

Business rescue may be commenced by:

● a resolution adopted by the company; or

● a court application by an “affected person” (a shareholder, creditor, any registered 
trade union representing the employees of the company; or

● non-unionised employees of the company).

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

No specific regulations pertaining to cyber security and/ or data protection have been issued 
in South African in light of the current pandemic and the lockdown. Some employees are 
working from home during the lockdown and as such cyber security and data protection 
when working remotely must be considered by businesses.
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South Africa
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

The Companies and Intellectual Property Commission is beginning to return to its normal 
business operations as of 4 May 2020 and will incrementally be recommencing some 
processing services going forward.

The Competition Commission will remain open to accept filings, and investigators will 
investigate merger filings.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Courts remain open for the filing of papers and certain hearings.

Court users are encouraged to make use of the email addresses and/ or digital caselines 
system to initiate new proceedings, and to file additional pleadings and documents in 
proceedings that have already been started.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Notaries are still operating.

If documents must be authenticated and apostilled, then such documents must first be 
notarised by a South African notary and then the copies are apostilled by the High Court of 
South Africa.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Electronic signatures are permitted.

However, certain registries e.g. Deeds Registries, may require original signatures.

Electronic signatures are not permitted for agreements:

● for alienation of immovable property

● for the long-term lease of immovable property in excess of 20 years

● for the execution, retention and presentation of a will or codicil

● the execution of a bill of exchange.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Most companies' memorandum of incorporation permit electronic meetings of directors 
provided that each participant can hear and be heard by all other participants.

Any minutes of a meeting, or a resolution, signed by the Chair of the meeting, or by the Chair 
of the next meeting of the board, is evidence of the proceedings of that meeting, or adoption 
of that resolution.

The minutes of the meeting and board resolutions can be signed electronically.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Most companies' memorandum of incorporation permit electronic meetings of directors, 
provided that each participant can hear and be heard by all other participants.

Any minutes of a meeting, or a resolution, signed by the Chair of the meeting, or by the Chair 
of the next meeting of the board, is evidence of the proceedings of that meeting, or adoption 
of that resolution.

The minutes of the meeting and board resolutions can be signed electronically.

South Africa content (Corporate) as at 18 May 2020 
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Tunisia
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

No.

Dismissal of employees, even for economic reasons, requires payment.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

Yes.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes.

There is minimum damages to be paid to the leaving employee where the termination is due 
to economic reasons. These damages are to be determined by the Labour Inspection.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

Employees are treated as priority creditors.

Wages are assigned priority status.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

The ministry of social affairs has allocated special funds for unpaid employees who have not 
received payment due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Contact for Tunisia

Abderrahmen Fendri
Partner
PwC Tunisia

T: +216 71 862 156

@: abderrahmen.fendri@pwc.com

Tunisia content as at 9 April 2020 
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Tunisia
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Yes, the notion of force majeure is regulated under Tunisian contract law.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Yes

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

Yes

Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies that 
are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

They should either:

● hold an extraordinary meeting to decide the continuity of the company's activity; or

● file a request for an amicable settlement from the competent judge.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

In case the insolvency is due to the directors fault, they endure the full responsibility.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a company 
nears insolvency?  Is there any 
safe harbour legislation?

No.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case activity 
for a period of time?

Yes.

The ministries of finance and of social affairs have taken some exceptional measures for this 
purpose but the related legal texts have not yet appeared.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant to 
a company in the current 
pandemic?

-----
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Tunisia
Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

Law 63-2004 relates to the protection of personal information.

Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

No

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

No

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

No

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

No

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes.

Board meetings can be held by audio or video conference.
Signatures of administrators are strictly required.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes.

Board meetings can be held by audio or video conference.

Signatures of administrators are strictly required.
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Uganda
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

This can be done where express consent of the employee is sought.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

An employer can agree with the employees to utilise all their accrued annual leave in this 
period.

This has to be agreed by both parties and has to be in accordance with the employment 
contract and internal leave policies, if any.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

No.

There is no minimum statutory redundancy pay, this has to be in accordance with the 
employment contract or as agreed with the employee.

There is no capacity for relief from liability for termination benefits due to financial difficulty.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes.

All wages or basic salary, wholly earned or earned in part by way of commission for four 
months.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

No.

Contact for Uganda

Dorothy Uzamukunda
Manager
PricewaterhouseCoopers Limited

T: +256 756 860862

@: dorothy.b.uzamukunda@pwc.com

Uganda content (all topics except Corporate) as at 9 April 2020 
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Uganda
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Yes.

A party may rely on force majeure if it is provided for in a contract. The Contracts Act 
provides for enforcement of the terms of an agreement. Therefore if the contract provides for 
such relief, this provision will be enforced.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

If the contract provides for relief in relation to a pandemic, a party can apply to court or other 
agreed forum for relief on the basis of the provision. A party can petition the High Court for 
Administration, Receivership or Bankruptcy under the Insolvency Act.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

No
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Uganda
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

It is an offence for directors to continue trading when a company is insolvent.

When a company is in liquidation, directors are required to fully and truthfully disclose to the 
liquidator all the property of the company and details of the disposal of any property by the 
company including property disposed of in the ordinary course of business; and deliver to the 
liquidator or in accordance with the liquidator’s directions, all property of the company in or 
under his or her custody or control.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Directors face the possibility of being disqualified from acting as directors for a period of three 
years if they allow a company to trade while insolvent.

The disqualification includes disqualification from promotion or management of any company.

The court also has power under the Insolvency Act 2011, to lift the corporate veil if the directors 
have used their business to defraud creditors of the business or to do some other wrongful or 
illegal act.

Directors can also be exposed to fines for non-compliance with the provisions of both the 
Companies' Act 2012 and the Insolvency Act.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

There is no safeharbour legislation. Directors should not allow a company to trade while 
insolvent and they continue to act with the same duty of care and diligence they owe to the 
company. Most companies get insurance/indemnity to protect directors.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

In regard to contracts a company can apply force majeure provisions if they are provided for in 
an existing contract before the pandemic.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

Administration or receivership and liquidation where there is no possibility of recovery.

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of 
in the current pandemic?

The Data Protection and Privacy Act is still in force and hence should be adhered to. For 
example companies should not disclose personal details of a staff member who is under 
quarantine, isolation or treatment. The penalty for unauthorised disclosure is Ugx 4.8 million or 
imprisonment for 10 years or both.
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Uganda
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

The company registry is partially open and is allowing online filing for business registrations, 
intellectual property, civil registration and insolvency.

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

The courts of law are only open to receive new filings for new cases.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Many notaries offices are closed however, it is possible to contact the notaries and arrange 
for a meeting to obtain their services, as long as the meeting complies with the government's 
measures.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

The Electronics Signatures Act allows all documents to be signed using electronic or digital 
signatures. However the Registrar of Companies require documents filed with the 
Companies Registry to be signed with wet ink signatures.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Meetings can be held via teleconferencing if provided for in the articles of association of the 
company and e-signatures can also be used for minutes. The Chairperson of the meeting is 
required to sign the minutes.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Meetings can be held via teleconferencing if provided for in the articles of association of the 
company and e-signatures can also be used for minutes. The Chairperson of the meeting is 
required to sign the minutes.

Uganda content (Corporate) as at 27 April 2020 
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United Arab Emirates
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Generally, not without the employee's consent.

Ministerial Resolution No (279), 2020, has acknowledged the difficulties employers will face 
during this time, and states that with the agreement of an employee, employers may grant 
unpaid leave, temporarily reduce salary or permanently reduce salary. In the latter scenario, 
the employer would need to seek approval from the Ministry of Human Resources and 
Emiratisation, and in any event, the parties need to be in agreement.

Employers should still tread very carefully when contemplating a reduction in an employee’s 
pay or even trying to implement a company-wide salary reduction. Even where a business 
has been forced to close due to COVID-19, employers are still under a contractual obligation 
to pay salaries. From a practical viewpoint, it is important to keep staff morale high and 
ensuring salaries are still paid will be priority to many employers. Notwithstanding this, 
Emirates and FlyDubai have announced salary reductions and other companies may follow 
suit.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

Generally, no.

Employees will need to agree to take leave. Paid leave is certainly within the employer’s right 
to enforce, but the Ministerial Resolution calls for agreement between the parties.

Unpaid leave would need to be agreed in writing with the employee.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

The issue of redundancy is complex in the UAE; while courts have previously indicated that 
an employer can dismiss an employee for cost-saving reasons, there is no specific provision 
for redundancy situations in UAE Labour Law.

In line with international practices (and if we look to English common law), employers in the 
UAE are encouraged to follow consultation, fair process and consider alternatives (e.g. 
changes in working hours, role).

Employers should also be mindful of payouts to employees in a redundancy situation - rules 
relating to notice pay and other owed benefits, would apply in this situation. Making 
employees redundant could certainly be costly and a financial assessment should be made 
as to whether it makes sense for an organisation to go through the redundancy process at 
this time. There is the added complexity in the UAE of there being no provision to terminate 
employment in light of COVID-19 - and courts could rule such a move as unlawful.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

--

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

--

Contact for United Arab Emirates

Darren Harris
Director
PricewaterhouseCoopers Legal Middle East LLP

T: +971 56 418 9768

@: darren.harris@pwc.com
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United Arab Emirates
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies that 
are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

In accordance with Article 301 of the CCL, where a Company has incurred losses that exceed half 
of its capital it must take the following actions:

● “If the losses of a limited liability company become 50% of the share capital, the 
managers shall refer to the general assembly of the Partners the issue of dissolution. 
The dissolution Resolution shall be passed by the applicable majority to amend the 
Memorandum of Association of the Company.

● If the losses reach 75% of the share capital, the Partners holding 25% of the share 
capital may demand to dissolve the Company.”

If the losses of the Company exceed half of its capital and the Directors fail to invite the general 
assembly, Article 344 of the CCL provides that:

● “A fine of at least AED 50,000, but not more than AED 1,000,000 shall be imposed on 
the Chairman of a limited liability company if the losses of the company reach 50% of its 
share capital and the Board fails to invite the annual general assembly of the Company 
to convene in accordance with the provisions of Commercial Companies Law.”

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

Under the Bankruptcy Law: Article 198 and 201 provide that directors shall be held liable for acts 
such as concealing company’s assets, declaring debts not due from the company, falsely declaring 
paid-up capital, failing to maintain sufficient commercial books, or failing to provide the required 
information to the appointed trustee or court. A prison sentence as well as a fine may punish 
directors found guilty as such;

Article 144 provides that if it is evident that the assets of the company are insufficient to pay at 
least 20% of its debts, the court that declared the bankruptcy may order all or part of the directors 
of board or managers, jointly or severally, to pay all or part of the debts of the company, in such 
cases where their responsibility for the losses of the company is evident;

Article 198 provides that the directors of board, managers and those in charge of liquidation of the 
company shall be sentenced to prison for not more than five years and a fine of not more than 
AED 1,000,000, if after the issue of a final decision of initiating procedures against the company, 
they commit either of the following acts:

● Hide, damage or alter all or part of books of the company to harm the creditors.

● Embezzle or hide part of properties of the company.

● Knowingly admit debts which are not owed by the company, whether the representation 
is made in writing, orally, in the balance sheet or by abstention from providing papers or 
clarifications in their possession, while they know the consequences of such abstention.

● Procure preventive composition or restructuring of the company through fraudulence.

● Fail to announce the truth of the subscribed or paid capital, distribute simulating profits 
or seize remunerations in excess to the amount provided in the law, memorandum of 
association or articles of association of the company.

The penalty provided in this Article shall not apply to whoever is evidently not engaged in the work 
of crime or evidently reserved to the decision issued in his regard.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

Under the Commercial Companies Law, Article 24 provides that a company cannot absolve a 
director from personal liability which attaches to him as a result of his position and any agreement 
to the contrary is considered null and void.

Directors should adhere to the relevant laws and regulations of the UAE at all times to limit their 
personal exposure.

United Arab Emirates content (Insolvency) as at 1 May 2020 
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United Arab Emirates
Insolvency (continued)
Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

There has been no amendments to the Bankruptcy Law in the UAE. However, it is important to 
note that the Bankruptcy law applies generally to onshore companies. Different regimes apply 
to companies located in the DIFC or ADGM.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

Certain Free Zones in the UAE have their own specific insolvency or bankruptcy law that may 
apply. For example, the DIFC and ADGM have their own laws and regulations pertaining to 
Insolvency. It should also be noted that these Free Zones, amongst others, have also 
implemented measures such as licensing fee waivers to ease the pressures of COVID19.

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

Data Protection laws should not stop organisations and governments taking measures to 
prevent the spread of COVID 19. It is in the interest of everyone across the globe and here in 
the Middle East to support in preventing this unprecedented pandemic. However, data 
controllers and processors in these extraordinary times must ensure the protection of 
personal data of individuals.

The general principles of data privacy laws should however continue to be taken into 
account. Those countries or free zones across the Middle East with data privacy laws, should 
continue to adhere to those countries laws unless the governmental regulator states 
otherwise. Except for the ADGM Data Protection Office as of this moment we understand that 
there are no specific announcements across the GCC in relation to privacy and COVID-19. 
Accordingly, data controllers and processors should continue to abide by any data protection 
laws within their country. An emergency will generally be a legal condition to process 
personal data which may therefore legitimize some restrictions of freedoms for processing 
personal data, however each organisation will still need to weigh the interests of any 
individuals and make sure such restrictions are proportionate.

Notwithstanding if there is a federal law in place in respect of data protection, below we have 
set out a number of data privacy best practices in light of COVID-19, that organisations 
should be familiar with.

Can Healthcare institutions and providers sending communications to individuals

Data protection and electronic communication laws both across the Middle East and globally, 
do not generally prohibit government agencies or healthcare institutions and providers from 
sending public health announcements to individuals. These may be sent via phone, text or 
email and do not constitute direct marketing.

Public bodies can also require the additional collection and sharing of personal data to 
protect against serious threats to public health.

Working from home

As a result of the pandemic, many governments and organisations are now asking 
employees to work from home. For some this may be the norm, but for others this will be the 
first time and may present some unexpected challenges, particularly in relation to data 
protection. We have outlined some of the most important data privacy considerations to 
consider when working from home below..

(Continued on next page)
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United Arab Emirates
Cyber & Privacy (continued)

Workstations and devices

Employees may need to use their personal devices to work from home. Organisations should 
make employees aware that they should ensure that any device they use has the necessary 
updates installed, such as operating system updates, software and antivirus updates.

All employees should use effective access controls on devices, such as passwords and 
multifactor authentication.

Employees should lock their workstations if working in a shared environment.

Encryption should be used to restrict access to the device, and to reduce risk if a device is 
stolen or misplaced. This is likely to be the case on organisation-issued devices, but should 
also be considered on personal devices.

If employees are working from home without cloud or network access, they should ensure 
any locally stored data is adequately backed up in a secure manner periodically.

Physical files

Ensure employees are aware that data protection laws also apply to personal data that is in 
the form of hard copies, such as paper records.

Hard copies should be securely put away when not in use, for example in a locked filing 
cabinet or drawer.

Hard copies should be disposed of securely when no longer required, for example by 
shredding them.

Care should be taken to ensure hard copies are not left somewhere where they could be 
misplaced or stolen.

Phishing attacks and scams

There has been an increase in phishing attacks in light of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Employees should be trained on phishing attacks and receive regular reminders on what to 
look out for and who to contact in the event of a suspected phishing attack.

The EU Agency for Cybersecurity recommends being especially suspicious of the following:

● Emails from people you don't know- especially if they ask to connect to links or 
open files.

● Emails that create an image of urgency or severe consequences. These are key 
candidates for phishing and in these cases you should always verify via an 
external channel before complying.

● Emails sent from people you know, but asking for unusual things.

Video Conferencing

The COVID-19 pandemic has hugely increased the amount and frequency of organisations 
and individuals using video conferencing services to connect with colleagues and clients 
remotely. It is important that people are aware of the data privacy considerations of using 
such services, both from a personal and organisational point of view.

When not in use, keep your mic and webcam turned off.

When participating in a video conference, if you have windows open containing information 
that you do not plan to share, make sure they are all properly closed before you begin 
conferencing.

Do not record video conferences without obtaining the other attendees consent.

(Continued on next page)
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United Arab Emirates
Cyber & Privacy (continued)

Telling staff about COVID cases

Organisations have an obligation to ensure the health and safety of employees.You may 
therefore inform staff about suspected or confirmed cases of COVID-19 in your organisation. 
However, you should not name the individuals, and you should only provide the information 
that is strictly necessary. For example, this is likely to be the fact that somebody within the 
organisation has the virus, but go no further than this.

Can an Employer inform employees that a member of their team has contracted 
COVID-19?

Employers have a legal obligation to ensure the health and safety of all their employees. 
Accordingly, Employers should keep employees informed about any cases of COVID-19 in 
their organization and take the necessary measures to keep employees safe. However, 
employers should avoid naming individuals, if possible, and should not provide any more 
information than is necessary.

Can we ask about any symptoms of an employee’s household?

In principle yes but DPA’s have stressed the importance of data minimisation when 
requesting additional health data from their employee. In addition, once the data is collected, 
employers still have to ensure that it is treated with the appropriate safeguards, as specified 
under any data protection regulations.

Can I collect health data in relation to COVID-19 about employees or from visitors to 
my organisation? What about health information ahead of a conference, or an event?

Employers have a duty to ensure employees’ health and safety, but that does not necessarily 
mean they may gather unnecessary information about their employees. For example, it may 
be reasonable in the current circumstances to ask an employee or a visitor if they have 
visited a particular country or are experiencing COVID-19 symptoms.

On the other hand, it would be unreasonable to ask an employee or visitor if they or any of 
their family members have ever been diagnosed with any other contagious disease.

If additional health data is required, employers must ensure that they do not collect any more 
Personal Data or Sensitive Personal Data than is necessary (note: Sensitive Personal Data 
includes health information). In addition, employers must ensure that any Person Data or 
Sensitive Personal Data that is collected is treated with the appropriate safeguards, as 
specified under the DP Regulations.

It would be appropriate to ask people who may be coming for a meeting or conference that if 
they are currently experiencing any of the COVID-19 symptoms that they should not attend in 
this instance.

Can I share employees’ health information to authorities for public health purposes?

An employer is unlikely to have to share an individual's health information with the Health 
Authorities. However, if this does happen, data privacy regulations generally do not prevent 
employers from sharing such information, provided there is a legal basis for the processing of 
the Personal or Sensitive Personal Data and appropriate safeguards have been met.
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United Arab Emirates
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Public registries are still open and operating remotely. Most are accepting filings via email or 
online portals (where available).

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Onshore courts - for the time being, all ongoing civil proceedings have been 
adjourned/postponed to a later date. Urgent hearings shall continue remotely.

DIFC Courts - working remotely and hearings are taking place by video conference.

ADGM Courts - fully operational, given its digital platform.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Notaries are still operating remotely.

Signed documents can be submitted online and are followed up with a video conference for 
verification and completion of the notarisation.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Documents can be signed electronically subject to explicit consent from the relevant 
government authority.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Board meetings are permitted to be held telephonically, as long as the company Articles of 
Association permit this. For onshore public joint stock companies, minutes are strictly 
required to be signed by the present members and the secretary. Entities subject to the UAE 
Economic Substance Regulations are also required to have meeting meeting minutes signed. 
For other types of entities, there is no strict requirement (unless specified in their Articles of 
Association), but general practice is that they are signed by at least the chairperson.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Board meetings can be held telephonically in lieu of written consents, as long as the 
company Articles of Association permit this and it is acceptable to the party/authority 
requiring written consent.

For onshore public joint stock companies, minutes are strictly required to be signed by the 
present members and the secretary. Entities subject to the UAE Economic Substance 
Regulations are also required to have meeting meeting minutes signed.

For other types of entities, there is no strict requirement (unless specified in their Articles of 
Association), but general practice is that they are signed by at least the chairperson.
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Zambia
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Yes, furloughing employees is permitted in Zambia.

In order to furlough employees, an employee's contract of employment must provide for this. 
If it is not provided for in an employee's contract of employment, the consent of the employee 
must be obtained prior to furlough.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

Yes, an employer can direct an employee to take leave, but only if this is provided for under 
the contract of employment.

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

The minimum statutory redundancy would depend on whether the employee is a casual 
employee, temporary employee, the employee is in engaged on a long term contract (i.e. a 
contract for a period not exceeding 12 months or for execution of a specific task) or whether 
the employee is a protected or unprotected employee. Where applicable, the minimum 
redundancy is 2 months basic pay for every year served. The Employment Code No. 3 of 
2019 provides that an employer can apply to the Labour Office to pay a redundancy package 
in instalments due to financial difficulty.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

Yes employees are treated as priority unsecured creditors. The following claims are subject 
to priority creditor status:

● all amounts due by way of wages or salary (whether or not earned wholly or in part 
by way of commission) accruing to any employee within the period of three (3) 
months before the date of the winding-up order;

● all amounts due in respect of leave accruing to any employee within the period of 
two (2) years before the date of the winding-up order;

● all amounts due in respect of any paid absence (not being leave) accruing to any 
employee within the period of three (3) months before the date of the winding-up 
order; and

● recruitment expenses or other amounts reimbursable under any contract of 
employment.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

There are none.

Zambia content as at 9 April 2020 
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Zambia
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Generally, there are no legislative provisions that can be relied on to seek relief from 
contractual obligations in the event of a pandemic. However, through subsidiary legislation 
enacted through enabling Acts of Parliament, legislative provisions can be promulgated to 
provide for such relief.

An example is where a state of emergency is declared in Zambia pursuant to the 
Constitution, the President is empowered to pass regulations which can provide for some 
form of relief. Where there are no legislative provisions, common law can be relied on for 
relief from contractual obligations.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Yes a party can apply to a court to be relieved from contractual obligations. However, this is 
accessed on a case by case basis.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

They are not subject to special arrangements.
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Zambia
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

A director owes a duty not to conduct the business of the company in a manner that creates 
substantial risk of serious loss to a shareholder or a creditor.

This duty is wide enough to cover the situation of a company that is insolvent or nearing 
insolvency. It would require the directors to think whether a company will be able to pay its 
debts in the next 6 months where there are signs of financial distress. If this is the case, the 
directors should consider the next steps which could be either business rescue or liquidation.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

A director can be exposed to personal liability for debts and liabilities incurred by the company 
to an extent as the Courts of Zambia may order.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

Directors may take numerous steps to limit their personal exposure. Any decision of the 
directors to be made should be within the context of director responsibilities as well as their 
duties to creditors.

To limit personal liability, directors should:

● act swiftly - assess the risks that the company is exposed to as a result of COVID-19, 
document and put in place strategies to manage the risk. This can be achieved by 
being proactive and not reactive;

● meet regularly (weekly or even daily if need be). Directors in meeting, must avoid 
making decisions by round-robin resolutions;

● ensure that the minute all decisions and discussions carefully- The commercial 
decisions of directors including any professional advice on which the decision is 
based should be carefully recorded;

● seek timely, proper and sound professional advice (financial and legal) if there are 
signs of financial distress. If in doubt, a director may also wish to seek specific 
independent advice concerning their statutory duties. Directors must also act on such 
advice without delay;

● ensure they obtain robust current financial information to form the basis of any 
commercial decisions. Directors must make a proper and realistic assessment of the 
financial information and test the veracity of the financial information.

The Companies Act provides some form of safeguard from liability. If the director can prove that 
he did everything reasonably possible or was not aware of the situation that may cause 
insolvency to the company, then that director is not personally liable.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

Yes.

The company may commence business rescue which provide a moratorium to allow the 
company to trade through the current pandemic.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

Another option would be for the company to enter into some form of scheme of arrangement 
with the creditor during or post the current pandemic on certain terms in accordance to the facts 
surrounding the business.
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Zambia
Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

Despite the pandemic, sharing of information with third-parties through electronic means has 
to be done in accordance with the law. Personal information of employees must be shared 
with consent and with a pre-advised legitimate reason during these times. If not, a company 
and its directors may be liable to fees and imprisonment.

Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

Yes public registries are still open and accepting filings or registrations.

We have not experienced any delays in processing times for such filings. Generally, there is 
no contingency plan in place for completing filings or registrations except the Companies 
House has online filings for certain documents (i.e registration of a company).

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Courts are partially open. Currently, you can only file documents in the Commercial Registry. 
We have not experienced any delays in processing times. There is no contingency plan in 
place for completing filings should the Courts be completely closed.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

Yes notaries are still operating. There may be delays due to the fact that most notaries have 
stopped making physical contact with the public unless necessary. However, notarising of 
documents online is not common practice in Zambia.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Yes they can.

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes board meetings can be held electronically. A signature for the meeting minutes of the 
chairman are required for the minutes to be taken at face value.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes telephonic board meetings can be held. Signatures for the meeting minutes of the 
chairman are required for the minutes to be taken at face value.
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Zimbabwe
Labour Law
Is there capacity to stand down or 
furlough (leave without pay) 
employees without pay in your 
jurisdiction? If yes, what 
pre-conditions to stand-down or 
furlough

Yes, subject to some requirements.

Section 12D of the Zimbabwean Labour Act [Chapter 28:01] deals with special measures to 
avoid retrenchment.

Whereas the section is specific on short time work and shift work system, sending employees 
on unpaid leave is one such measure.

The only pre-condition is that the employer has to get the employees' agreement in that 
regard.

Can an employer direct an 
employee to take paid annual, 
holiday or similar leave?

Yes.

Annual, holiday or similar leave is taken at the convenience of the employer in terms of our 
labour laws- section 14A of the Zimbabwean Labour Act [Chapter 28:01]

Where employees are terminated 
due to job elimination or 
redundancy, is there minimum 
statutory redundancy or 
severance pay in your 
jurisdiction?
Is there any capacity for relief 
from liability for termination 
benefits due to financial difficulty?

Yes.

The affected employees will be entitled to one month's salary for every two years of service 
and any other benefits such as cash in lieu of leave and contractual benefits, if any.

Are employees treated as priority 
unsecured creditors in your 
jurisdiction?
If yes, what benefits are subject to 
priority creditor status (eg, salary 
and wages only, or other benefits 
eg leave entitlements, variable 
bonus pay, etc)?

No.

Are there any government funding 
arrangements in your jurisdiction 
for unpaid employment benefits in 
an insolvency scenario?

No.

Zimbabwe content as at 9 April 2020 
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Zimbabwe
Contract Law
Is there capacity in your 
jurisdiction to rely upon legislative 
provisions or general law for relief 
from contractual obligations in the 
event of pandemic or similar?

Our jurisdiction does not have a specific legislation directly dealing with contractual 
obligations in cases of a pandemic.

Can a party apply to court or 
similar body to be relieved from 
contractual obligations which 
might be relevant to the current 
pandemic?

Yes, a party can apply to a court of law seeking to be relieved from a contractual obligation 
which may be relevant to the current pandemic.

It being common cause that the current pandemic has led to a shut down in Zimbabwe, the 
defences of force majeure and objective/absolute supervening impossibility of performance 
are available to a party who was supposed to perform.

These defences only arise if there is a force majeure clause in the contract. Without it, a 
party cannot competently seek relief from the courts.

Are commercial property or other 
leasing arrangements subject to 
any special arrangements?

No.

Commercial property and other leases are subject to the respective lease agreements 
between the lessor and the lessee. The court’s solitary duty is to interpret and enforce the 
provisions of the lease agreement.
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Zimbabwe
Insolvency
What legal duties do directors 
owe in respect of companies 
that are insolvent or are nearing 
insolvency?

In terms of sections 54 and 55 of the Companies and Other Business Entities Act [Chapter 
24:31], directors have a duty of care and loyalty to the company.

This duty exists for as long as a director is a director of a company, which includes the period 
that a company is nearing insolvency. More so, in terms of section 135 of the Insolvency Act 
[Chapter 6:07], all directors of company have a duty to co-operate with and assist a corporate 
rescue practitioner of a financially distressed company which may also be nearing insolvency 
although there is potential of it being rescued.

What personal liabilities can 
directors be exposed to as a 
company nears insolvency?

In terms of section 117 of the Insolvency Act [Chapter 6:07], where it is proven that any 
business of a debtor (who may be a company) was being run or conducted recklessly or with 
the intention to defraud creditors of the debtor such person who may also be a director may be 
held personally liable for debts of the debtor.

What practical measures can 
directors take to limit their 
personal exposure as a 
company nears insolvency?  Is 
there any safe harbour 
legislation?

The measures that may be taken by a director to limit his personal exposure as a company 
nears insolvency are to avoid personal interests in the company, to be fully informed on the 
affairs of the company and to act in the best interests of the company or corporation.

See section 54 (4) of the Companies and Other Business Entities Act [Chapter 24:31] which 
introduces the business judgment rule defence.

Is there a moratorium or similar 
regime that could allow a 
company to trade through the 
current pandemic, or case 
activity for a period of time?

Yes.

The Public Health (COVID-19 Prevention, Containment and Treatment) (National Lockdown) 
Order, 2020 published in Statutory Instrument 83 of 2020 allows companies rendering essential 
service to trade and render services during the 21 days’ lockdown period.

What are the other insolvency 
regimes that might be relevant 
to a company in the current 
pandemic?

Companies and Other Business Entities Act [Chapter 24:31].

Cyber & Privacy
Are there any data security and 
privacy issues that businesses 
need to be particularly aware of in 
the current pandemic?

As more and more companies adopt the work-from-home policy, cyber security is becoming 
an increasing concern. In particular, private home networks do not have the same level of 
security as corporate networks.
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Zimbabwe
Corporate
Are public registries still open and 
accepting filings/ registrations? If 
so, are there delays in processing 
times? If not, is there a 
contingency plan in place for 
completing filings /registrations?

No

Are courts still open and 
accepting filings? If so, are there 
delays in processing times? If not, 
is there a contingency plan in 
place for completing filings (e.g. 
online filings)?

Courts are currently only accepting urgent court process and bail applications. Filing of 
ordinary process has been suspended until the threat of COVID-19 subsides.

Are notaries still operating? If so, 
are there delays in documents 
being notarised and/or apostilled? 
If not, are there any contingency 
plans for arranging for documents 
to be notarised and/or apostilled 
online?

No.

Notaries are not providers of essential services as defined in The Public Health (COVID-19 
Prevention, Containment and Treatment) (National Lockdown) Order, 2020 published in 
Statutory Instrument 83 of 2020. according to the Statutory Instrument, Zimbabwe will be on 
lockdown until 19 April 2020.

Can documents be signed 
electronically? --- (e.g., DocuSign, 
Adobe Pro, and Apple PDF 
Reader)

Yes

Can board meetings be held 
telephonically? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes.

This is provided for in section 196 (2) of the Companies and Other Business Entities Act 
[Chapter 24:31].

Members present at the telephonic board meeting may use electronic signatures with an 
email authorising one person to insert them onto the minutes.

Can telephonic board meetings 
be held in lieu of written 
consents? --- If so, are any 
signatures for the meeting 
minutes (e.g., Chairman's 
signature) strictly required?

Yes.

If the board can convene and vote, electronically or otherwise, then written consents will not 
be necessary.

According to the Companies and Other Business Entities Act [Chapter 24:31] in section 196 
(1), written consents are necessary only when a meeting of the directors has not been 
convened. the Chairman's signature is required in terms of section 205 (3) of the Companies 
and Other Business Entities Act [Chapter 24:31]
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